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INTRO
From the Creation until nowadays life on Earth has gone 

through different transformations. At the beginning the mind has 
been only ether and after that the substance transforms to matter. 
After millions of years, it recreates into physical systems, energy 
bodies, spiritual and emotional entity. Every phase has formed 
one human race, nowadays people are product of the fifth race – 
difficult crystallization of the mind and matter. More difficult we 
ever imagine. We don’t thing of but we are living in very confused 
energy informational world, who is built from the fibres of earth 
vibrations, divine karma, universal mind and still not explored 
higher dimensional spirit and mind. In every second of our cur-
rent moment it is mixed past and future with vectors of parallel 
life that we live in other dimensions. And that is not enough, and 
more – our ways crossed with earth creatures and aliens, with 
energies – invisible teachers, angels, archangels, agregors, magic, 
spirits, cosmic subordinations. 

Our mind is receiving every impact of the multi Universe sub-
consciously, including sources that is in our past life. But which 
one of these to follow and which to ignore? One of the ways to 
understand is to find the color of the light that is around our bod-
ies – our Aura. If a man still does not have the senses for aura, it 
does not mean it doesn’t exist and doesn’t run aural evolutional 
process in every one of us. The planet also transforms. It become 
the moment that the physical borders are not enough to embrace 
whole bunch of azure light that is around our bodies and brings 
many talents, ideas, settings and ways to travel in space. Many are 
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talking about seven chakras, but human has twelve energy centers 
and one more that is its personal cosmic home – Nebula. What 
are you think about – could we live in a deception? No, you do 
not need to think, but to feel. No, feeling is earth concept and 
where we are going we don’t need it. Just open your mind and 
then switch it off. By reaching the thirteen chakra level, the awake 
mind never sleeps again, and the experience stays in every oth-
er reincarnations of the spirit. Imagine to study and learn thou-
sands of years without forgetting because of the death.  This is 
the eternal life that is written in holy books. See, now are born 
the so called Indigo children which aura and energy I research in 
my cabinets all over. They are remembering reincarnations not 
only on Earth but also on other planets. Is this possible? We live 
in very dynamical times, because after 2012 we have rare chance 
to survive a new mind and matter transformation. This transfor-
mation will be physically aware, unlike past ones. It will happens 
in this life and will find place in historical books. And what will 
be written there? “We finally find out the hidden truth about hu-
mans. The human find itself that does not have only physical but 
also spiritual part – aura, chakras, soul and cosmic spirit. By the 
muscles we can control only our bodies, but by our energy nature 
we can reach and use the endless resource of the Universe and 
parallel worlds. On Earth there are portals that you also can travel 
through, there that I reached – the edge of the black cosmos.” 

In books it will be also written that around us there are evil 
creatures also, that are interested to keep the human to be blind 
about its real nature. Its unlocks with harmony and love, and 
locks by the fear and zombiing. The book that you hold in your 
hands, dear reader, will shake your good idealized material world, 
who I am destined to keep by cosmic circumstances. With the 
risk to bring you cultural shock, soul and mental earthquake, I 
will tell you how real earthquakes are hold with mind power and 
spirit, what invisible processes are going on in cities we live in, 
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what earth creatures and aliens powers are threatening human 
kind and its driven force the Aries and Bulg Aria. In “The Aura 
of Free Aries” I will uncover part of the revelations that my spiri-
tual teachers and universal forces send me. We a strangers in our 
own bodies that hide enormous aural and universal resources. I 
research this years ago. May be you know me from the TV, known 
as Reiki master Deyan Kolev, that show up from time to time, 
speaks about human aura and cosmic love. I will not keep it in se-
cret, the way of the cognition and inspiration was thorny and here 
I will reveal what I live through. Otherwise who am I to teach if I 
not tell you how I reached to the halo of truth. 

Climbing through ladder of aural evolution, I found out that 
energy informational environment around us is polluted. This 
phenomenon is very wide. Our planet is covered by big holo-
graphic net for control and repress to other creatures, known as 
reptiles. Under Satan’s dome has wide spread the field of negative 
though – magical rituals and practices that occultists and magi-
cians of different regions and ranges creates to damage people for 
couple of coins. Except pagan magic, there also modern one. It’s 
called energy fight. 

Yes,  many will tell that its negative impact can not be proved. 
But they are wrong. Now there is Aura Camera that physically I 
show the processes that are killing us, or that are bringing us to the 
divine light. Nowadays more that ever we have to seek it, because 
it seems that all invisible to the eye “demons” has allied against 
human. There are forthcoming trials for Bulgaria and the whole 
world and only with “indigo children” ‘s help we could manage. 
I am myself one of them, came through the dimensions with the 
first wave in 1974. In this book I will try to tell you how I made a 
way through the jungle with the help of the shining sword of Sir-
ius, to the temple of the heart. I pray for you to have the courage 
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and holy help to follow me to the most expensive treasure – the 
spiritual awakening. 

I have lost many valuable things through my way to find out 
the divine fruits with which to feed Bulgaria and the whole hu-
manity. For me, the enlightenment in aura came after big lifetime 
crush, when by not finding a support in current time, I have been 
told to search salvation in the power of my own divine universal 
spirit. Others came to this step by step through whole lifetime. 
Others after they step out by the border between worlds, with the 
process of physical death they understand how they do not know 
each other and the world we live in. One is sure – our time on 
Earth is limited, but is enough to reveal our mission and the direc-
tion of development we want to follow. One of the ways to know 
the Aura that our creator send us as gift. Believe or not He or She 
-  the divine world exists and navigates our lives. This world has 
strict hierarchy, its lows, but also dangerous. 

Very soon Earth life and divine one will merge as it is said in 
many holy writings, we will see whether whole process will hap-
pen in 2012 or we will have to wait until 2024. Religions, Maya 
predictions are revealing to us just some of the aspects of what 
is going to happen to the whole world soon. You and me have 
the rare chance to be born in interesting times, through which 
we could live impulse of awakening to the eternal life. That is 
why we should be ready in every each moment with pure love in 
our hearts to gather all colors in our aura to be prepared to live 
through the sixth planetary transformation. The border between 
dimensions is getting thinner and thinner, we don’t have time to 
loose, so let’s start…
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Chapter 1

Built by Light

We should accept the fact that we are not equal, because we 
are built of different energies. God gave us possibility to col-

lect colors in the radiance around us – our aura. Every color gives 
us a key to a new world- initiation for higher energies, vibrations, 
sensitivity. When we get to know whole rainbow, we pass through 
personal and universal transformation, and we climb to another 
level of existence. The big question is – which is this creative en-
ergy upon it we could build our evolutional pyramid? The answer 
is Love above all. We come to the world with pure love, with it 
we have to water the dry solid of hatred, spite and envy. The first 
resistance we meet is the family. “You can not love- there they tell 
you- you can be hurt, it is not good to show your feelings to oth-
ers”.  Soon you find they were right. This issue meet the most sen-
sitive ones, that for now I would call indigo formally. Often indigo 
is called crazy and not normal because of its more sensible nature. 
As a result from the white and violet specter shine their physical 
projections of the spirit – the soul, they loose part of their divine 
being and go in lower levels becoming with orange or yellow au-
ras. 

A right for free choice or rough matrixing, everyone can judge 
by its own. Whether or not mission of the indigo person goes to 
other direction, from the one given with the birth – to change the 
Earth. The divine world and the lifework made here are impor-
tant to stay vainly. They need to charge with positive vibrations 
and love the astral ether, defying a new level of moral hygiene 
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and high purity of a spiritual consciousness. Not by accident in 
Bulgaria came saint Joan Rilski, Boyan Maga, Petar Dunov the 
teacher. Orpheus has come to these lands. We have very specific 
energy, it is not necessary to go to courses for perfection, it will be 
enough to visit our holy lands, and finally to climb on Rila moun-
tain to activate the good in ourselves, by letting love springing up 
by our hearts and go higher. According to universal mind, if the 
process develop as it planned, who is revealed to us that were ini-
tiated – wars, global and local conflicts, economic speculations 
and ecological crimes will stop forever. But what is happening 
and why I’m writing this book? 

Instead of spiritual evolution and planetarian peace, light-
workers are roughly landed by the rotted stinky civilizational 
models. There’s a tendency that no one speaks about in Bulgaria, 
and big governments over the world are aware of it and its dev-
astating impact. And still silence… This phenomenon I called 
formally over polarization. This is process of turning positive 
indigo creatures in negative ones. What does this mean? Young 
people has terra bites of divine inner love, but there’s no one to 
share with. Parents are angry, struggling and fighting for physical 
survival, they create unemotional curtain between them and new 
generation. In society is the same, survive only the ones which 
cruelty and ruthless smashes the delicate nature of the sixth race. 
Its representatives close in deeply, calcify, and in period of 3-4 
years they became demonic creatures. And as in unbrooded egg 
the living plasma is getting darker, this way the ones carrying the 
power of the spirit, are choking in this disharmonic social hold, 
and the seed of creation is growing in them to destroy afterwords. 
This tendency is very dangerous because Saviors of this world can 
become its most terrible judge. On a global view world will con-
tinue its parodic way to the abyss. On a pure living scale, injured 
indigo person is damaging brains of its teachers in school. It feels 
the spirit, it has visions, but in one moment its connection with 
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cosmic teachers is lost and on its place it comes aggression of the 
darkness and the beings of the lower vibrations – Ariman. Their 
family and friends also suffers of the rage on the dark side. 

Different souls when we are born, we are still staying with 
old memories from the past. They give us wisdom that is carrying 
us from childhood times. Some of us keep it in middle of times 
through years, not letting the energy of the biochip of oblivion 
enter into us. After that in kinder garden and in school are hap-
pening devastating things. Whether we are with crystal, white or 
lavender auras the result is always the same – loneliness, alien-
ation, lower vibrations and amnesia. There’s no one to share with 
feelings we’re bringing with us, divine love and the truth. There 
we went into one barcoded, matrixed and numbered society 
where the EGN (identical with social number) and the biometric 
data on the id card is fair enough to belong into one sick human 
kind. Social, and somewhere on Earth also kasta barriers, are sep-
arating us like animals since we’re born. “You have to be victim to 
be eaten, and you can bring golden eggs”. Yes, but if the individual 
does not like this kind of existence and it doesn’t like this farm? 
And what if the universal powers of the spiritual evolution keep 
other lifetime tasks for it, outside this farm, outside the city, out-
side this country, even outside this dimension? 

At the beginning of the month of June, in my office there came 
a child from Vraca. Indigo gifts of this sixthgrade boy absolutely 
gives him life outside the farm. My office is easily found, in the mall  
of Student’s town in Sofia, but sometimes people are confused 
and tried to use wrong entrance and that’s why I went outside to 
meet him. The boy have saw me on television shows I were guest, 
searched in google and found my office. He came alone from the 
province to find answers about himself and his mission on Earth. 
I must say that boys like this are very rare. The aggression and the 
severe demon of material wealth usually smashes more sensitive 
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beings. They stay prisoners of the infidelity and stupidity because 
there’s no one to show them the emergency exit. Well, this kid 
somehow has seen this in my face. We went to elevator and per-
haps we should have used the stairs. When we came in the steel 
cell has shaken as like “Filip Kutev” ensemble is dancing all over 
it. With big almost rocket fire we moved up. After a second on the 
third floor, the system crushed again and lights started to blink 
as in a disco hall. The elevator stays on one place, while the floor 
buttons was blinking. That happened other time again, one the 
energy bodies of the kid decided to came upper to see the area 
just for case. I could cut his astral walk easily with couple men-
tal slaps over neck without touching him, but I decided not to 
complicate the situation. First, the kid made this subconsciously. 
Second, the effect of mixing our auras in such narrow area could 
have fatal consequences on his physical projection. Even death. 

“I see spirits, the auras of people and I can not share I am dif-
ferent”, says the boy. “I analyzed his aura with my Aura camera. 
It shows violet aura – rare color that is showing belonging to the 
new sixth human race. I myself as a kid feel the shining power of 
my spirit. And I can confess that life of one child with family from 
the fifth race, where they are far far away from what the new child 
is as wisdom and spirit, is not easy at all. 

When I was in the kinder garden I felt for the first time what 
kind of power have we human beings. It happened several times 
to forget that I’m incarnated spirit in a physical body. This time 
still I didn’t have visions or instructions from higher, that came 
in later period of my life. Then I came in such state where I real-
ized that I’m still little with little body but I felt also the strength 
of some thing that is beyond our sensitivity. In those moments I 
became meters and meters tall, and I merged with whole spirit 
of Earth and Cosmos. Later I realized this is our high-level spirit 
who subordinate whole process of getting consciousness in this 
dimension. 
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Girl steals cars

At the beginning of spring at 2010, a girl came to me, who has 
broken all the lights in building’s entrance of my office only 

with her presence. When she came in the office, she restarted four 
times two of my computers, and at that time there was no electric-
ity break down as I was informed. The problem was that with her 
extraterrestrial powers, she wanted to kill her father. The father 
has become ill and get high blood pressure every night, because 
his girl , 12-13 years old ,was uncontrolled. Beside usual thing that 
often happens around her, she has broken written and unwritten 
laws – she run from school, fought in discos, cursed old people in 
social buses and finally got my drugs. In some time the girl with 
few friends have organized car stealing band. With her psychic 
energy, the girl has blown up the whole alarm system of the cars. 
Her mother brought it to me, wondering whether she has a girl 
or a devil in physical body. The girl started same magical focuses 
in my office. I asked the mother to wait outside and I pressed the 
girl with more powerful gravitation energy without touching her. 
“Well done, please stop, I promise I will give love, but tell them 
to ask it”, the girl cried. She has realized the transformation that 
has gone with her but she could not have the power to escape 
from the negative flow. In this flow you can swim easily by stay-
ing with the floating and one ancient energy is going through the 
whole being and kicked it in the nothingness the chaos. Her fam-
ily could not understand it, as the moral paradigm differs from the 
actual one. Money, the material in the social conscious are even 
more important of what they were for our mothers and fathers. 
This escalation of the Mammon is in big dissonance with the in-
digo child, who came here to put up with it. Not to feel noise, but 
the sound of the forest. For indigo child money are just instru-
ment to achieve goals that usually are from high-level importance 
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– saving the nature and the human being with the only weapon 
we have – love and fairness. I am telling you all that, because I my-
self has gone through this whole way. From here there comes my 
oppressions that many human beings are sensing the spirit and 
the energy, but because of formatting their beginning program, 
they turn into dark side. 

The girl sit to scan her aura with my Aura camera. The com-
puter with which is connected whole system has blocked four 
times. On the fifth time her aura has shown. It should be in the 
higher aspect of the spirituality- white, lavender or violet- but be-
cause of the reasons i numbered, the girl has lost many of the gifts 
of the Creator, and has landed to yellow color of the intellectual 
materialism. She had also very big and developed third chakra 
(more in II chapter), which the girl use to attack the rest of the 
world with invisible electromagnetic powers. Depending by the 
intensity these powers restarting or totally braking the electric 
fields- lights crushed, computers blocked. And what to tell about 
the people that are in the scope of such psycho weapon – they are 
caused problems with peripheral nervous system, unusual blood 
pressure ups and downs, attack, dizziness, nausea and stifling. 
Couple of time the girl that I will tell you only the first name – 
Mila has tried to attack me with her poison arrows but still with-
out success. 

“She tried to kill her uncle, she is more powerful than were are, 
what we can do?” “Is she enchanted Mr. Kolev, or is she psychi-
cally ill, and why does she madden us?”, asked her mother. Com-
puter graphic has shown clearly that the girl is neither enchanted, 
nor is she obsessed. Mila’s aura form had nice egg form. If there’s 
an evil impact the energy field of the human is showed as bitten or 
there are missing parts of the aura. When we stay alone, Mila start 
to excuse herself that no one understands her, her father doesn’t 
love her and he is the one with the guilt of her behavior. “Look, 
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your way is not to destroy. There’re also others like you, strong en-
ergy warriors. Your mission is to keep Bulgaria save. Soon you will 
ally in spiritual center that I will create”, I told to indigo child. She 
has calmed when she saw that there also others who possess the 
force. I made some energy corrections and send her home. Her 
mother called my back after a week, that the situation in family is 
harmonized now. Also the family member that has been injured 
was better now. But as Mila told me, she attacks it to self-defense 
because the brother of her mother was an energy vampire. 

Always when I talk about Mila case, it is auto regressional for 
me, as it turns me back to my unconscious indigo childhood. I 
am 12-monhs old and my grandfather is in front of me – energy 
vampire – sitting in his wheelchair, and staring at me with his little 
eyes without feelings and as he is taking my energy. The feeling 
is burning as my energy protection is still fragile. I’m crying and 
shaking, and he is staring at me deeper and deeper, as there is not 
enough the power he is taking from me, but he wants to see the 
label on my soul “made in Sirius”. Crying by this pain in my con-
scious flies a sphere. I throw it to him, as I’m throwing some of my 
baby toys my parents gave me, and they have decided I am falling 
asleep with this toys. Few months later, my grandfather has died. 
Energy sphere directed to beings that are not connected to the 
source of divine light is always fatal. I know this now more than 
30 years later. But then..!? I have saved myself with a resource of 
my past life or perhaps mind form has been given to me by one of 
my azure guardian. 

My childhood has been full with wonders. When I entered in 
the kinder garden I felt I want to give the high vibration of love, 
which I carry as I was born. My aura shown in white and I was run-
ning after my friends and kissing them one after another. I remem-
ber that because of my high sensitivity, self-sharing and affection, 
sometimes I isolated myself and cried with days. In basic school 
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I have developed great intuition. There were some moments to 
remember, as to predict my lady teacher’s thoughts. She has an 
exercise, that she used to write on the blackboard a sentence with 
mixed words. We had to make grammatical and stylistic right sen-
tence, trying to guess the one she thought of. She was still writing 
on the board, when I stand and said the first sentence that was 
on my mind. It was the right combination of verbs, adverbs and 
nouns, teacher had in her mind. Strange things happened to me, 
continue in upper grades. It was pure joy to guess for example 
how many coins have in pocket my friends. To one of my friend I 
said that he will marry for a girl from Petrich. He didn’t believe it 
but years after that it happened. He came to Greece for business 
and went near by the town of chestnuts to drink one “south cof-
fee”. He meet a girl, they change profiles in some site and wedding 
came. They married on Spasovday. Heavy macedonian wedding 
continue three days and nights as it is habit. 

In school couple of times I went out of my body and felt the 
rhythm of the Universe. For the first time this happened when I 
was three years old. I fell and I crushed my head on the edge of the 
sofa. I went out from my body and I saw – blood is everywhere 
and my parents were holding my head on the sink. Years later my 
mother told me that instead of crying I had smiled weird. 

Astral flight in mature age is scary and the same time more 
exciting. Hyper gifted indigo children from all over Bulgaria have 
come and told me how it was with them. I know this phenom-
enon in details and it impacts on young conscious as I person-
ally learned it. During one school break I felt I’m not in clothes 
I wear and I’m not in body which muscles I count on. I become 
lighter and enter in another “class room” It’s hard to tell what kind 
of space is that. In it I forgot for my physical projection and I felt 
something more powerful and stronger than me. I couldn’t see 
it but I felt it with every atom, the feeling for force, strength and 
calmness which this feeling brought me. I didn’t hesitate for a mo-
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ment at all and I leached in it like a loudly flow in river Iskar. This 
thing has filled me up and become part of me, but in fact I was 
part of it. I felt gigantic, great and cosmic wise. I saw my class-
mates from the position of a telecommunication satellite, in the 
earth’s orbit. “Do you see we are not just that body? There’s some-
thing greater than us… Am I here now?”, and they answered me 
that it getting already crazy with all the cosmic things. A few days 
passed before next strange event. I needed a time to think of and 
shake from the shock I experienced. I saw that my point of view 
has changed really. 

After gymnasium I went in the army. A place like this woven by 
barbed wire and iron rules, was not for a person like me that has felt 
the taste of freedom of the spirit. They told me when to wake up, 
where to go, what to eat, when to go to bed. All these rules madden 
me. I couldn’t stand all these stuff of fake order of fear and obedi-
ence and I decided to do something. Older soldiers told me to eat 
glass so I will get ulcer. I heard them and soon I got nice bloody 
stomach. I reached my goal so I was dismissed because of illness 
on 19 years old. I had to sign a declaration that I had such illness, 
otherwise I could sue the state that I got ill during my service. They 
send me on sanatorium in Hisaria for two weeks. I went there as 
my health status was getting worse. At dusk I went to one church 
there. I prayed to God to forgive my the stupid thing I mad. I didn’t 
know how much time I stayed in this condition but at some time 
Christ gave his right hand, put it on my stomach and the pain has 
gone. It might be autosuggestion, auto hypnosis, but the hospital 
results couple of days after were explicit. There is no injury at all, no 
ulcer. I didn’t have the time to analyzed what happened, I hurry to 
pass my documents for the last classification in Shumen university. 
Later I transit to Svishtov university with specialty Marketing and 
advertising. Although in my youth period the phenomenal insights 
had become part of my life, I still didn’t take all this seriously. Hyper 
sensitive gifts are deep scar that a being has a mission on this plane, 
but what was mine? 
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Searching for the Mission

Most human beings that are given secrets of spiritual life, had 
experienced a deep suffer during life. That brought catharsis 

to their souls. I have met a lot of extrasensities – prophets, witch-
es, mags and healers. All of them, they keep somewhere one big, 
crushing, martyrdom pain. Suffer come to God’s chosen ones in 
two ways. First one is as a karmic faithful test, which has given to 
particular person to face with and as result of its pain it is given a 
gift – a key to Universe codes. There’s an other way also. Even it is 
preferred by most of the people with which destiny has met. They 
have been chosen by the providence but they have opposed it. 
Higher mind has whispered to them, pushed them like the stick 
is pushing golf ball, but finally decided to act cardinally and with 
strong stroke has moved them to the hole – life hole, emotional 
or health suffer one. It symbolized our movement from upper to 
lower world, from external to internal peace. Destiny always hits 
where pain is devastating. To push us to right way it always took 
from us the precious – a child from a mother, a property from a 
father, the love one… There we fall into knockdown from where 
there’s no exit. To escape from that, a man have to think a lot, to 
read the omens that a given. This is the only way to follow steadily 
its way given by Fortuna. Otherwise there will be pain. Trans-
formation that happened in misfortune resonate with enormous 
strength to soul world and the body. Science will research in fu-
ture how the pain impact to our energy bodies, which embrace 
us. Also where it is the bond between physical and non-physical 
world in the complicate DNA code, and how suffer changes it to 
cathegory “phenomenon”. Since bible times it is clear, the pain- 
physical or psychical, disclaiming the ego on every level, material 
misery – all this gives higher senses are consciousness. In this way 
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not one or two saints have encountered its way to God and Uni-
verse. 

In university the fantastic stories in my life had become some 
sense and explanation. They become more than a coincidence 
and child play of what I thought at first time. I don’t know how I 
have looked like in human’s eyes but I have wondered them with 
my hyperactiveness and not logical mind. I was very active as 
teenager – women, parties, boose until dawn. I won’t hide this, 
now I may am spiritual leader, but I’m not ashamed to confess, 
that I had small hooligan stories leaded by moral senses. I just had 
become to change my paths, and Fortuna has decided to take me 
back to my spiritual mission. And by presumption it starts always 
with some kind of suffer and one question – why are we here on 
Earth? This question, and whether we are asking it or not, in fact 
make the difference between the human and the animal, between 
successful life and existence without a cause. 

The ancient have told – in vino veritas, or in wine is the 
truth. Coincidently or not, but path for my spiritual evolution 
has crossed over the village property, from where my family plant 
and make the elixir of Gods. Envy neighbors has destroyed grape 
plants in village Gostinya. My grandma almost died when saw 
what happened – planted grape destroyed and become a potato 
ground. Grandma wondered what to do, but without evidences 
she couldn’t complain in police. Where to go…finally she de-
cided to go to local shaman Iliycho Tihov. Only Iliycho could 
answered to the question who has made this awful sin to God 
of wine, mother nature and private property at same time? The 
gift of the old man was big. Apart from healing different kind of 
health injuries, he was also a prophet with eagle eye that could 
look in the nonvisible world. With it he often lighted paths of his 
village’s neighbors – where to find job, what ritual to do to keep 
their health etc. 
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According to grandmother’s story, the man has named rude 
people made that. They came up to be neighbors, as we thought. 
By the way grandpa Ilicho has saw me also, that I am with para-
normal possibilities. “You have extreme grandson in home, and 
came to me. He has chosen to keep save Bulgaria. You must listen 
to him! It will become a day – whole of Bulgaria will know him.” 
told the prophet to my grandma. “Oh and also not to worry about 
his exam in university on informatics, because he’ll take it with 4 
ground.” he told. 

The day of my first exam in university has come. Honestly, I 
haven’t read a lot, but the few I know I know it by heart. I repeated 
it, as well as the village prophesy that my grandma has calmed my 
down with. 
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Healing with light
After breaking magics and contacting i was enlighted with 

other forgotten gift - the healing. It happend veru fast and soon 
i started to heal. I used to see everybody as form of an energy. 
One blue wave was runnning as on monitor and where there was 
dark black spots from my hands starts a healing ray and went di-
rectly into the dark spots. In most of the ways this was the injured 
pplace in patients body. Every bad deseases that is in body i cap-
tured right on time. And after i once catch it the desease ended. 
The light has come into my hands as an automibile lights. With 
its help i cut all variations of deseases in human body. After that 
with a ray that comes from my third eye i transformed the desease 
in dust. At the end I take the substance through the skin and left 
the other to be cleaned through the limf and through away the 
garbage in the release system. If i have to discribe sorts of heal-
ing vibratrions that i used those were three cutting, crushing and 
sucking. Rarely i needed to make more than 3 seans as the sky 
healer i have been installed with was working perfectly. It doesnt 
complaint for higher payment, never striked and works always on 
time. 

I want to mentioned that my gift meeted my with one person 
that is not famous but his gift deserve attention - Minko the Yogi. 
Among all the miracles i recive also a translator for very ancient 
and forgotten languages. With its help I read the ancient manu-
script that bai Minko had. He updated himself with me also for 
the meridians  in the human body. I have seen  them perfectly 
as tiny firefighters that enlighted the body. The phylosophy of 
Minko the Yogi was that the troubles for the bulgarians were com-
ing from there that the bad wanted not only yours possesions, nor 
the money but also your divine gift from the upper. As destiny 
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irony he died with the „help“ of a near him woman. He went to 
the light as a saint with crossed hands. 

My opinion is the the bulgarians are not for yoga skill as we 
are tall nation with strong charakter. Our bone systen and soul 
structer is not made for practise the yoga. If we could make the 
assans we had to break down as a nation and were on on the world 
map these days. 

In my hometown Lovech i created transcedetal group. Her 
major core were from 5 people. Once in a week we made contact-
ing seanses. Four people looked after the universal channel and 
i went in the middle into trans. The other were asking different 
questions. There with me they connected with higher dimension-
al beings that i talked with. Most of them were young and asked 
about when they will find a man and if there love relationship now 
they are in is perspective. Sometimes the invisible were answering 
very strictly other time were insightful. For the planetarian ques-
tions that were on a daily order as wars, ecology, evolution, they 
answered very symvolic. 

During one of the first seanses were asked abut who is an-
swering through myself. To the questions of the group we were 
given with this information:

- Who are you?
- Deyan and star spirit. 
- What connects you? 
- A subordination. 
- In what direction? 
- From up to down, rarely the opposite. 
- He and you are one all or separate beaings? 
- One alll... small conscioussness Deyan and big ´one a high-

er star spirit. 
- What exactly is the ratio? 
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- 90 percent spirit and 10 percent earth conscioussness. 
- If the little part is on Earth were is situated the other part?
- Sirius. 
What conclusion we made? Sometimes we thinnk that higher 

dimensional spirits for example angel are helping us, but the truth 
is that we help each other because everyone is a cosmic spirit that 
guide and subordinate us. 

During the seans we were interested by the nature of the soul. 
It was explained to us that the soul is emotional interface, like a 
bond between the body and the spirit. With its help we take and 
recei´ve a love, but only with the spirit you can send love to God, 
stars and the Universe. 

At dusk i went to one elevation place near Troyan that i often 
go, and i opened my Anahata chakra entirely. The feeling can not 
be described - angelic pure and absorbent. From this moment in 
my days i was full with love. I gave it to friends and relations and 
that never ends. This was also a problem as on earth level i could 
not do my things, and i started ti do things that were not in earth 
norm of behavior. As the universal love has obssesd me entire-
ly, it went through all levels of the human emotionality. It went 
through compassion, forgivness and at the end it marerialiyed 
into charity, but anonymouss. Without anyone knows i gave se-
verel thousands leva to friends, familiars and unfamaliliars. Noth-
ing helps. The love that i had and has noone to gave to in any form 
has started to strangle me. My sky teachers showed my an exercise 
with it to gave from these vibrations to -Earth, stars, Universe and 
the endless. Otherwise i will explode. 

‘Imagine the North pole. You are there in a pyramid capsule. 
Around it it goes powerfull wave. It goes upper and upper turn 
into clockside and goes to the South pole.’ 

I made it. I imagine that i give love to all the humanity. At 
first time i had send it to God he has turned it back in milion 
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times stronger. Now it showed how to give it to the world. I made 
threetimes the exersice and calmed down. 

My healing mission continued around three years. It was a 
very light period. I was with long curly hair in white robe. My 
clothes were exactly as the higher energy vibration that i was in. 
But here is one theme that is tabu is extrasensority. Many of the 
well known extrasenses in Bulgaria has reached the explosure of 
the higher abilities. It is very dangerous as it said to the ego that 
he is so powerfull alomost like God. But the gift is transient and 
most of the reasons and connected with unmoral behaviour. It is 
a sin that do not forgive to the chosen ones. The reol of the phe-
non is taken and the development is stopped and these people 
has many troubles after that. These are in fact the fallen angels 
among people. I wont mention names but  because of pride, lust 
and avarice, 99 percent of our greatest extrasensors - bioenergy-
healers, mediums and clairvoiants from near and far past has lost 
their gifts. These ones that are on the monitor still somehow are 
laying on old abilities and purely lying. There are third category 
also - they were injured and are not alive any more. All these phe-
nomenon had missions but fall into the trap of the earth miracles, 
not realizing that it is very low level, nearly the first step of the star 
evolutional stairs that they had the rare chance to follow. And this 
is only the beginning of the way to the knowledge, and not its end. 
Most of our phenomenon entirely conscioussness stoped here. 
They were trapped in the shine of glory, hearing only the sound 
of money, they stayed blind and earless for the sound of the invis-
ible world not to stop here, but to continuie their development. 
They were informed that here is very windy to stay but who has 
listened... I wont hide i also feeled the unbelieveble feeling to be 
half God. I received appreciation - financial and moral from the 
society, compared only to the gifts that the tribe gave to its God. I 
continued the life of my chemistry teacher. She suufred from can-
cer and has left couple of weeks life. I re ordered her entire energy 
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and she lives several years longer before she goes o the light where 
she belongs to. 

Often i healed chronicdeseased that i called martyrs. These 
people because of wrong diagnoses are going from one to another 
hospitals with years. These suffering people are only praying to 
my cosmic spirit and almost during my sleep he gave him healing. 
The magics i saw like eagle its prey. From a distance i deactivate 
the magic rituals and released the suffer ones. The feeling after 
every seans is not comparable - im the only one, compared with 
the God. The priest of Bulgaria. For rmy success very fast i have 
my brain on place and realize that the vanity was not the purpose 
but consequence of my earth mission. 

We - the phenomenon are just people that has been given ac-
cess to the fruits of the cosmic evolution. And it is a devolution 
to eat only from one fruit that will cause to saturation poison the 
blood. 

My suspects very soon were justified. Several extrasensors 
died in front of my eyes. Literally months after their activation of 
their gifts. The cause was not found. Other today still are suffering 
slowly of the causes of their gifts. 

From the distance of time i realized that the biggest miracle i 
made is to know myself on the age of 21. Then i questioned myself 
- what is the difference between the normal person and the extra-
sensor healer? And the answer was that the second one has just 
believed in its endless power and broken the egg that creates the 
aura around us and let the macrocosmos to seal with its micro-
cosmos through its 7 chakra. Because we are small model of the 
universe and everyone of us consist the model of the Creator in 
small variant in its aura. Now we will see more detailed the aurical 
nature in human beings. 
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Chapter 2 

Do we have Auras? 
The aura was in the fantasy category not far away from the 

distance of time, bit it is a real fact as the air we breathe and dont 
see but still it keeps us alive. 

The Aura is the energetic field that is around our bodies. It is 
indivisible part of the alive and mort nature. All animals, plants, 
strong and inanimate structures like minerals, stones and metal 
has aurical fields. The human aura that can be meazered with ap-
paratus is three dimensional. It has egg form and can be spread 
from 2 cm to 3.5 metres around out of the body. As an order the 
energetic field of a human is 2 times taller and 4 times wider than 
its physical body. The aura of the high evolutional beings and the 
one to the presenters of the high Spiritual hierarhy can not been 
tracked. It is far too big spread kilometeres out of the physical 
bodies. 

The ancient has known about its existence, but the nowadays 
human found this part of its nature nearly at the beginning of 
19. century. In 1882 year Yakov Otonovich Narkevicj - Yodko - a 
scientist above his time- has made a revolutional encounter. He 
heard by exident the story of a village person that explained that 
he sees colours around poeples bodies with his eyes. The person 
obviously has gifted with aurical sight, but Yodko created simple 
electronic device that extract a picture on a photo. On these pho-
tos can be seen the a leave that falls down from a tree slowly but 
surely lost its aura. They also sees that after a pray the hands of 
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the prayer has been wrapped with nice mild light, than the people 
that fight each other or has been negative doesnt have such light. 
The hands of a man in love were wrapped in bright lights when 
he touches his beloved one. When a man suddenly been sick, its 
radiation changes, it appears dark spots and the energetic field 
has ruptured. These pictures were published in several scientific 
magazines - russian and other and a few questions has poped up. 

Yodko has called its method electrography. After many pho-
tos, he noticed that the electrography photos were different in 
on and same places on healthy and deased people. In this way he 
predicted the possibility of using the method for diagnosys. The 
Russian scientist explained the phenomenon this way: The hu-
man organism has always produced electric impulses in the nev-
rons like a electronic battery, that is exchanging energy with the 
space around us. 

In 1891-1900 the demostration attempts of the american 
scientist with serbian roots Nikola Tesla showed that the alive 
organism can use themethod of gas vizualization. Tesla has re-
ceived photos of visualizations with simple ohoto technics. He 
has captured photos with the help of high voltage electricity. Elec-
trographic photos has made also Bitner, Pogorelski, Navratil, Ni-
fer, Chapek. All those scientists has declined thta has shown un-
known radiation. Someone has named biological magnetizm, and 
were not far away from the truth. Around every biological system 
it exists very lowlevel magnetic field. Scientist has been near by 
the phenomenon bio field for which there are proofs for centuries 
reached us by the Aurveda and the chinese medicine. At the be-
ginning of 20. centery because of the revolutionary develop of the 
society people forgotten about those encounters. The work has 
been estableshed in the 30 years of the 20. century when the rus-
sian scients the couple Kirlian again worked on the mystery of the 
aura. After 10 years preparations Kirlian couple created a machine 
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that can capture the radiation of the magnetic field of the objects. 
For this purpose they use the transformator of Nikola Tesla work 
on impulse vibrations. Kirlian made thousands of photos to ob-
serve this phenomenon. The quality of the photos were far away 
more qualified. The skin has its own mechanizm and have func-
tions connected with inner organs of the body during the nerve 
system. In the process they found that photos give not ony the 
physical but also the emotional situation of the body. In 60 years 
of 20.century was planned wide use of the Kirlian photography. In 
the field of medicine these photos were like miracle. When theres 
paralization of some parts of the body for example these photos 
shows which are the injured parts of the body system and from 
the nerve system which parts are dead and which still alive. 

In the cell of the body the kinetic energy has transformed 
into electromagnetic. The atoms and the cells vibrates and creates 
elektromagnetic waves. The sum of those vibrations creates the 
aura. The bioenergy gives information of the health in the cell. 
The most interesting is that the thought can change the aura. It is 
possible to transform the processes in the body by the thought. 
The whole aura is made when to the bioenergy we add two more 
components.  The first is running through the nerve system and 
the meridians. The second component of the aura contains the 
work of the brain which also creates elektromagnetic vibrations. 
It comes from the world of our thoughts and feelings, a spiritu-
al evolution. This is the reason that the body gives information 
which is for the physical and emotional condition at the moment. 

Thought also brings energy. It changes our eklektromagnetic 
field and run through the air. These are the thought-forms that 
the ezoteric talks about for centuries but no one can explain this 
existance and who it works. From there the information goes to 
the earth and beyond earth ways. There one thought reaches the 
other end of the universe for a second. All these differnt source 
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of bioelectronic radiation has no barrier like the skin but goes 
through and beyond the aura of the human body. Every radiation 
brings information of its source where it comes from. The radio 
waves brings sound the telkevision waves - picture. The creator 
talks to us with a simpony of colours in our auras. The oreol of 
the saints in many cultures shows  that their aura is so string that 
can be seen with an eye. The word saint means a man with very 
powerful aura. 

First pictures shows one small part of the field of our auras. 
The electris field that is vizible is called now bio field. Now it is 
created a new model of equipment that i imported first in Bul-
gaira - the Aura Camera. It is first model that makes photos of 
auras and makes all visible that Yodko has seen in the past. Aura 
camera captues also the hromatic vibrations that was orient of the 
priest from America  - Edgar Keisy. He alsi has the gift - aurical 
vision. This unique equipment shows the rare momeent when 
the ezoteric knowledge and the science has worked together. The 
ancient knowledge still compares with the traditional science but 
sometimes thanks for a godminded man by exidence or not their 
paths has crossed. Aura camera is one of those miracle crossroads. 

....
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Chapter 3

The master of the elements

I have done everything by the plan that was given to me from 
the upside. Once it was told to me to go the suburbs of Lovech. 

There thre was an old lady with a gift that i should help to. I was 
told i should convince her that she should continue her mission. 
I found the lady, her name was grandma Raina. When i meet her 
she told me she has  dreamed on me - with long curly hair all in 
light. She even thought that an angel is coming for her to take 
her to other world. „No grandma Raina, from the upper world 
told me that you should continue helping people no matter what“. 
When i say these words the old lady started to cry. She blessed me 
several times and also the all saints that has brought me there. She 
told me the big pain. Some people called evengelists has frigh-
tened the lady. They told her she is a witch alos like baba Vanga. 
They told her she doesnot deserve to live and they scared her that 
they will fire up her and her house. Very soon i met these people. 
they started to talk to me the same things, and i told them kl´´to 
leave alone the old lady otherwise they will see the dark part of 
my holy personality. They really thought that my power comes 
from demonic powers, therefore they didnot try to scare the old 
lady again. 

The old woman was important part of the puzel for my spiri-
tual reconstruction. With her help i rethink the wholeness of my 
mission and the trust that i was given with  by the upon. 
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‘Apolo, Poseidone’ was replied to me the old woman. And i 
replied ‘Where did you see them?’ Soon after that i visited the so-
lar temple in Greece and also Poseidon’s temple. There i remem-
ber that i have did a contract in the spiritual world with the Bright 
side to stop earthquakes and floods and to build spiritual centres 
for the new race - the indigo children. 

Sometimes we i dream i went to a school in roman style. 
There me and three more kids were teached how to trace the 
sound of the quakes. Before there’s earthquake there’s very inter-
esting sound like from a falling waterfall. This is the sound that ac-
tually crashed to Earth. The trouble for me goes from the fact that 
some of the teaching that i received comes to me during sleep. 
Terabytes of light comes into every fibre of my body. I travelled to 
different planets far away from our galaxy. On the morning i have 
only part memories but this also was for a reason. 

In march 1995 i started to write hieroglifs. On my chan-
nel there i was told that as i am a new to this with weal guard, I 
was given with secret harmless code to write on with any risk. 
The starnge thing was that only i could de cipher it. For example 
i wrote ten symbols and a second after that in a thought-form i 
received the meaning. The system was needed for deffence as i 
was thought many earth nad beyond earth creatures and organi-
zations we still keeping the humanity in strict control and prevent 
the awakeness to ´humanity by the higher spirit. They go during 
sleep and can take every information from the suspects in crush-
ing the interdimentional embargo. There’s an agreement for no 
comunication between more developed and lower developed civ-
ilizations. Between them on the evolutional staircase there’s such 
that are one idea more developed by the humanity , but are light 
years far away by the Creators that wanted to help to humanity. 
These dark forces from thousands of years has monopolized the 
connection between the human and the cosmos. In big precent 
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they poses the information that comes for the humanity and uses 
for themselves for control the people. I was suprised to under-
stand that whole governments are conncted in the conspirancy, 
because this automatically means that most of the politicians are 
pupets and serve to outdoor civilization with low evolution and 
moral. 

I to confess did not take on serious these warnings that some-
one has spiing at me. But still i do what i was thought by the high 
spirit. One night they filtered protected code in me and the pen 
was useless anymore. I started to understand the revelations that 
comes to me by the universal channel without written code. In 
the beginning i was instructed by Peter and Pavel. After that i was 
teached by the Sirius creatures, and then my training was taken by 
heruvims of the wisdom. Few months i taken information by the 
Christos consciuousness. This is part of the text: 

‘You are the tree of life. The crown of the tree is the pozitive 
energy Ian. The roots are the negative energy In. It is not evil as 
the minus of the battery can not be good or bad. The minus saves 
person and keeps it on ground, and the plus gives it love and leave 
it to create and develop upon to its second home - the cosmos. ‘

With grandma Raina we worked together for a while in one 
village house. She predicted and the sick ones gives to me for 
healing. We have charged everyone of what can afford to give, no 
strict tarif. I saw the sicknesses like on an echograf with my in-
visible monitor. I dropped with my thought a blue ray and many 
blockages in the system were running out of the patience. Then 
I turned my astral monitor on white light And i the moment it 
vizualized all the organs that were blinking like small diods. In red 
light there it shows the sick organs anf systems that has run out of 
the harmonical rhytm of the body. Depended by the nuanses of 
red  i understand that on phyzical level someone were still called 
‘healthy’ but soon the desease could start. In black i have seen 
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tumors and cysts. I cut a painfull part from the body with ray of 
light to my cousin from Stefanovo. The myoma in woman was 
also coloured in black. I have said a special pray, my codes were 
activated and the lazur has run like a river from my hands. Two or 
three push was enough to disapear the ilness and what it causes it. 

I soon noticed a paradox. In most of my patients the illness 
only changes the name but not the body. Because of the stress, 
spiritual disbalance and not controlled emotions many patients 
come again after year. I remember for a patient with a pain in the 
neck that i have healed, and he came with same problem but in 
the knee. I tried to observe more closely the repeated patients. 
Discopathy for example has transformed into hronical astma, the 
tumor - in shizofrenical impacts. This time i realized that when i 
heal only the phyzical proection of the soul i did almost nothing. 
As i was autoinstaller. I repair one part but another has crushed. 
In that moment i realized that the phyzical body is one, but the 
soul is  second and the spirit third. And all were connected. It is 
meaningless to heal only the body as the real suffer can be in the 
second and third- the soul and the spirit the other two parts of the 
divine. The exercise can have such meaning like to paint a house 
that has humidity in it. The pait will crush and fall soon after that. 
I observe very interesting phenomenon. The women around its 
50 years has always did to themselves a myoma. When they came 
the climacterium in most of them started the sundrom of barren 
Eva. They started to cry about their lost youth and as last they 
want to feel again the power of a young woman subconscious-
ly. The nostalgy to the impossible conception is very dangerous 
cocktail with negative substances. They lied the organizm to build 
something utopic and as a result of the bioenergetic disordance 
there creates a formation in the uterus - a child as last. 70 percent 
of the deseases has started in the soul on the mental and emo-
tional level, there it start every healing process. The thoughts and 
the emotions is what the ancient called - kama manas- the mind 
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of disires and the ego where it creates the atmosphere of illness 
and health. The chosen thoughts goes by the mental body to the 
emotional throught the eter dublicate to the phyzical body and 
depend on what contains it started illness or health. The bulgar-
ian has in its soul not only one troyan horse that obsessed it from 
inside. Family strogle, stress, fearnesses and envy impact on the 
whole health of the nation. The centre of the aura of Bulgaria has 
changed every minute depending on high or low vibrations has 
gone through souls of Bulgarians. Interesting phenomenon is the 
the sum of the auras in one town makes the whole town aura. In 
Plovdiv for example live many people with love and likes the na-
ture therefore the aura shines in green. They have healing poten-
tial. But often the envy and fobies transformed the aura to dirty 
green and brown. The capital shines with orange yellow colours 
because of the big financial potential and the leaders. The stress, 
unhealthy ambitions, the lies and the low moral has vizualized 
even in cosmos. If there’s an equipment with aurical vision we will 
see that the aura of Sofia has weaken. She bearly has light and it is 
poor yellow. 

The aura of Varna for a decade is purple and lavender co-
loured. This colour shows the energy of the people that has high 
intuition and paranormal abilities. But the often depressions and 
nervness the people have lower the vibration to grey and dark 
purple colours. The villages between Rila mountain, Rodopi 
and Old mountain have white aura , pastel green and indigo. The 
poornest and the other bad feelings transforms the energy of the 
small villages into pear red, but even then the people there staz 
connected to the nature, Earth and traditions. 

I continue to heal more two months. But i was convinced 
i should fight not with the deseaes but what causes them. This 
stays deeply hidden in soul. The patients were already many when 
i made the desician and to stop healing. My goal was very human-
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ic but the way i practise was very wrong. Magic cleaning happen 
to be a mistake. When i was in Moscow many extrasenses told 
me that i was not right. ‘Don’t break magics. You’re not making a 
favor to people and you are not doing good to yourself too’ And 
they were right. It is better to explain people that they anre 3 in 1 - 
body, soul and spirit and to teach them how to defend themselves 
from an energetic impact. It was the same as grandpa Iliicho have 
done with me before few years. Actually this is the mission of a 
master and the enlighted human, to give to his pupil the chance to 
cross alone the peak of the enlightment. Therefore all will develop 
the intuition and to help to the Spirit of mother Nature to regen-
erate. But I did it wrong to help the person and to bring the salva-
tion without any action of its side, and this it doen’s desire from all 
of its heart and soul. Because everything is given from the skies to 
pro look and conscoiuos us. And if we give 10 000 leva what the 
magicians want for correction of the karma we will only see how 
much they desire our money and nothing else. 

These thoughts were running through my head. Then i was 
told that before i was born on Earth i have reincarnation on Sir-
ius. ‘Very soon everyone will talk about it but for now keep it in 
secret.’ - warn me from the parainformational channel. Through 
it they send me 4 digits code to the star 6283 D . It is placed in 
9 sunlight years from us, but when I enter this code capsule for 
astral flight it takes my consciousness throught tunnel base on 
MArs exactly for 6,54 seconds. I go through dimentions and with 
my eyes i see many interesting things - cosmic ship by the Orion’s 
escadril,, fights in the interdimentional spaces, build of  a stars and 
planets. Except cosmic bases like tunnels, also there is other ships 
for travel through time and space for other purposes. On Orion 
and Sirius i found a rooms with enormous monitors. On them I 
with several other creatures i looked my past reincarnations not 
only on Earth but also on other planets. I stayed in front of it and 
with thought-form i changed the vision on the monitor. Before 15 
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years there was not touch screens with what i can now compare 
this fabulous technology. It is not the same as you don’t touch it 
but it is near. From our planet there sre optical connetions for 
many worlds, but our consciousness is matrixed to work on par-
ticular lenght of the wave, which means that we see only physical 
world. With 352 symvols that was different level of spiritual and 
mental evolution and vibration, a human can reverse its person-
ality withit the 352 forms its physical proection. And the paralel 
sferas and dimentions that we can enter are 756. Or 352X756 it 
makes 266 112 worlds thta a human has the right to enter. This 
shows that even in physical bodies for us it is possible to climd 
upper. And as the world is more thin we have gathered more and 
more power. There every our thought is an order for the Universe 
and we have what we asked for on the second. This is the reason 
why the most powerfull healing happend when a man is paray-
ing to the saints - Buddah, Allah, Jesus Chistos, Moter Mary  and 
the Creator itself. They live in the high level of cosmic DNA light. 
The praying person has connected subconsciously with that place 
and its high vibration provoce the universal laws to work for itself. 
With other words he receive first healing in the upper spiritual 
world and then it transits it in the low material world. On practise 
an ill man who believes in the power of the higher world when it 
raise the energetic vibration it receive a healing at the moment. 
This was what i should do to raise the ill man to cosmical level 
and cosmical  spirit and the rest the Universe and the Creator has 
given to it. 
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Elevetors to the other world 

Next point of my teaching was told ‚Enter an astral elevator.‘ 
What in the name of light was that? 
They wanted from me to open a holes in the time space con-

tinium to guide the souls that were between the worlds. The exer-
cise has hygiene efect- to clean the towns and villages from dam-
age impact. You saw that in one town or neighbourhood happen 
more murders and incidents compared to another. Before some-
time for example in the capital neighbourhood Belite brezi has 
many criminal incidents. At the end a barrets has fight each other 
because they can not put up with. They take the weapons and 
make blood bath. Surely there‘s a human mistake and misunder-
standing between two source. This wont cause such damages if 
the astral space in the neighbourhood was not such dirty. The low 
spirit are trying to convince thespiritual  weak people and they 
take different things such alkohol and drugs. From years in Bul-
garia is comenting that we a first in highway incidents. And noone 
has thought that may be there‘s reason outside the law for what we 
say always that is not enough strict. We live in a town that people 
can not walk without meeting ghosts. If some of them stick to us 
we are starting to be weird. Also it makes the phenomenon knows 
through years called obsession. The ghost closes the cosmic chan-
nel to the person to its cosmic level and obsessed the will. In this 
situation a man started to be such confused as it is the ghost. After 
a man‘s death only the most pure structures-souls successed to go 
through the dimentions. This confused with unharmonical vibra-
tions leave on Eart to be cleaned. The ghost are energy informa-
tional substances that can stay in the space between 100 and 2000 
and god save the alive ones. Because this invisible garbage has 
damaged the life conditions on Earth for physical live. The people 
feel depressed without a visible reason they take decisions that in 
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70 per cent of the cases has bad consiquances to themselves and 
their relatives. All this is because of the bad influence that we exist 
in. With its bad impact were familiar the ancients. For to harmo-
nize the place they have teached us with many technics such as 
Feng Shui teaching. 

To me i was given an instruction to harmonize Bulgaria, 
because a new is coming and we ahve to be very clean for the 
change. I started the next mission which has gone thorugh the 
funeral park in my home town Lovech. For this purpose the sky 
powers has showed me very powerful pray. I said it in the dusk 
of the day with my right hand in the air. The space on 20 foots in 
front of me and around 5 metres high has neared like acordeon 
it takes the shape of metalgrey conus. It has 1,5 metres lengh but 
strange why it pointed our dimention. I though i have did some-
thing wrong because to me it has to show the other dimention 
with its angle. But there were no mistake. It creates something like 
waterspiral that takes away nearly one hundred ghosts. I could see 
then in the moment when they were in front of the powerful ab-
sorbator a moment before they disappear. After ten minutes the 
conus has closed and everything around was quiet. The feeling 
i felt was fabuluos like samathi, like i was one with God. In next 
days i opened a few such conuses as well. The sky powers told me 
that i should do elevator for the lower levels because not alll of 
this souls were for the upper levels. There were dark souls as well. 
There i found that Heaven and Hell has exist and were not only 
bible myths. Many ghosts has understand that in town the come 
a ‚cleaner‘ and started to hide in the nieghbour towns. Then i did 
otehr technics. I observed the space vertical and horizontal as on 
a skener. I dropped a ray that goes in all directions and when i 
receive a shake in my right hand i know there is a ghost that left. 
This was the signal to want for help a cosmical angel guard. After 
secondss it appears a disk shaped light. It comes right to the ghost 
that left and takes it to its level of evolution. And where was that? 
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I had been banned to talked about that but now i can talk. The 
informational codes of the Earth are running through already. For 
thaat purpose it has been created another planet to take the earth 
souls on it. It has clear astronomical coordinates in the space. I 
was in Russsia and there an experts declined its  existence unof-
ficially. ‚But we also should keep the secret for now, because the 
human is noot ready for that news.‘ they say. 

WIth my help for this place has gone many fighters that has 
walked through the streets of Lovech with patience. Before 1944 
year they have been torcherd and executed from the police. The 
possibility for their salvation was realized in 1999. 
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The heart of the town

After the astral elevators my teachers has showed me how to find 
and defend the town‘s cores. Till that moment i didn‘t have an 

idea that the phrase ‚rhythm of the town‘ is not just a sentence. I 
was surprised to find that the big towns has energetic hearts. It is a 
sphere that is circulating to the clock site. Torsionally beating has 
running all the energies that has crossed in the town- the auras of 
the people, animals, plants, the energy of the water, the thoughts 
of the visible and invisible creatures, magics, the impacts from the 
cosmos and the earth, and also from the interdimentional space. 
If the energy heart is shining with all the colours of the rainbow 
brightly and has spin evenly, this means that big part of the people 
that live there has positive energies and vibrations and have a high 
level of consciousness. Every town with population up than 7 777 
people has a core and points for energy inforamtional access to 
it. The towns of the atlants has been organized that way. The in-
frastructure has left in the space in collective consciuos and sub-
consciously every town that nowadays people build is connected 
to it. 

The Lovech heart has spin on right comparatively rhytmic. It 
was placed in the centre under one tile marked with X by some-
one. I received sky order to replace it because its energetic was 
very unstabile. According to what i was tolld from the upper dark 
forces could  penetrate and change the direction of spinning on 
left, which can dammit whole town to crazyness and chaos. 

I stand at done to the place. With a special pray and entering a 
5 digit code for access of symbols, i pulled the astral reactor of the 
society and give it new coordinates and place it the Old town. Its 
new home i sanctify with a ritual. But this was not all. 

‚Go outside the town in 8 points and let go rays to the heart. 
In it you should connect them and make a ninth as central which 
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you took to the cosmos with same combination of ritual and 
codes. After that from it you will form 4 secondary rays. Then you 
build and pyramid for defence of a whole town. Every ray you will 
put with extra light that bring the informational codes we gave 
you. If the attack of evil impact has crush the main one and the 
secondary, the paralel will defend the town, before the keepers of 
Harmony intervene. ‚ has instruct me the invisible guides. After 
that they gave me access to en energy with strange vibration, with 
which i should cover the pyramid. I followed algorhytm for a light 
construction, which the guides somehow has implemented in my 
head. I was wondering what is this attack that can hit our town 
and the country? The purpose was what we shine on our terri-
tory should go through freely our teritory and go to earth and cos-
mis efir and the negative that comes could not penetrate. We talk 
about zombiing, negative impacts, psyhotronic and astral bombs, 
everything that black mags and alliances of evil creatures and gov-
ernments want to damage to our country. There were also one 
more reason for the mission and it was ‚Canalizing of hyricane, 
earthquakes and floods‘. 
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UFO shaken the Earth

We can not miss the proofs for UFO before the devastating 
earthquakes on Earth. Tenths of metal spheres and disks 

have been under the sky in Western Turkey on 17. August 1999. 
Then for 45 seconds an 7,6 on Rihter earthquake has hit town 
Izmir and 30 000 people have died. Before the earthquake the 
see near has been red and the temperature hit 45 degress Celsius. 
‚Many fish and crabs have died. The net of the sialors burned and 
the stones become black although in the region there is no vulca-
nos. On the shore there were flying UFOs and unseen lights and 
there were rumble of blasts.‘ said the local people. 

A decade later on 5 April 2009 analogical phenomenon there 
was in Italy before it swallow the town of L‘akuila. Upon a street 
in Milano has seen giganting shining UFO. The military were 
aware that these night upon Italy there was strenghtend presence 
of UFOs. Upon the region of Abruzo has flyied giganting cosmic 
ship with triangle form. Hours after that Italy has lived a big trag-
edy - earthquake of 6,3 Rihter. The devastating quakes continue 
and the shining plates were seen to fly over Rome, Milan and 
Central Italy. 

We also have evidence how shining UFOs has appeared be-
fore big earthquakes. In March 2009 there was an earthquake in 
Macedonia and shaken the whole region. The most powerfull 
quake was 5.2 on Rihter and was feeled in whole territory of Bul-
garia. Beofre that four shining balls were seen above village Smo-
chevo in region of Rila. They came from the highway E 79 and 
goes with big speed and hang on the mountain. People that were 
there in that time said that they have seen an alien flotilia. Tur-
ist have seen it also and have said in intenet that hte armade was 
not standing on one place but moving to Beli pat. It is an old way 
connecting town Dupnitsa to the Rila monastery. On it it was car-
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ried the body of saint Ivan Rilski. This is the reason to be known 
from the people as saint way very energetic. In the moment it is 
analyzed by the ornithologist why the walll is used by the birds 
as their path. According to the tales of the local the cosmic ships 
cross this particular path but when they stopped they become in 
shere forms and dropped a ray to the Earth. The objects where 
shining in blue that lights brighter. Nearly after midnight the ships 
went to direction of Petrich. Is it a coincidence that a while before 
the grounf has shaken on 24.may 2009 has been observed shining 
balls in the sky. Is it also a coincidence that the shining ball have 
appeared again next year 2010 before another earthquakes that 
hit Sofia? 

In 2005 foreigh government realize a big project. It started 
a phsyho bomb for self-destractionwith low capacity. After that 
many people have told me that at the same time they felt a thought 
for suicide. There from nothing as you sit and what serials or 
football match in your head comes a tthought for suicide. This 
thought riight away hanged to old traumas - unsuccessfull love, a 
bank credit, which because of panic and fear goes to milions of le-
vas in your mind. Bum of suicide have in Japan constantly, also in 
Scandinavian countries and Russia where the experiments does 
not stop. In the USA most vulnerable are the soldiers. What about 
the birds, the fish and crabs that have ided every year without any 
reason? At the begining of 2011 started to rain skews, crows and 
pigeons from the sky in the USA, Canada, New Zealand, Sweden, 
Italy. Waht is hidden in it? 

PArt of the cataclizms are energetic attacks. Their source is 
three - evil thought-form generated from a machine, person or 
creature, experimental weapons - climat, seizmic. Of course there 
is third objective reason of the swinging of Earth and sky, because 
of displacement of the layers. But as a percentage the false quakes, 
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torandos and hyricanes and the natural ones are 50 to 50. Take 
birds  and think of why they often die alone ? 

Very famous become th ‚chemtrails‘ that translates  chemical 
trails, and more correct should be trace in the sky. They have ap-
peared everywhere - upon Europe, USA, Canada even on the PA-
cific ocean. I want to aware your that this is not the next conspira-
tion theory but a real fact. Pictures and videos are in internet and 
everyone could see them. Mainly it is a plane that drop chemical 
traces. Then they become in something like clouds. Under this 
experiment there the program HAARP which means high auroral 
reasearches programm. There‘S a complex on the teritory of the 
military poligon Alyaska for ionosheric researches. The complex 
is enormous. On 60 quadrate kilometers there‘s gigantic antenna 
including a net of a 300 little antennas. They made enormous 
power in the ionosphera that is bigger thatn the sun activity. 
Other way to impact the ionosphera is to spray in it a chemical 
reagents to a particular place with focused radiowaves. In this way 
they can impact to the auroral parts on the North pole or to create 
localized high ionic places in the ionosphere - a plazma with tenth 
of kilometers wide. The main goal is with thise ionospheric parts 
to try to control the climate and to make earthquakes, tornados 
and floods. Of what price? Pooring away tons of chemical sub-
stances from the plains, modify the athmosphere and turns it into 
electrical plazma used for military purposes. The air we breathe is 
full with synthetical substances and toxical materials - barii soles, 
alluminium and for someone also radioactive torii. These mate-
rials are taken the role of electrolits to raise the electricity capa-
citetfor military radio waves and radars. But they a poison with 
arsenic in it , that impact on the normal behaviour of the imune 
system. The chemicals lead to alcheimer, leucemia and other on-
cologycal deseaes. Only small percentage of the military radars, 
projects and modifications are visible. What does we not see is 
also dangerous. The Ionosphere. The Earth and its habitants has 
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been continiously bombarding with highfrequency microwaves. 
They are used to manipulate the athmosphere, meteorology and 
gather inforamtion for to produce tektonical weapons - false cre-
ate of earthquakes. in 1990 The NATO officially explains that ev-
ery plane can change the athmosphere with spraying polimers, 
that absorbe a electromagnetic radiation. An American patent 
describes how crossed polimers has been sprayed and that went 
to  stormy rain. Before 40 years in the Vietnam war the ameri-
cans used chemical agent called ‚Olive oil‘ during the operation 
‚Popeye‘ that causes strong storms and rain. During the war to the 
reghym of Slobodan Miloshevich serbian told how black clouds 
came on the bright blue sky and after a minutes started storm with 
rains and hail. It is not secret that the alliance NATA under dark 
forces hide its plans for ‚Climatic weapons‘ and the purpose is that 
until 2025 to control the climate, creating the storms, rains, fogs, 
earthquakes and floods. The play with ionosphere leads to regu-
lating the sun light, and transform it in powerful climatic weapon. 
In the sky they creates places with magnyfying glasses, mirrors, 
that taken gigantic quantity solar energy to one particular point 
on the Earth. But playing with forces that are created to give life 
and not to take it has its price. The false generate of elements is 
going out of control. the box of Pandora is opened and there is 
no turn back. The birds and sea creatures are most sensitive. And 
when these creatures dies it is very bad situation for the human. 
The ozone hole and the global warming are also made by these 
dark forces. This is an ecological terrrorism and keeps a man in 
fear and obedience. Hidden societies kept by creatures that stay in 
the conspirancy for destruction of the humanity. Thew also infect 
with viruses, bacterias and microplazma the air and the water that 
turn into spread of deseases. Gene modified microorganizms in 
the food, lead to alergies and mutating they became a dangerous 
viruses. But this happen on level human. 
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Bulgaria also as a spiritual being also generates energetic flows 
and cosmical informational codes. It also has centres - chakras, in 
which powers of the sky and the Earth have meet. There there are 
the divine informatioanl codes that kepp the balance of our plan-
et to be ready for the existance of a human, animals and plants. 

The shining balls that came up before big earthquakes and 
directing rays to the energetic centres aim only to cause earth-
quakes. The shining phenomenon has duplicate nature. One of 
them are charges from the ionosphere -the climatic weapons. And 
as if we are not enough with the earth demons but there are also 
outside earth- aliens. Even the word aliens is not correct as they 
are in alliance with earth forces. Among us there are many crea-
tures that i also see. They come from inside Earth, from another 
paralel dimention with its shining ships and with experimental 
mission they aim earthquakes. Someone do it because their ships 
has charged by the tension that an earthquake creates. Others like 
reptilians feed with negative emotions of the people - fear, suf-
fer, pain, generated quakes for to exist. These are the ones that 
has obssesed many of the politicians and stay behind the experi-
ments with the humanity. Although a rough invasion in humanity 
development is forbidden they continue to rule the world order. 
Very dangerous are also the russian black mags, that are trying to 
crumble Bulgaria for years. Our nation is called to wear the most 
ideal DNA. It is a testiment from the protoatlants. It is not a coin-
cidence that in Bulgaria has born many people with paranormal 
abilities. 

But it is not just the Earth, in the whole Universe there is 
lack of quality genes. And ours is the one most perfect and it is 
a thorn in the eyes of enemies. May not believe but this is the 
sacred truth i am told to say. Because of this reason often dark 
forces from USA, Russia, Israel send destructive attacks such as 
elements, astral bombs and magical thought-forms to the most 
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vulnerable points of Bulgaria - its energetic centres. In Moscow 
for example there are forces that can not put up with the fact that 
although the ikonomical and financial power, the russians think 
of Bulgaria as their energetic mother, swing to the slavic, Ortho-
doxy and writing, the arhetip of Heaven and Creation. After 1990 
most of the ways the attack is made by  the energetic vampire Bo-
ris Zolotov and his students. Last year tehy planned some devas-
tating earthquakes on our territory. According to my information 
one of them has planned to crush Sofia on the 24. May the festival 
of Slavic writing. Three days before they hit, me and my people 
has dropped three rays rom Vitosha mountains to protect the 
city. With its help we successed to unblock two of the three main 
cores of the town. When from the other side of Black see has shot 
the negative astral bombs, they might thought that the chakras of 
the city are blocked, the tention could not absorbe from the city 
core and as a result the ground will quake. Luckily the chakras 
has suck the weapons and went through inside the earth. We have 
an earthquake but very very low as it was planned. The citizens 
might not understand at all but we don‘t have enough time and 
the third centre in Banishora stayed blocked. 
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In the name of Merkaba

At the end of July 2009 the keepers of harmony told me that 
there is a threat across the Black sea. Through the code mental 

channel i send a message for energy fight. There i send the mes-
sage to the energy warriors in Bulgaria to be ready for fight. The 
preparation is not to dig a trench the meaning that will see the 
rough materialists. Mainly our work is to harmonize the chakras 
and to keep the shield called Merkaba. The Merkabe is energet-
ic structure that has ability to save paople and places situated in 
our dimention. It is sonsist by two tetraedars. Everyone of it has 
four sites which are equilateral triangles. Merkaba is in fact two 
triangle pyramids one in another and creates the so called star of 
David. Elektromagnetic field with this same form is across the hu-
man body. The two tetraedars focused the energies coming from 
the Cosmos and the Earth. For some ezoteric writers Merkaba is 
the emanation of male and female beings vibrating in perfect har-
mony. The tetraedar with the peak upon is the male energy, and 
the other is the female energy. They are moving one to another in 
different directions. When this form is spinning it has crossed the 
vibrations of the three bodies - physical, mental and emotional. 

In fact in the word Merkaba has descrbed the whole process 
that is the balance between the light comes from the Cosmos 
that brings the spirit and gives a light to our bodies. According 
the etimology Mer means lighting fields that  spin around itself 
in reverse direction, Ka is the spirit and Ba means body. In activa-
tion in particular way to these lighting fields of Mer-Ka-Ba around 
the human is hidden the key for our ailitiy to travel between the 
dimentions. For the process of teritorial defense Merkaba is very 
precious as these are the three energies crossed - electric, mag-
netic and bioenergy. 
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The geometric figure has been known from the mayans and 
egyptians. They also have known that only this earth form has the 
ability to gather the three elements of the mind - Cosmos, Earth 
and Human. Around everything that exists in our dimention 
there is such a tetraedar star. Therefore to our level of conscious-
ness this is the best defence. The complex lighting constructions 
that my teachers have told me to defence Bulgaria in its end vari-
ant has presented such system of by-pyramid shaft. 

In the morning of 5 August 2009 the russion mags have shot a 
ray to Bulgaria. It was so powerfull that crush the first construcion 
of rays that we build under Varna, Kavarna and Shabla. As it could 
not pierce the ‚umbrella‘ it went to the black see shore. Luckily 
uopn the Old mountain it ricocheted in our main energy protec-
tion and then it goes to Black see in depth of 30 km. An earth-
quake of 5 on the Rihter scale has hit us, but the consequances 
could be far more devastating without the defence. Engineers to 
this shot as most of 90 percents of all is psyho vampires like Zo-
lotov and his students. Because of the impacts of this one vam-
pire and many more in the years i created tetraedar protections in 
the main cities - Haskovo, Svishtov, Varna, Malko Tarnovo, Stara 
Zagora, Plovdiv, Kiustendil. I turned the spheres and cleaned the 
astral space with light up to micron, as i was showed at the begin-
ning. Today the whole country has 12 rays, that creates a giant 
pyramid. Behind it there is another that when is needed started 
to spin in the direction of the central ray of Bulgaria. Its particular 
coordinates are a secret but the most sensitive people has feel it 
between Aprilci and Troyan, where it is place the heart chakra of 
Bulgaria. There it is kept the spirit of Atlantida the informational 
bank. The central ray is kept by another little ones that i placed in 
different periods with my energetic brothers, and directed it to 
Troyan, Sopot, Lovech and Karlovo. The whole Merkaba is en-
sured also from Gabrovo that also ´keeps the stability of the cen-
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tral ray of Bulgaria. In 2010 from the high comes the information 
‚The mission for protecting Bulgaria has over and just started.‘ 
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Landing

Bulgaria is full with phenomenons but they stay deaf and blind 
about their mission. I have found mine and its called - dimen-

tions, energy fights and protection of the cataclyzmus- earth-
quakes, hyricanes and floods. I am not a predictor nor a healer, 
even though i can do this as well. I soon thought that expept my 
group no one else have the knowledge but i have lied myself. 
There were some others enlightened on our territory. I did not 
see them but i found their induction stamp on the chakras that 
i crosss and unblock all over the country. I suspect that the eart 
harmonizators - i called them this way- are now very old and af-
ter my activation in 1994-1995 i did not find their traces. After 
the keeper of universal harmony has enlightened me in all thier 
secrets my predessors has gone to rest. According to me they did 
not gone to total pension but continue with the energy fights in 
the dimentions. I found sometimes their astral trace on the por-
tals around Orion, Andromedas and the star Arctur. Two times 
someone has save me from the 2 meteres tall reptilians without 
represent itself. 

But this time on Earth i have other fight - this with material 
world. The sky teachers have given me incredible knowledges but 
wanted from me to build three spiritual centres. In them they say 
you will teach with our help to energy and spiritual practices the 
new race - indigo children. To conclude this part of the mission 
i needed serious financial resources but i could not get it only 
with walks over the portals of the universe where the only value 
is the spiritual power and aurical evolution. Then i reched to the 
conclusion that at least for a while i should ground up myself and 
to live in the 3D life. I wanted to ensure a financial resources to 
make some kind of business. I soon realized that my open channle 
to the upper world is incompatible with the work in the material 
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world. I lower my vibrations and he closed itself. According to my 
plan after a while i should start aghain my spiritual work but for 
now i shoud think of the being now and there. 

To go through maximum  fast i should have put up with the 
four elements that is build the 3D world and the survival of the 
creatures there. The first is known as spiritual guru. This is the 
light creative part of the male element that causes thehigh earth 
love and the creativity. The second one is the ‚cruel destroyer‘ the 
dark site of the male begining. It has power opppsite to the cre-
ativity to clean and fight with the old. The other two elements 
are female but this is only conditianlly as the two elements are 
interweaved in the two sexes. The third is ‚priestess prostitute‘ . 
She is ready to go with every god in order to feed her apetite for 
power and magical authority. If a man provoce in other this earth 
power when needed will successed big control and progress. The 
last element of our being is the ‚goddes mother‘. This is the whole 
caldron of antagonizm that a human is transformed to go further 
beyond and upper. These are the arhetype energies that move on 
subconsciuos level the human in 21 century. Without its develop-
ment we are just lost souls in the earth matrix. They showed also 
the four level on consciuos that move thank to the law of rezonans. 
When we switch to one of them we attract people and events that 
help us to walk in the chosen direction. If we want spirituality 
with the hwole our beings automatically the crystal computer on 
earth gives us a vector with such vibrational frequency. As a result 
we attract circumstances that help us to enter in the nonmaterial 
level of conscious and to be maximum long there before we want 
something else. Many people do mistakes and then they are won-
dering why the low of the 4 elementsdoes not work for them. For 
example they one at one point the goddes mother - the real love, 
that is for whole life, but as a habit they continue to search for it 
in the discos. There the vibrational wave is very low. This is like if 
we want to capture a romantic radiowave on the FM stereo wave 
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that there is only chaos music and hard rock. If we want a change 
the inertia is contraindicated. The new level of conscious install in 
us absolutely unknown personality, that have to meet maximum 
fast and to embrace. 

I wantes work and business on ground level and the resonans 
of my consciousness enter to the world of ideas and gather me 
with the richest man in Bulgaria. The life is one big puzzel that we 
can do alone and there is an option to bring more people to help. 
Without unification of the strenghs nothing is happen. But in vi-
brational level of a rough capitalizm don‘t expect very light events 
if you don‘t follow your intuition. 

I walked in my mother‘s home village Stefanovo. The autumn 
leaves have created colourful carpet that reminds me of the shin-
ing portals of three faced Sirius. I cross them while before i enter 
the inforamtional layers. I  belong to the central ship Sirius-moth-
er that move very slow in the orbit. When i link to it i covered with 
jelly material in dark blue colour that gives me mega access to the 
systems and passengers on board. Most of them a high conscoius 
beings here to help the symbiotes.  Around it there were the es-
kadriles of Pleiades, Orion, Arctur, Andromedas, Polar star form-
ing the great cosmic headquater. 

But the autumn portal now leads me to one abondoned mill. 
When i saw it like Don Kihot i thought that these are the giants 
that can make the needed financials at least for the first centre. I 
was surrounded by some friends. I share my thoughts and they 
lough at me that this was the greatest utopia that they hear about. 
And may be they were right. The abondoned building looks like 
swiss cheese and even smells like that. Everything that can be 
stealed was disappeared there were different holes that were full 
with playing cats and mouses. The sight didn‘t stress me. Soon i 
go to auction for that building and i won it. With sweat i recover 
the mill. I have on my site the goddess mother that i called. 
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After the third month the enterprise has started working and 
soon it has thank me for my bravery. The pure profit that comes is 
starting to get bigger. On the half year reached the fantastic for me 
100 000 leva. The situation soon gets bad. Speculants imported 
chaep flour from Turkey and crushed the bulgarian market. The 
mills one by one started to bankrupt. The ones who stayed on the 
surface were the bad guys with the gold neckless, moved from the 
arhetype of destraction , very soon privatized everything. They 
told to the owners to rethink their own site they obssessed their 
property in one or another way. 

I was not ready for ground wars because i knew that if i lead 
the cruel destroyer i will gather more power but at the end it will 
destroy me as it made with all dark heros of the Transition. 

I get the Solomon decision to make a step behind and i was 
not wrong. There i preorientated in other work - invest every-
thing in the agrarian economy. As i search for a buyer for the mill 
i made a project for 200 000 leva in the SAPARD. In the economy 
property of the future i planned to build three pyramids to ficus 
the energy. This would have been the first agricultural project in 
the world that integrate the modern life with powerful magicial 
practises. I made detailed plan but the work has gone to fall. The 
programm for european help seriously has stopped during Ivan 
Kostov‘s leading. I was very angry, even the meditation does not 
help me to throw the negative energy. But as the people said every 
evil is for good. In that time i realized that against me there was 
a conspirancy. On the bottom of it laying my relatives which has 
hurt me deeply. They had the following plan - to steal the money 
from the common accounts of the european subsides, and i as a 
marerial responsibly face will take the whole fault at the end. 

In the interest of the saint truth my whole troubles started in 
the moment i closed my cosmic channel. The last thing my teach-
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ers said ‚ Do not close your magical portal to the dimentions‘, but 
i did not listen to them. I wanted to be again ordinary person. 

My life has spin again as a broken disk with a song that i hated 
from the bottom of my soul. When this ‚song‘ started a karmic 
provocation happend that i thought i have escaped from them. 
But this tiem the blows started to rain from alll sites. And again it 
bacame hell under the sky. I just have started good with the busi-
ness and then i found the my wife is cheated on me with a relative. 
The incest has turned my world upside down. The money from 
SAPARD has to go through its company i found out the whole 
plan to be robbed and discredited. On top of everything was a 
book with spells belonged to the grandma of my wife that happen 
to be a witch and make witchcraft to me. Again a rain of pagane 
rituals for death, bioenergy attacks, plazma hits form the Cosmos- 
for two months my hair has white and drop. I was good in the ma-
terial world and again happen the sam that had to destry me for a 
chance in my youth. As someting upon has insisted to showed me 
that my being without its spiritual part was nothing. And to try 
to escape from my universal predestination is fatal and will bring 
me only life cataclyzm grief and tears. And that heppend. I fell 
into the life of live. I don‘t know if it is because of the magic but 
my parents have the side of my wife. They take away my inheri-
tance and through me on the street. My cheting wife left alone 
in 100 quadrat metres apartment alone in the centre of the town. 
The days and nights has merged. Hodjas has surrounded me and 
has make spells for death. They wanted to reach me from Plovdiv 
and Haskovo. I killed the two with my lazur sword, but they were 
coming form Andola much more, as these in my country was not 
enough. For the short time as i step on the path of energy war-
rior , defendinf Bulgaria from earth and outside earth enemies i 
have gathered more enemies. They werre still scared from me but 
they feel my weakness. The jackals has been oredered in circle and 
were waiting for the most convenient moment to freckle my find 
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aurical bodies and to free me from the heavy chains of physical 
slavery. My biggest tragedy was that i clearl yrealized my doom. 
Without defence, with connection with the spiritual warriors 
from Pleiades and the symbiotes from Sirius that guided me and 
gave me power before , i was weak and easy prey. I don‘t know if 
it is a coincidence but for a week turkish TIRs has gone to the 
counter direction on the road and i escaped a crush for a seconds. 
Thatk god there was stones and i managed to escape a collision, i 
bearly survived. 

On top of my 35 years old they give me powerful bioenergetic 
attack. The evil powers take life from my hands and take me to the 
abyss deviding the two worlds. As a result from the two black ritu-
als - psyhotrone attack from a russian mag and the hodja i make 
pre-death agony. My heart started to beat in my ears and needles 
block my seven chakras. I could not bear it any more i wanted 
to dematerialize to be gone. My muscles were more strong that 
the bones, i could not breath nor move. I had gone i hell agony. 
From the pain my tears started to fall alone. My reincarnations 
started to move in front of my eyes. In this time between life and 
death 12 shining creatures circled my body and one take me to 
the paralel dimention Alef Omicron 233, so i did not fell the pain 
any more. This pain surely will have kill me after minutes. Other 
i don‘t remember. After the energy attack have passed the saints 
bring me again to Earth. I awaken in the apartment which i have 
hired. I eat two spoons of yogurt and i have asleep then. I awaken 
up after three days this was the time that was needed for the shin-
ing beings to restart my energetic. The devastating cataclysmus 
has its positive side because it opened my eyes again to the spiri-
tual world and my teachers that i have turned back. There i again 
could have the knowledges of the Creator, the Universe and its 
habitants. 
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Without a home and a family i should start again to heal for 
survival. One friend gave me 200 leva. WIth part of it i pay for the 
office that i hired for a month. Meanwhile i sell all company prop-
erty that was left on my name. I took the money and go to live to 
Troyan. I have taken big doze of malice and agression that low-
ers my vibration. With my paranormal abilities I found that from 
the lavender and white my aura has became dark green. From the 
biggest soul pain that i received from my nearest people my Ana-
hata - the heart chakra was not functions correct. The keepers has 
regenerate me on low level but with the memories for my fam-
ily i colapssed again. It is the first chakra from the high energetic 
centres and without it i could not climb higher to the dimentions 
where i would have replaced the organ with its star analog recover 
with lighting speed. But been on the ground i was nothing else to 
do that to wait for the universal healer the time to do its job. 

Every morning i walked in the Troyan balkan. I breath pure 
prana and release the negative energy as it teached Peter Dimkov 
the Healer. Down in town i found good people. With their crystal 
clear white auras they healed me with their presence. They give 
me to eat real meat, sheep milk and honey. Every night i dreamed 
in front of the fire with 200 grams of the local elixir - plume rakia 
with herbs. 

My emotional recover was going slowly according to the 
phyzical. I often went to depression. Then i went to the dark site 
to search for revenge. I go to dark, gloom and abyss i crossed the 
lower worlds and delete the creatures there. I cut them with light, 
spheres i pierced three at one time with rays. 

By accidence under peak Botev i found megastructure, a ma-
chine - super technology that works the same as the astral eleva-
tors, that teached me in the past. It cleans the negative energy 
from the space very effective without asking for cosmical guards. 
From there i found an underground - crystal hall. In this hall is 
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placed the personal crystal of bulgarians. It is build for mega ac-
tivation of the cosmical being, to find out who we are and what 
mission have we on earth. I choose Troyan on purpose, because 
there in the interdimentional space is kept the spirit of Bulgaria. I 
relaxed actively and re think all that happend and lead me to that 
path. In my head i had memories all the time. As for example how 
with my ex  wife we walk in the park. In that time i started to lead 
a mental dialog with my not born child. Then i told to my wife 
what happend and what i get from the informational wave in the 
invisible world. 

- The spirit told me that our child is gone through Agarta 
from Rila mountain- the beyond world and it waited only for us.

- Stop with your spiritual things. First of all it is impossible to 
know this as no one knows such things. And secondly i don‘t want 
to spoil my figure, replied she. 

- It is a spirit from Atlantida and it is doesn‘t interested of 
your things. It said that has mission on Earth and we delayed it. It 
related souls has already been born and it‘s waiting for us seventh 
month already. It is loosing temper. 

- No i don‘t beleive, she again replied
Twenty metres below one tiny swallow dropped from its nest 

and go to my wife‘s head. My ex wife was very stressed and started 
to cry. The situation was a sure omen that the spirit want to be 
born. I was also not ready as i was new in my business works. I was 
surpresed by the urgency of the spirit. It also wanted to be a ram 
as astro sign. ‚No‘ i was also stubborned. With the time i see this 
as mistake as many doors that were opened to me started to close 
misterically. I was convinced for one more time that above there‘s 
a big power. If you are in harmony with it you are going further. 
If you stay opposite harmonical accords of the Universe you are 
started to go in circle not only on spiritual but also in material 
world. The last event before my child is born happend on the Sev-
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enth lake in Rila. With its future mother we go on adoration up. 
From the Bliznaka lake come two bright lights one purple and 
one blue. My first child is already a fact, and i suppose that the 
second will also come to search for incarnation. 

For a short period of time i has lived through so many things 
that a normal person did not see through whole life. I formed sec-
ond group with friends with gifts in Svishtov. There we teached 
each other by the information that i captured through my spiritu-
al channel - how to see our past life, to scan the destiny, to vizual-
ize causal bonds on the karma. In this substance i passed to touch 
untill today as to touch karma is like to change moter oil - you are 
going to get dirty. 

Gencho from Ruse has problem with his shoulder. He went 
to several medicals but the pain still exists. He told me about his 
problem and we decide to do a regression - turning into past life 
. The most interesting is that i did it as i have done this my whole 
life. I did not hypnotized he stay awake when i enter up to his 
higher chakras. I connected my energy to his. For not to start go-
ing on all the reincarnations which will be dangerous i asked to 
be found an incarnation that he has such pain like in this life. I 
go bravely behind to past lives. After the 20th minute we reached 
about 1400 after Christ. Then it came up the video from the prob-
lematic incarnation, that Gench has been injured. He see himself 
as a soldier on the battkefield. He was whole covered with blood 
and one spear has just hole his shoulder. Then he dies but i did 
not let him see that  on purpose. I stopped it before this agonizing 
moment. Then i told him to imagine that the spear did not hole 
him but passes through him, then i right on time transfered his 
conscious to the reality. Untill now the person doesn‘t have prob-
lems with his shoulder. 
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A travel to the halls of Amenti

I myself travelled everywhere but it was forbidden for me to 
see my egyptian reincarnation. I don‘t know why but i feel it is 

conncted with the Kivot. With the time i remember one revela-
tion conncted to Moyseus. According to the Bible with growing 
the egyptian empire it started to conquer other countries near by. 
The egyptians reached Israel and the jews this time were weak 
they become slaves. They were taken to Egypt to be used as work-
ers for the faraon. One of then oredered to start genozid and start-
ed to kill every male jewish baby. One jew to save her child put it 
in a basket and leave it to swin through the river Nil, that brings it 
to the faraon‘s palace. There one of his daughters take it and raise 
it. They gave him the name Moyseys - which mean ‚taken from 
the water‘. 

Moyseys has been raised in the palace and receive egyptian 
priest education. When he saw the suffer of his people his genetic 
bond with the jews has awaken and he leave his preist rank and 
live with his people in the slave‘s huts. The faraon was surprised 
of this decision and more surprised by some bad omes that hap-
pend and interpreted by Moyseys that they are evidence of the 
god‘s will for the people to be released from slavery. Accoring to 
the writtings God warn the jews that has come the moment to 
take their path to their lands. The evening before this happend has 
been ordered to make bread and eat it ready to go. Also they must 
make sucrifice a lambs and with thier blood to cover their doors, 
because the death would have gone through Egypt this night and 
to take every first born child from every house not marked with 
lamb‘s blood. In the morning there was a dead in evry egyptian 
house including the palace were the heir to the throne fall dead. 
The faraon was desperate and as it was predicted by Moyseys he 
finally let the jews to go. But after the jews go in the desert, egyp-
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tians started to follow them and an army was send to bring them 
back. Then with God‘s help Moyseys divided the Red sea into two 
and the jews cross the see and then the see closed and the egyp-
tian army have been drowned. This is the bible myth that was not 
have become reality without one very powerful weapon called 
Kivot. Its geographical place and content i have been known in 
my past reincarnation but have no access now. 

Again according to the legend after jews escaped they go near 
Sinai mountain. There Moyseys has reached the top to pray and 
receive the ten God‘s will. When he came back with the will he 
found his people lost in idol pilgrimage and debauchery. Moysey 
impost repetance to his people and wanted to be melt the golden 
figures that they made during hie absence. From the gold accord-
ing to God‘s will thay made an ark - Kivot. It has defined size and 
form, where to be place the plates with God‘s will. It was forbid-
den to be touched and the ones that touch it were hit by lighting. 
Some ezoterits think that the Kivot were powerful weapon with 
elektromagnetic power. And may be even a portal to the worlds. 
In it were thrown the violators of the law. The poors were left 
closed in dimention for a whole eternity. 

During my contacts with the universal mind i captured the 
following ‚The levits were which they keep the plates of Moysey - 
the Kivot. Everyone is searching for it in Etiopia and Jordan but it 
is kept in one hall under the peak of Jerusalem. Push the Kivot up 
to the dimentions for not to have any more fights for it on Earth‘. 
I perfom the order. But whether i have replaced it physically in 
8th dimention i still don‘t know. If i take only the astral proection 
outside of our world this means that it could not be found any 
more. Or at least if the Teachers dicided someting else and make 
it visible again. Now if the expedition enter in the hall where the 
ancient weapon is placed they will miss it as it is dematerialised. 
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This is the reason why worldwide nothing is discovered yet 
any more only bones and broken artefacts. It is far away not every-
thing that can be dig is digged as someone think. Only the gold 
and crystal equipment are milions of tons. The archeology should 
search the space with machines and sceners that can see the di-
mentions but there‘s still time to be build such equipment. 

All greatest rulers such as Napoleon Bonapart and Alexander 
the Great after they have the whole power on Earth, they were 
starting to search for the relics, because they know this will make 
them powerful on a universal level as well. Hitler was also aware 
of the power that is hidden in the pantheon of the civilizations 
before us. He was searching for the Kivot on a wrong place - in 
Tibet. It is known that the Fiurer has the spear of the destiny with 
which according to the legend is hit Christos. The blood on its 
blade give power and might to the one the owes it. Thanks to this 
the Third reih has become a world power. Hitler has the so called 
wien copy, in which has been built in nails with that Jesus Christ 
was nailed to the cross. The real copy is build by a jewish priest, 
son of Eleazar, a nephew to Aaron, the mag Fines. It stays hid-
den. The conquerers far more in the past time wanted to have the 
lighting of Zeus and the arrows of Apolon. Human is not going 
to know the truth about its being. Not yet. The mysteries in front 
of us will become more and more, because of our desire to have 
all the goodies, to rule the world, to be the one and only. This 
is a destructive motive that poluute the consciuos and the heart. 
For that reason all this is not given to us because we will destroy 
ourselves. Other reason is that our civilization should go alone 
to the big miracle called the island Atlantis, and not to take the 
evolution like that. Ones happend before thousands of year and 
were fatal. 

Behind the folklors, myths and legends and hidden crystals 
with unearthly powers. One is stand above all and is called the 
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Sphere from the hall of Amenti. In the moment it has been guard-
ed in a circle hall under Egypt. I can see its centre like a column 
of crystal white light. The stone has been used to raise the mental 
vibration of the humanity and focus the light fotons from the Sun. 
It is surrounded by a portal with hieroglifs. Right on this place the 
ancient has made a connction with the hype mind of Sirius. 

Today the mags wanted to pull out the relics from the dimen-
tions that they are hidden, unless our consciuosness is grown. 
After i teached to open a paths within the time and space i also 
tempt to see the relics. After we open a portal in the dimention 
with my group we take some key from some ancient palace. That 
visualized the subject in front of us but perhaps that might have 
been something else. According to the law of the intersecting po-
ing for want you disere to have and what you should have, it is 
open for the human to take something from the dimention if he 
find the point of the need of this. But we as we walk see it and like 
that just take it and pulled it in our dimention. Soem days after it 
hapend something very strange. I was on a walk in the forest and 
on one path i heard a clatter. I saw in las second the shadow of a 
horse that come across me with neigh. From the fast moving of 
the horse i went in the spruit. But the most interesting is that the 
horse looks like it is from a circus, covered with a middlecenteries 
platform looks like armor. I don‘t know where it come from that 
miracle but the omen was clear. At dusk we did a nes seans and 
turn the key back. 

In fact i have conviced myself that as we gather more magical 
artefacts on bulgarian territory we will be more guarded. But it 
seems that we have more than neccessary relics on our territory, 
if we know how to use its powers. And where are they and who 
are..i will keep that. 

In the end of the winter of 2010 i came to Egyptian pyramids, 
to release my past life. For some reason it is not open for me to 
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use it. I tried to enter several times as i needed that knowlege that 
was in it. In that particular reincarnation i have been teached to 
rule the earth elements. I wanted to awake this experience here 
because there are coming heavy days, with cataclysmus , the cli-
mat stays not stabile and Bulgaria should be defended and also 
the Old continent. I gradually started to remember the rules of 
the elements. In my left hand i concentrated the earth and the 
water, in my right hand - the fire andthe air, but i needed for some 
meteorological symbols with which i can stop the floods. I found 
them in the halls of Amenti under Egypt. I take also with me one 
vry small but powerful sphere. 

I landed on Sofia airport in march. It passed two days and in 
Bulgaria started to rain a yellow snow mixed with a sand from the 
Sahara desert. According to the meteorologist the mix with Saa-
hra sand was a usual event in the spring, but this year is covered 
also with heavy snow. My sin according to Amenti, on top of the 
female fest 8th of march,obviously shows what i have done and 
how to repair it. Before another storm in Bulgaria, i took the plane 
for Kairo. I turned back the crystal sphere in the underground pal-
ace. In it it is entered through energy portal, placed in the valley of 
the pyramids. But this is not the central spherus that is told in the 
myths. To it the access is forbidden. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The truth about Atlantis

As i already mentioned i was helping to the people to go to 
their deeply ancient reincarnations. To define the epoch my 

first question to then is to find out whether they are in male or 
female body. The second to see where they are and describe me 
the clothes they are in. The third thing was to hear the language 
that they are talking. In Atlantis there were no speech. When i 
myself turned back to my first material incarnation on Earth i 
saw myself as an avatar in enormous atlantic body. The dialogs 
around me is going through a telepatic way with strange sounds 
deep from the throught. The speech if we can talk about such is 
like the crackling of a bottle of wine. Then i realised the meaning 
of one my dream that is chasing me since i was a child. A Gigantic 
wave. It is long 100 meters above the see and is crushing all over 
me and i jumped and awake whole in water. That happend to be 
the beginnig of the apocalypse for Atlantis , that i obviously has 
lived before thousands of years. This is what i tried to reconstruct 
like a physical memories of the events. I found that some things 
are the same as the tales of the teosophies, but in the big part they 
show unknown parts that does not exist in the knowledge that we 
have for Atlantis. 

Before atlants it was the lemurians civilization. The two was 
in war but the atlants has won. In thier civilization there were an-
tagonic oriented circles , something like revolutioners. I was one 
of them. We fight against many injustice, but mainly against the 
experiments of some cast that htink of theirselves like they were 
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gods, and rule the island. The elit did bioexperiments , and clon-
ing and creating a monsters bring more troubles. The gene engi-
neers created creatures that were against the nature that started 
to spiritualized with low bloodthirsty spirits from other worlds. 
After its death the spirits that were in this mutants has damaged 
seriously the energetic of the whole planet. Today these are the 
most powerful demons, known by the exorcizm that obssesed 
the people by different race, sex and religion. But then they were 
more than the outdoor dogs in 21. century. As the people walk 
on the streets the demons has obssessed them and the end, this 
body stays for the demon. It become a mass crazyness. With a 
cleaner of the astral fon we succeeded to close in interdimentional 
niche most of them, but some extremely powerful stayed. One, 
known as Ariman, creates his kingdon under the Earth. He now 
still obssessed earth people but not directly. 

From my memories for Atlantis i was surely against the elit. It 
also creates another ‚thing‘. With the help of powerful crystal they 
moved Pluto that has been near Earth and send it to its end of the 
Solar system. 

Pluto is the planet that rules the revolutions and the change 
of everything that is old. That is how the Creator has created it, to 
cut the negative qualities and transform it to something new after 
moveing the levels in the society. The main cast doesnot want a 
change as how it is now like organizations Bilderberg keep with 
their nails open the old order. That they try to move the root of 
the change. Two men with names Tall and Iuol go inside the crys-
tal underground halls and give codes for restarting and moduled 
the galaxy matrix. But the Creator on purpose has put a mistake 
in the code if some day we try to improve its ‚creation‘ to disap-
pear. This is how it happen. When the high priest has forgotten 
themselves they create a great catastroph. They fold the space in 
the whole Solar system. They blast the Vulcan planet, as how the 
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old starspeller called it - Faeton. For that reason the orbit of the 
Eart has moved, causing planetarian cataclizm. Mars was also de-
structed and the high level civilization that was on it , disappeared. 
Part of the marsians has rescued in 8th dimention. That is was i 
remember from the Atlantis. In the next sentences i will add the 
information reached us by historicals, ezoterians and prophets. 
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The Crystal Tauoiu
The atlants wiht the help of crystal could rejuvenate and this 

was they elongate their lives up to 1000 of years and more. This 
civilization has circled around one main very powerful crystal. It 
has moved the whole progress of Atlantis and according to sur-
vived informational files in the stral is calle Tauoiu. The atlants 
connected their consciuosness with the crystal and then they in-
crease their psyhical energy to great heights. Other shining lettle 
stones they used for different equipment that creates antigravita-
tion. 

According to information of the prophet of 19. century Edgar 
Keysi the ancient civilization is build flying aparats and machines. 
The atlants, saw Keysi have caves with megapowerful weapons. 
They live in towns of about 2000 people organized around one 
mega powerful crystal - subconsciuosness. In every moment ev-
ery member of the society receive on time everything that is need-
ed , because it has taken from informational bank by telephatical 
way. In fact if we think about our fifth civilization has organized 
its society around one invisible eye called internet. The central 
crystal has improved the brain capasity to certain maximum. Our 
brain works from 3 to 5 percent of its maximum. The atlants con-
necting to the crystal were reached the incredible 90 percent. This 
has gifted them to genials, phenomenal memory, insights like the 
Einstein‘s formula for relativity. To many of us this might see it 
strange but even the quarz, from which 60 percent  is created the 
earth peel is powerful  transformer of an energy. It is not strange 
that in modern electronic it is used the crystals because of their 
piezo electrical effect - transformation of the kinetical energy into 
electrical. Crystals has another feature - to produce electricity by 
heating which is famous as nature electricity. The ultra sound in 
medical and scientist equipment is made thanks of the feature of 
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crystals to modelize the energy. Our century is also nothing with-
out crystals even if we haven‘t got an idea of this. 

The atlant‘s stone Tauoiu has also been crystal and as such 
has the feature of powerful adept of an energy by very high level. 
By my astral site he has got the ability to transform the vibration-
al, morfological, chemical and bioenergetic structure of the brain. 
It is a mistake to think that the atlants has born informed how to 
use the crystal, as the crystal has come for no where. They as the 
humanity has got keepers and helpers from the above. 

Tauoiu has dropped from the sky by envoys from Sirius. Some 
siriusians has hit the border and reincarnated into an atlant‘s  bod-
ies. This is the reason why it is thought that the atlants are with 
allien roots. The atlants were very high, up to 2 metres and ac-
cording to Platon they reached 4 metres. In the Era of the Lion, 
Atlantis has opened its shore for trading with the whole world. 
They communicate with berberians and basks in east, some indi-
an tribes in west with which they started to cross over. Platon says 
the the greek god Poseidon and the other gods from Olympus 
were also atlants. The same is for the god Tot - the god of the arts 
in the egyptian mythology. That was not liked to people is that the 
atlants like the storms and whole fields were separated for experi-
ments. In such a national parks has demonstrated atmospheric 
turbolence. The mortals did not like this kind of shows that of-
ten went out of control and destroyed their houses and animals, 
and sometimes even themselves. When big disaster happend the 
atlants has compensated the people but in most of the time they 
did not care about them. Their temperament give later food to be 
created the greek mythology. 

Later the atlant lost the control to nature and that lead to 
big changes and finally to their disappearance. Atlants also could 
control the earth element. Vulcan eruptions were their favourite. 
The presenters of this civilization which is in many cases our pra 
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nature, had many time for their experiments but not with their 
children. The atlants were immortals but could not ‚produce‘ 
themsleves with similar. After the secret island was opened to the 
other world it started mixing of cultures with the other inhabit-
ants from lower civilizations. The progeny of the interdividing 
process has taken place in the myth for the eart woman and the 
god thta bring it to half god - phenomenal human. He was not 
that tall, but according to nowadays they were hispolins. Many ar-
cheological experiments found from all over the world mysterials 
2-3 meters skeletons. In Bulgaria were also found in the Rodopi 
and in Iambol an unique arheological artefacts. 

After it came from the starts the magical stone in the mo-
ment of crushing to Earth it divided into many parts. According 
to siriusians instructions the parts had to be used by organizing 
a cores around the towns. But only the biggest part of Tauoiu 
was named like this and stays the capital‘s temple of Atlantis. The 
priest were trying to make it even more powerful and to jump 
over their abilitis, bodies and minds. As the time passed they 
have lost theirselves. They were captured in the trap of greed for 
resourses, that is trapped also our civilization. In one moment 
they did the inevitable, they directed a ray from the sun directly 
to the crystal Tauoiu. The crystal has energetised incredibly. As 
the atlants were connected to the crystal with their brains they 
started to go crazy. Large streams of new knowledges has come 
with the light but the atlants could not bear it. The ray has mixied 
with the earth elements and divided Atlantis into two parts, that 
sunk. The most higher priests has survived in different parts of 
the world. Tot gone to the South America. There leaded the inka 
tribe and build Machu Pikchu. Izida that comes by Venus, also 
gone to South America where it creates the actek‘s calendar. Hor 
found his second country in Babylon, and Ra gave the beginig 
of the ancient egyptian culture. Hermes, Zeus, Afrodite, Posei-
don, Hera all went to different parts of the world from Tibet to 
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New Zealand. Where they came to everywhere thought of them 
as gods. Because they were keepers of a really god‘s qualities - fan-
tastic technologies, control of the climat and the elements, eternal 
life including above religion moral and ruthlessness. 

But let we turn back to the reason lead to the resettlement 
of the gods. The cataclizm described by Platon is also what i see. 
Purhaps there‘s a connection through the knowledge that is given 
to me that our native relatives were trying to reconstruct the solar 
system. And in fact they successed. Whatever the factology truth 
is it can be easy found, if our fifth civilization look into the miror 
and see the reflection of their movements. In many cases we look 
like the atlants. We think of ourselves as gods and use maximum 
of the given resources. For one century the petrol is already gone.  
The coal, gold and ores continue to be digged but under the earth 
has opened such craters that whole cities could disappear, when 
the earth started to generate. Some of the most devestating earth-
quakes. We eat by the fruits of the nature, receive life from the 
sun, drink water, came through ice and comets by the space, but 
these resources are not ours. Other has created it and we do not 
have the right to destroy it. As the Moon which with its magnetic 
pole has stabilized the earth‘s axis to be possible the life for our 
fifth race. And the man what is he doing - started to sell parts of 
the Moon. This is as we could make auction and sell part of the 
universal machine. One is paid and go with a engine, other with 
wheel shaft, third is buying the acumulator. But no one is think 
of the consiquances. Because everything is connected. Every 20 
minutes dies some animal or plant‘s species. There should have 
new resonans in the thinking otherwise the planet is gone! 

In year 2000 right on the spring equinox i made a contact with 
the ruler of the bees and the water. They said ‚Except of the peo-
ple which are priviled, every animal species has one central spirit 
that controls it. ‚ Then they told me that before 200 000 years has 
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made an experiment. 10 000 high evoluted cretures come here 
from Orion, Sirius, Pleiads, Venus. The made a procedure of de-
leting the memories and reincarnated in Atlantis. Beside cretures 
with high evolution on the island were sent also aimal species 
with the task to help the people. Horses came from Lokuma and 
are high evoluted beings. They have send to help human with the 
transport also to show what is dignity, pride, self-esteem, love. 

The dogs are from the constellation Big dog and are here to 
teach us of fidelity and friendship. The cats, rabbits, squirrels are 
teleportated from the Orion constellation and bring wisdom. The 
birds came from Sirius D and their energy give to ours humility, 
spiritual elevation and independancy. ‚The animals are not here 
to be eaten, but we are here to keep the balance and  stay con-
nected with the light. Finally the bird came from our motherland 
Pleiadies. We are here to show you that the life is lept because 
of the love - to give without asking for receiving, as we give you 
honey and flowered the plants, for to exist the vital matrix. We 
won‘t kept anymore the experiment calle humanity. You have the 
privilage every human to have a spirit , and for us there‘s only one 
spirit. And inspite of all this you behave like animals. We have 
helped you all that time to develope and survive. But now we take 
decision and the whole consciouss that guides us go to another 
universe.‘

After this sthe word have been given to the water ‚It is good 
for me on Earth, i tansformed, i carry information, i connecting 
the worlds. But it is very difficult for me to carry the life anymore, 
to clean  your bodies, because you have poison me. Your are poi-
soning energetically your bodies as well. You eat meet, vaccines, 
that connected to your energy bodies. This all polutte me as well. 
Soon i will leave you. ‚ said that soul of the water. 

I remember of Vanga prophecy that bees are angel creatures. 
And when they and the water disappeared very soon the world 
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will reach its end. Having in mind the last universal fair that i was 
on we don‘t have more time. 

I have been participated on three universal fairs until now. 
They are not called regulary but incidently, when there have to 
decide very important question, connected with planetarian cata-
clyzmus, positioning of the eskadrils or breaking the lows of the 
universal harmony. Surprisingly for me but on the last universal 
fair it is discussed the future of the Earth and entering in the 4th 
dimention. The high teachers from every dimention has right to 
vote. On every forum they are invited enlighted people like me, 
to hear and then to infiltrate in the astral level to their planets 
the universal will. It is not possible every time, because in critical 
breaking the balance of the planet , which is also a living creature, 
it can take autonom desicion like urgent transformation. It is kept 
the right for free choice of the inhabitants, only when it is not 
broken the harmony of the planet. 

The voting was 123:89 in fair of destroying the humanity. 
Before that they take representative sample of the mental energy, 
put it in something like avatar and it goes on the court bench. It 
answered ominous frankly as it has been injected with the serum 
of the truth. 

They asked: 
- What was missing that you poison the sweet water and the 

oceans? 
- Money
- And now with it can you repair what you have done? 
- silence
- And what did you do with the plants, why you cut the lungs 

of the planet? 
- For paper that we make money. 
- Can you clean the air with it ? 
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- silence again 
- What have you done with the air that we collect milliards of 

years atom by atom ? 
- We pollute it but we collect..money. 
- Can you breathe with it ? 
- silence
- What have you done with the animals? 
- We killed them, eat them and covered with them, for fun or 

to feed our ego. 
The conviction was the following: Before transformation 

every sin against the harmony should be paid. It will be writ-
ten in the akasha and which hunter has killed an animal wit-
hout a need for survival will receive a heart attack. You cutt 
off a tree or use products of it , and you did not plant another 
- you receive a stroke. After another breaking of this low even 
in new incarnation - deleting the whole soul in the krioplaz-
mas of Sirius. 
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CHAPTER  5

The witches of Ariman 

The Akasha writings are informational field for the past, pres-
ence and future of the Humanity. It is the living brain, the 

memory of God. To there not prepared and not tested morally 
beings are not admit. Let imagine for a moment that our sky files, 
how they are also called and open. If we have such oppurtunity 
we could not be tempted to start mass re write our destiny. Than 
the chaos will be emormous. Many prophets in our country said 
that they read from the Akasha writings as they see the past or the 
future. But they lie because they have access only to the hologram 
proection where nothing can be read. The healers tell that they 
heal with herbs, bioenergy and spells but they also lie a little bit. 

After i have stabilized in Troyan i went to tour around Bul-
garia and tell about my sky dedication. It was interesting for me to 
see also other people with paranormal abilities. I was surprised to 
hear that for the energetical practises i command, here on Earth 
it has diplomas with levels. One of it is the method - reiki, an an-
cient art for using the fine energies, coming from the Cosmos. I 
went to reiki master, who when saw my power said that i could 
bearly addeven in the third level and gave it to me with pure heart. 
Then i myself become reiki master i went the brotherhood of the 
diplomed energy teraphefts. I soon cruched with the quacking 
and sham. The reiki association is lead from a woman that unfor-
tunately is with poor moral. On one seminar on the Black see for 
stucking clients and kursists so called grand master Katia, as she 
is titled, went through all the written and non written law of the 
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universe. And at the end her ego reache to there to sit in front of 
me with some other masters and said ‚ Come on my children, pull 
from one card to see what luck have you got‘. Her tone was very 
rude. We were clear like a day that she again wanted to show off in 
front of the whole audience how powerful is she and what group 
of mags has she. My glass of cosmical patience has over. I told 
her that my luck is given from the above and my cosmical abili-
ties from God and the spiritual teachers. So nor she no who ever 
can put on doubt the god‘s promise, upon which will i am still in 
that body, not totalk about her funny cards. The Psyho vampire 
here showed her real face. She crossed eyeborws and stuck in my 
neck her power energy spear. Of course this is not visible for the 
simple eye but the pain is real. I absorbed the attack and after two 
minutes working with her negative wave i have put it back to the 
source with a hundred more strong power. The grand master fall 
on the floor not alive not death. Two days her group could not 
bring her on foot with different mantras and infusion of a bioen-
ergy. After she came up she wisphered death threats that hardly 
could impress me having in mind my large experience with black 
mags, reptiles on Earth and up in the dimentions. I could be ac-
cused in unhumanic behaviour and lack of patience, but some-
times some people deserve such lesson. 

In that period happend that i faced with the wroce face of the 
heirs of baba Vanga. Unfortunately their main ruling strengh were 
also the malice, envy, the thirst for revenge, blood and money. In 
that case i will tell the folowing case. Before one year in my office 
came a woman from Blagoevgrad. As she cooked at home she saw 
me to give interviu on television, and someting told her i could 
help her. She was not feeling well since she go to the clairvoyant 
Rumi. I told her that i have known such people and i know very 
well how they ‚help‘ to people. 
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When the normal people sleep they wake up and starting to 
make magics for death. Aroud 3-4 o‘clock after midnight is their 
working time. Then the aurical defence of the human is very weak 
to outside impacts, or in other words magics. In the little hours of 
the night our biofield is not that active and our whole monadic 
being is switched to other space incarnations. On our Earth one 
person can have 20 incarnations or its spirit. But what in fact are 
doing this look like harmless witches? They found a wealthy man 
and make him a magic for death. Then they call him and said that 
by accidence they found frightened signals in his biofield. There 
is another variant. Their college has taken the money, made the 
speel against the person, but as they told they are very conscien-
tious they warn him that he is in deathly danger. Usually the order 
comes from business partner or family member. The occult rack-
eteering starts from 5 000 leva and reaches to 30-40 000 leva. ‚If 
you want your child die you can save the money‘ are the words 
that convince even the biggest skepsist to give the money. And 
these grand ladies of the occult, the third eye and astrology can 
bring to death even an elephant, because instead of hearts in their 
bodies there are radio cassettes full of snakes, lizards, and puss 
bile. Every divine soul once tried from this cocktail want to disap-
pear from its body. 

The people pay as their children are most vulnerable. The 
worse thing is that sometimes the magical rituals can not be 
turned back if it is not the kid the parent is suffering and can die, 
although it ihas been paid. The end of one ritual for death has 
amny names - a cancer, tumor, heart attack or automobile acci-
dent. But these are not prophets, astrlgists or healers. These are 
animals in human skin , and later i found their name - reptiles. 
Not incidently most of their names started with letter ‚R‘. One 
of the astrlogist found that and put a pseudonim with letter ‚A‘. 
Those creatures are one letter above us in the evolution. They can 
read thoughts - the telepathy, awake hypnosis, dematerialization. 
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With those qualities they often come in front of people as astrolo-
gists, prophets and healers. And those who are not working in this 
field climb very fast on the ledder of politics to our country and 
worldwide. 

Our ‚prophets‘ very well are hidden in the hologramic illu-
sion that is above the whole planet. This is the perfect camouflage 
for them in our easy 3d world. 4 and 5 dimentional spaces can 
not be decepted that easy because of the many sensitive angles 
that have. I go around whole country and then i go to the capital 
of Sofia. IKn my first steps on the city the ladies with ‚R‘ in names 
liked me and wanted to have me as their college. They suggest me 
to go together in television in occult broadcast. Before i came to 
my first efir they surrounded me and started to instruct me. 

- After you came in front of the came through away black 
hooks in whole country through the radio efir. And pull - suck. 

- How can i do this? said i. I came to Erth with mission of the 
light and love, what are you talking people? 

- We will give you one love to you you will almost shine. Are 
you with us or against us. If not you another will take the energy 
and the luck from the people. They are donors of the darkness, 
but it is better for us to feed with thier vitality and live forever, said 
to me the amazon kohort of Satanail Reptilian. 

I took part only in one broadcast and i talked only what was 
dictated to me from the above, for the love, the harmony among 
people, for the indigo children and their mission. From then i did 
not show in front of camera with this ‚creatures‘. But they were 
not surprised by my refusal. Every night these predators has cov-
ered with sheep skins with a little make up they drink people‘s 
love make predictions by human‘s voice, aura, coffee, taro cards 
and stars. 

Not surprisingly the woman from Blagoevgrad called me af-
ter she has meet one of the grand ladies of local prophets. The ser-
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vant of the dark has put to the woman black hooks like a doll on a 
threads and like a gigantic mosqueto suck a vitality from her. And 
the woman was wondering why instead of getting better she was 
getting worse. First she lost her job. She thought this happend be-
cause of bad luck, but the professional troubles were coincidence 
of the impact in her energetic. The woman become isolated by 
the world because of panic attacks. The doctors diagnosed it like a 
social fobia. It has followed a depression and try to suicide. Then 
she was at home and surprisingly saw me Deian Kolev on the tele-
vision. My name stuck in her head like a survival boat. ‚I dropped 
your name in google, found your site auracamera.bg and i‘m here‘ 
said the woman from Southwestern Bulgaria. I diagnose her aura 
with my equipment. She has become very tiny. She has several 
holes in the biofield, that has become on spots. Our shield against 
energy attack who is build on top of the aura was missing. The 
colour of the aura was very dark green and grey. Although it was 
shadowed the green is with high energetic potential for healing. 
This is what has annoyed the reptile in human image. First the 
light is from the high spectrum of spiritualiy, something that it 
never can not have. And second the high emotional and psyhi-
cal energy is a delicacy for the vibrating on low frequency beings. 
They rarely consume it raw. First they ‚boil‘ it and transform the 
vibrational wave to the frequency of the deep fear and desperate. 
With other words they transform person to be unhappy then suck 
the vitally. 

The ‚clairvoyant‘ has hit the woman with two hooks in her 
back. The first is in one very fine energetic body known as the 
sengri point of the naguals, which is our connection with other 
paralel dimentions. The second was in her third chakra - the sun 
split, from where she sucks the boiled vitaly from a distance. Miss 
‚R‘ has break the connctions of my patient with the divine source 
and the star spirit from where it can come universal help. Then 
she has blocked her third eye - the sixth chakra, and the cosmic 
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shield the seveth chakra, who defend us by interference has been 
cut off. At the end her root chakra the first chakra has been also 
cut off with ritual which is our bond to the mother nature.

‚I gave her 2500 leva. She promised me to find my true love. 
She took the money and i started to become weak and to vom-
it‘ explain the woman. Despite the suffer she has not decline to 
search for the right man for her. But the Heaven that the witch 
promised goes directly to Hell. I release her from the system of 
central stealing of energy. I did corrections - harmonized the 
chakras, i dropped a healing ray from the cosmos, after i diag-
nosed again her aura. The check shows that only for 30 minutes 
the woman has received back 30 percent of her vital capacity- her 
aura has become healthy with a grass green colour. The woman 
feel herslef the betterness and then she saw it on the monitor of 
Aura camera. It clearly shows the circle around her body, shining 
on some places with divine white light that i infiltrated. 

On her question how i did the miracle, I answered: 
‚Everything is because of the love. When we change the di-

rection and the new has come to our thoughts and feelings the 
whole world around us become new. You can make it also. If you 
increase the resonans of your inner spiral even with one circle, 
your whole life will take a new direction. ‚ 

One woman from Pleven did not have an aura. I did not see 
such a miracle. A living death. The only graphic that has moved 
on the monitor was the one for the emotionality. I made a photo 
of myself to see whether the aparat is broken or something but 
mine was ok. It happend that she is one of the miliion prison-
ers in the underground world of Ariman. According to my atlant‘s 
memories he is powerful evil spirit come from another world and 
survived after several cataclizmus on Earth. 

I have saw its sucrifuces when we go underground in Svishtov 
with my group to its throne. During we circulate between halls 
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that like a maze entered one in another, i freed some souls. But it 
can be saved only the one who is ready to consciuos itself. Other-
wise again it is searching the power of the dark side and it‘s cap-
tured. Around 24 poeple i have pulled out there to that moment. 
It is a big responsibility. It is not happening as some guru from 
near and away talked. They promised ‚Come on a seminar, give a 
thousand leva and i will show you the path to the light.‘ Every case 
is individual as the soul is kept different ways. 

We sign a contract with the dark side or with the light side, 
the contact is real and its written somewhere on the sky and it is 
inevitable. The dark side has big power to transform our phyzical 
reality. People signing contracts with it while we are taking a bath 
or while we rest in front of the television. How we make that? For 
example we sit and emitate thought-forms in the empty space - ‚i 
want to win 100 000 leva‘, ‚Until the end of the year i must have an 
apartment‘, ‚This silver BMW i want it so much that i will kill for 
it‘. Power, money, properties - the light side is taki part only if the 
cause is noble. But that happend extremely rare. And from where 
the goods will come, of course from the dark side. In this moment 
it sneak in the subconscious and has become a trade that the per-
son can no longer control. It asks the free will of the soul - ‚ What 
will you loose for the sake of you wish?‘. Because in nature there‘s 
nothing as a gift - one energy is transformed to another to make 
the balance. You want more moeny, there‘s no problem but you 
will loose your health. The bioenergy which the creator has given 
to create your kidney will be disintegrate and will transform into 
money. It is always that the dark side is taking something, when-
ther health, a near relative, family happiness - this is a low. It exists 
option to transfer luck and money from a past or a future life. We 
have to know that the carmic rest is lost and in next life we will 
live miserable. And then we will be again, even we won‘t realize 
it. I am observing compressing of the karma lately, and its paid in 
this life as it is going to happen a big transformation on the planet. 
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Ariman is also hurrying to compress as many souls as it can. He 
is pulling the indiviual undervoweled like a fish to a hook. But 
what the dark side want the most is called a spiritual devastation. 
Going under the individual is opening its fine bodies and the dark 
side suck the love and at the end it can be reached to deleting the 
soul. By its formation the universe has give an energy as it gives 
a small nuclear reactor for a year. After it is devastated it is gone 
nearly the same quantity of energy that feed the power of Ariman. 

At one of my last cases one folk singer, very famous, i wont 
tell her name, without knowing has called the dark side. Dur-
ing our seanses we saw that she has thought often how she will 
become famous and will have a lot of money. That thought did 
not give her peace. After i turned her back in this incarnation she 
found surprisingly how in one moment a question has sneaked - 
‚what i you ready to give?‘. After all the dark side has been given 
her with career but now she has a breast cancer. This is a classical 
sell of soul, described in ‚Faust‘. Even in the work of Giote to have 
a fiction in its essence there‘s a big doze of true, and he captured 
the informaton from the fine worlds. 

The escape of a sold soul is very difficult, almost impossible. 
In it mineral kingdom is going under with minimum 4 people to 
guide. The action goes like a special operation - with cloaking, in-
telligence, deviate the attention movements. It should action very 
quickly and organized. When i cam under to help the flk singer, 
i found her under half transperant matery. The hooked souls are 
placed in halls, whole covered with thin needles. They breath, and 
eat on the suface without suspection that htier vitality impulse 
is send under to other creatures. I still don‘t have a ready answer 
who are they. I know who is on top of their chain, but his ser-
vents are many. I feel that htis is the darkness itself, reptiles or 
htonical underground creatures, for which is told in the ancient 
myths from Europe to Asia, America to Africa. I will add here that 
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the phenomenon hologramic illusion and steal of vitality i have 
rigistered before the movie Matrix. There‘s nothing coinciden-
tal in the big exploatation of the theme, as an information from 
the fine world has reached as more often in our dimention. The 
people of art - painters, writers are more sensitive for the impulses 
of the invisible world and without knowing they bring this in its 
creations. As like Elin Pelin send its charakter Ian Bibiyan on the 
moon with a rocket, years before the americans to make the first 
flight to Earth‘s natural satelite. 

We have comented the theme with many clairvoyants. They 
told me what they see from the dark side, and then i tell them my 
visions for the Light side. But the most important is that in the be-
ginnig they confirmed me the existing of the throne the halls, that 
to confess i rarely go. Many of the clairvoyants clearly realized for 
which part are they working for but they can not escape because 
from underworld they take their power to see through the time 
and to make spells. 

The folk singer we released from the portal that is in the Black 
sea. On the bottom of the darkness there was a light from which 
we go to the other side. But we didn‘t go to our time space and 
before that we jumped to a place which is one level above ours, 
as vibration. We called it ‚the heaven field‘ and the feeling that 
you have when you step of the sky meadow is bliss. Many of the 
enlighted people as many people that has gone through a clinical 
death has been on this place. This vision world looks like heaven 
- there is a meadow with bright green grass, which no one mortal 
is seen. The colourful carpet covered with flowers and herbs is 
climbed to a peak divided on two from a river with siver clean 
water. On its one shore is seen hundreds of men in white clothes, 
and on the other - women. The most lonely and desparate souls 
go to the water at night, normally during a dream to find there a 
partner in life. 
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After we came there we feel regeneration and purifying but 
you can not stay there long. It is very beautiful but does not bring 
a nirvana forgetfullness. The place give power to human and lead 
it to go again to its life on Earth, full with positivenss and faith in 
itself. 

From the meadow it can be done a flight directly to cosmos 
or to go back in your bodies on Earthh as we did. 

I had one friend , fan of Levski footbal team, who suffers from 
a tumor in the brain. In his last days of life he often goes to the 
heavenly meadow. He had become convinced in many things that 
only i could see. He did an automobile crush. The boy belonged to 
the light that wanted to take him. I prayed for not happen now as i 
see he is not ready. With the right pray a human can prayed many 
things for its own or for a near person. In that way i could prolong 
its life with 3 years. The ‚trade‘ went successfully and from the 
above have been agreed to give him more time. In his last days in 
Pirogov hospital , when he opened for the invisible world, he say 
to near relatives ‚Say to Didko that he was right for everything‘. 
They asked him what he have in mind. He only smiled and said 
‚One day you will find yourself ‘ and he flight. 
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A death and enlightment with Ayahuaska

Yes, only the Death give full healing and enlightment. There is 
one more way that can lead us to the End in full consciousness 

without having to die phyzically. It is called Ayahuaska. The word 
come from the language of inka tribe Kechua, it means ‚lian of the 
spirit‘. From the flowers and the roots of the liana banisteriopsis 
caapi, it is made a bitter drink. For many tribes that live in the 
jungle of Amazonia, the Ayahuaska is their fundament of the reli-
gion. With its help the shamans went to extaz and reach the doors 
of upper and lower worlds. During the trans the soul leave the 
body to go up in the sky or to go down under the ground. Then 
with Ayahuaska a human knows the reasons and consiquances of 
a heavy illness, a live problem or a dramatic event, that can not 
find an answer in the reality. The weird condition that the one 
drink Ayahuaska is gone is the one that shows it his path, mis-
sion and the source of its cosmical powers. The experience that 
decoction give is always equal to the ‚Sacrum‘ - sacrifice. When 
the liquid is drunk the body started to clear through vomiting, 
variations of a body temperature and kosmatis spazms. With me 
happend so called near death experience, that stays in the base of 
the insight. The ritual with Ayahuaska is not harmless, because 
exept the virtual death, when overdozed in weak organizum there 
is the opportunity a human to die without understand even what 
is happening. 

Having all this in mind i climbed in a house up in the moun-
tains. A whole day i boiled the roots. At the end i receive a liquid 
small  as a coffee cup, full with dark green substance. I drunk it 
and wait. After half an hour i felt very exousted. As if i have swum 
an hour without stopping in the see. The world around me start-
ed to circulated and i lie. My blood started to boil and the whole 
bioplazma that is not hold on a tissue started to go outside my 
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body as some command. For 4 hours i went to the toilet around 
20 times - absolute purifying on a phyzical level. On the 21st time 
i fainted outside on the meadow. A 2 metres tall shadow stay to 
me, but do nothing, it only waited. I don‘t know what time i sit 
like that but after i was awaken i heard a wolf wailing. I thought 
that to survive i need to catch him, to kill him and my spirit to 
merge with his. I started to chase him. I run about 5 minutes in 
the forest. In that moment Ayahuska give me another vision and 
i saw myself in a white sphere. In it it can the felt the rhytm of  the 
Earth, how ill is she and at the same time how happy is that we 
that will help her to survive are many, to enter in the 4 dimention 
and to feed with love and light. This is what i lived that day. 

Although it is forbidden to take the drink often, i prepared one 
more bigger portion for the second night. I devided into threee 
parts, then i drink it thirsty for knowledge between hour and a 
half. After i drunk the last again started the weird feelings which i 
try to describe. I was go out in the yard when i feel very heavy in 
my back. I exploded in wheezings and vomiting. I dropped into 
a large black channel. I could not breathe nor scream. I though 
this is the end i am going. For not to fall i reached one tree. It 
has shaken from insite, then a deep explosion, that blast the tree‘s 
trunk as it was in my hands. I fall with eyes to the sky and from 
the hit in the back i breathe a little. From the Swam constella-
tion there were ordered a warriors. The sky has lightend in lazur 
tones, electric yellow, fire red, plazma blue. In the colours as it has 
been hidden an image that i should order myself. I moved some 
clouds, and from the whole shining puzel it came up the image of 
a strong man. In my ears started to thunder its name Pakal Votan. 
Till then i have never heard for the existing of such man. I expect-
ed to see Oziris, Sirius, Egypt, the priests of Tauoiu, the things i 
have meet in my astral travels. And now i was told something that 
have nothing in common with what i already knew. The visions 
have changed one by another. Again it was death‘s turn. The black 
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channel covered me again. A deep cough came. I tried to breathe 
an air in one hundred of the second, as i continue to live. Again 
i fall on the ground. I see a large shining snake is coming with 
opened mouth to me. I used my knowleges for energetic fights, i 
hit her, but she turns into 50 small snakes. They were ordered for 
new attack. There were no escape they go through me and made 
me on a holes. But i calmed down at least. Than i did not know 
that this way it is vizualized the earth energy Kundalini and de-
spite of take it i fight with it. 

A new portion of fears swam in the air. This time were croco-
diles. On the earth from one of my siht there came up chakals, and 
on the other owls. Going from low to high reality hit me again to 
the light. I heard the folowing words : ‚Remember the tree, Venus 
and the large hole will openend in the galaxy. It was forthcoming 
of the consciousness of the people. Matery and antimatery will 
divide. The cataclyzmus will be many. The way of the heart and 
intuition is the most right. The logic is death. Open your heart, 
give all from your brain with love and will be given back hundreds 
of times from the universe.‘ 

And again nightmares. For about 4 hours i should go outside 
from the trans situation. I stayed whole 8 hours because i over-
dozed Ayahuaska. At sunrise i came up to myself. I checked what 
the symbols that i saw means that i saw as visions. Pokal Votan 
is the king of mayans, and the tree that came from his stomach, 
symbolized the tree of life. 

In ancient times in mayan‘s civilization it has opened a hole 
in the galaxy and from 13 dimention came their highest priests. 
Soon i expect e new opening of the dimentions. That is also what 
mayan calender is talking about. It is deeply honest - it ends on 
21.12.2012. 
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CHAPTER 6 

2012 - reloading the Matrix 

According to the mayans the human civilization is developed 
on cycles from 26 000 years. The galaxy Milky way is moved 

by spiral orbit around the Great central sun. Earth along with the 
humanity is at the end of the 26 000 year old cycle of the cosmic 
system Earth-Sun-Pleiades. It has to end on 21 december 2012. 
In 2013 is atrting the next cycle for the Solar system from 26 000 
years. Before that the Earth will enter in step of spiritual devel-
opment, because in the Universe the phyzical and spiritual pro-
cesses walk along together. This is an objective reality, that has 
still not realised. 

In particular time from the centre of the galaxy will be radi-
ated a synchronized ray, that will raise the elektromagnetic, men-
tal and spiritual vibration on the earth, and from there human‘s 
as well. 

Let‘s look more closely the mayan calendar. Thew have mea-
sured the time with two calendars. The first ne is Colkin - a sacred 
ritual calendar contained by 260 days. The second one Haab - a 
sun calendar is according to the nowadays Gregorian calendar. 

Main measure for the two systems is kin that means day. 
Twenty kins make one uinal or month, and 18 uinals make one 
tun that is a year. There was also a Katun which makes 20 tuns, 
and baktun which contain 20 katuns. 

The beginnig of the ‚Great cycle‘ of mayans is between 6 and 
13 august 3113 before Christ. In the chronology of the mayans 
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that date is written 1.3.0.0.0.And the same is the date 21.12.2012. 
This cycle from 5125 years is devided into 13 equal periods from 
around 400 years. Such big period from 394 years is called baktun. 
We are now in the last 13th baktun. The year of mayans begins on 
23.December in the day of the winter solstic, that their astronoms 
have well know. Amazing fact is that the ancient mayans could 
see very precisely the winter solstice far away in th future is a fact 
that can not be interpret by the scientists. ‚The Long chronologi-
cally‘ of the mayans as it called the sun calendar is very precise. It 
is near to the idea for digital counting with which all computers 
work today. Apart that Colkin is also known as an informational 
matrix describing the connction between several constellations, 
between Pleides and Venus. The sacred tree which is described to 
came from the stomach of Pokal Votan give horoskopes map of 
the Milky way according to the Eart on 21.12.2012. The umbilical 
cord from the picture is crossed right on the Sagitarius constalla-
tion equal to the galactic equator on the Milky way. There there‘s a 
hole, a cloud star dust, that has known to the ancient astronomes. 
They believe that there‘s a hole a portal to another world, the 
Heart of the sky. From that place the mayans predicted that will 
come the ray of the change, that is coincides to the 13th baktun 
to the Fifth sun. 

In this connction the russion astrounaut Georgii Grechko is 
skeptical that a blood civilization like the mayans, pulling out hu-
man‘s hearts for sacrifices, have such hich intelect to create such 
incredibly sharp calendar. Grechko thinks that the calendar has 
came from the cosmic creatures. Maybe they will came after 21-
12-2012 whether to give us a new calendar or to punish us some 
way. 

It may sounds fantastic but such vision i had during the ritual 
Ayahuaska, when i lived through the death. 
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A warriors coming from the sky, leading from the supreme 
ruler Pokal Votan. According to ancient mayan text, human civi-
lization is visualized as Fifth sun. Vatan is also the new sun. Vatan 
will come to change the humanity. The end of the Fifth sun will 
be a time for relesing the soul from the phyzical matery during 
a cosmic awakening, result by a divine plan. The humanity will 
be a witness of the rise of the Sixth sun-  the new consciuosness. 
The change apart from the chronological has clear astronomi-
cal parametres - when the Earth goes in such condition that the 
change will be possible. The ray will come from still not visible 
obejct- hole placed in the centre of the Galaxy. It will reload our 
Fifth sun to the Sixth sun, which will transfer new rays to the 
Earth. 

For information the path of the sun is equal to the Sacred tree 
of the mayans - the central sun of the Milky way - on 3.December 
755 year. Then the event happend before the date of the winter 
solcstise. Now on 21.12.2012 the earth axis will be in the right 
direction, to make the synchronization coming from the centre of 
the galaxy. What will be this event? 

What i was told from the invisible world is that will have a fo-
tone stream and who is not with pure energetic system - aura, me-
ridians and chakras, willstarting to be ill emotionallly. The reason 
is that the fine structure of our bodies, will be not in the condition 
to transfer the intense lighting wave. And it will bring big elektro-
magnetical charge, an enormous doze of information about the 
new evolutional way of the humanity. For that reason we have to 
be ready, to be possible the impulses to penetrate in our DNA. 
Otherwise it will start overflow. As it is like the country to expect 
intense snow melting in the spring and not clear the rivers. It is 
the same with the body and energetic of the human that we must 
put in order until then. If there are cataclyzmus like earthquakes, 
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hyricanes, or increasing the sun activity, they will happen several 
year after the quantum reloading of the planet. 

Now we don‘t oonly near the end of the Big cycle, and we 
are on the final of the whole 26 000 years evolutional cycle. If we 
turned back to this 26 000 years cycle we will go the the epoch of 
the predessesor of the hommo sapiens. Now it will be the begin-
nig of something that will be such perfect that according to it after 
26 000 years will will look as cromanians as well. It won‘t hap-
pend over a night of course. 

I want to explain the precising of the earth axis which is also 
well known to mayans. Under this termin is hidden the circulat-
ing of the earth axis itself, as a result of it it happens one scram-
bled circulating of the whole planet around the sun for the period 
of movement around 25 800 years. Is this coincidental? The angle 
of the earth‘s axis and the precesion according to the centre of the 
galaxy are of big importance for the process of synchronizing. But 
after the world enter in 2011 all the tabus has gone... 
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How i corrected the earth‘s axis ? 

In 2004 year i receive an order to correct the earth‘s axis. Yes it 
can be regulated with codes. For that purpose i went to Melnik. 

In the smallest town of Bulgaria there‘s a portal for correcting the 
precession. Where exactly is the place i can not tell, but if the Rils 
mountain is the most powerful energetic centre to fly above, Mel-
nik is for the opposite direction. Until now i have been partcipat-
ing in 2 missions like this. The first one i received after a deadly 
earthquake. It happend because of military nuclear experiments 
on big depth, the lead to bearly visible shake of the planet and 
displace the earth‘s axis. Then the keepers of the harmony wanted 
to be entered codes for repair. At the end of 2009 year there was 
a message for my second mission. It sounds fantastic but what i 
have seen i will tell you and those who have senses will know it‘s 
true. I travelled to the core of the Earth in something like a cap-
sule and was very close to the core. Altogether we were 12 people 
that were in the hall for corrections from all over the world. In 
front of everyone was placed a unique technological portal from 
plazma and crystals. In entering we entered a unique planetarian 
code in it, that everyone has after its activation. THe cifre looks 
like a digits placed like a pyramid. On the first row there are 4 dig-
its, on the seocnd 5 digits, on the third 6 digits and so on up to 9th 
row which is gathering 12 digits. I saw from my right site a rus-
sian very short with devily blue eyes. Although it is forbidden the 
communication between the keepers of the codes the dwarf said 
something like ‚How it is going bratushka?‘ I only nodded. From 
my left site there was a black man, after that there were a man that 
looks like a german. From the side of the ‚bratushka‘ i saw a wman 
which nationality i can not tell. The people in rest of the hall can 
be bearly seen because of grey-green haze that was spread all over. 
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The visiblity once was clear and once cloundy as the situation on 
a high mountain peak, that changes every second. 

I made everything that i have been instructed for and leave. 
In next weeks hit two earthquakes, one on the Balkans, but very 
weak. But the second on Haiti island was devastating. What was 
the purpose of this mission i was not told. If we make the earth-
quake or somehow we directed its power to the right direction i 
still don‘t know. And during the quake in Chili, from NASA re-
alised that the earth‘s axis is moved. If this is not the purpose? 
The information that i was given for this question from the higher 
worlds is very unclear and not enough. The main is that our plan-
et must have been prepared for the future change. The algorithm 
is following : with every entering of codes on the earth it happen 
earthquakes, that i called coded quakes. The mission is the angle 
of circulating the earth to be the right one for to the planet could 
be reloaded from the central sun. Now the life on Earth is ruled by 
Pleiades. Soon the role will be taken by Sirius. But when exactly it 
is still unknown. It can be after 100 or 1000 years but Sirius now 
also loaded our sun invisibly with divine light and it is directing 
to the planet. 

If we should do a prediction many more after 2012 year 
and before 2024 year, cosmical and earth factors will uncovered 
the false hologram that keep keyed the life on the planet. In the 
moemnt we incarnate on Earth to know the love and harmony 
between body, soul and spirit. This is precious. Instead of that 
it happend that the cosmical educational programm is changed. 
And the lessons that will be learned has delayed for next and next 
incarnations. But after the mantle around the planet is cracked 
will come a radiant rays of light which will bring the whole truth 
about the human, the Cosmos and the Universe. Some indiviuals 
will start to see other dimentions easily. That is because it is not 
right that after 2012 the Earth will come only to 4th dimention-
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al level, because in front of us will discover a multidimentional 
world, that will bring back the broken connection between the 
human and the Cosmos. This won‘t happen for a night , but it 
is a process that will started there, and by its end nor the human 
neither the planet will be the same. 

Gradually we will find the hidden truth that the Earth is gi-
gantic galaxy portal that is not used at the moment. After it is ac-
tivated with it we will open our senses for the messages of the 
higher worlds - dimentions. Then we will be convinced that the 
shortest way from point A to point B is not the straight line but 
an interdimentional ray. Then we will travel across the worlds, ev-
eryone could see the escadrils around the planet, lizard creatures 
around us, the aura that defend us are absolute real things. 

We will also see the creatures and the ships under the see. 
We will make ways to the world of the deaths. We will go to there 
for knowledges and then we will be back full of optimizm like we 
were on an exotic travel. 

We will find ourselves that Christ is a symbol of consciuos-
ness, an evolution of the human thoughts, but there has been 
such a man. In it it entered another being, star spirit like mine 
from Sirius. the christian religion as whole has transformed into 
dogmatic system. Unfortunately when the sky beings has left the 
palnet, it happen that thes re write their messages. That is what 
happend to christianity, also the islam, the same happend with 
White brotherhood after its teacher Petar Dunov has left. Same 
like Isus from Nazaret, Beinsa Duno from village Hadarch in Var-
na is high adept. In diffent periods of time they come along with 
the light, and materialize on Earth, to raise the spiritual vibration 
of the whole humanity. 
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CHAPTER 7 

The rebellion of the indigo

The key for the survival of Bulgaria is hidden in ourselves. 
And especially in the children with extraordinary gifts - in-

digo. From 12 years i cross over the country and search for talents 
which are not conscoius yet to teach them. Before the beginnig 
of the new millenium the high simbiots from Sirius said that the 
humanity must open its hearts and mind for the forthcoming 
childre of the Sixth sun. This is the new Sixth shining race, called 
indigo. Then it was dropped the last stage of my mission. When 
i travellld to the star i saw a laboratory. It was enormous 5 level 
crystal hall that has different energies in every 15 minutes- yellow, 
green, orange, blue. From all this shining chromatical lake came 
androgene human. The colours has washed over to its contures 
leaving a white colour and at the edge of the aura has a purple 
shining. 

Many scientists, prophets and ezoterics claim that some-
thing will happen in 2012. They said that after this date the Earth 
will no longer be the same - the conditions of life and the people 
themselves will be changed dramatically. All comment and wait-
ing with crossed hands a meteor from the cosmos or a global 
warmimg to start the most apocalyptic scenarious. ‚It should not 
only talk but action‘ it was told o me from the above. Then it has 
came the last stage of my teaching - find more indigo people all 
around and make them realize themselves. That was the meaning 
of the lake they showed me. In the colour of the aura is hidden the 
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key for salvation of Bulgaria and the correct transformation of the 
whole world. 

I go around the country for 12 years, searching for indigo be-
ings to teache them. My equpment ‚Aura camera‘ take its role. The 
russian-american equipment visualized the aura with mistakes. 
This aparat is useful to convice the people that not everything is a 
legend or a myth. It makes graphics about the colour of the aura, 
the ratio between in and ian energies, the level of the biofield, the 
condition of the chakras, of balance mind-body-spirit. The big-
gest value of the aura camera is that it shows this that philosophs, 
religious leaders, and enlightend beings are repeating from years 
- beyond the bunch of skin, bones and muscles, in human is hid-
den whole universe. This is the proof which is needed to people 
with low level of evolution, because the god‘s indigo people know 
about the invisible world and that is how they are born. But no one 
believe them. The aura of the indigo children is shining in purple, 
lavender and white colours. The colours are corresponds to the 
high vibrational level they have. Between 2012 and 2024 years 
they will help to adapt the humanity more painlessly to the plan-
etarian transition - the opening of the human consciuosness. This 
will be done by the new indigo generation that because of its high 
energetic is controlling not 7 but 13 chakras, and is in continuous 
connction with the universal resonans. When the day X come we 
will guess it after the big energetic crush. Through my offices has 
come tens of children with indigo-lavender colours of the aura. 
Most of them in emotional situation can shut the electricity only 
with the power of their minds. Psyhokinetical abilities of a human 
are really large, And crush in the systems of our civilization is a 
technik that can be trained. If a big group for example has connct 
to the power of its spirit from the above can really break the whole 
system - internet, electricity, communication. The satelite in the 
earth‘s orbit will also will be out of control. 
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Many people on a key positions in the official and nonofficial 
power realise that the planet is on a new level of its development. 
They are not happy about it as it is a threat of their positions and 
wealth. Every revolution goes to the changing the layers upside 
down , and those who are on top now will be on the bottom of 
the social pyramid. And the spiritual people which are with inner 
spiritual vibration, but at the moment are in the mud will become 
priests of the humanity, its saviours. 

It is fake the opinion that the indigo children which are with 
the syndrom of deficite of the attention should be given pills. 
The deception comes from the keeper of the old order, which are 
scared of the new and defend cruely their old order. It is not a 
secret that on Earth there are pupeteers in shadow which are vot-
ing for keeping the old. They have turned the paradigma of values 
upside down. The twoface society is go to there that if we kill a 
person on the street this si a crime but if we start killing it slowly 
with GMO foods, vaccinates, colorants and flavors this will be a 
high value they called business. 

The lies in front of the indigo childer do not go. They have 
such a detector for lies in them and when they feel insincerity in 
parets and society they closed in themselves deeply, and isolated 
from the other world. Such world is not part of their inner peace-
ful nature, and there‘s a risk to change them. 

Because of that reason we talk about purely different indigi-
ideology. It is not compatible to the hypocrisy in the moral of so-
cial and religious normas. They said ‚do not commit adultery‘ but 
the highest priests of the religion are pedofils. 

The canons are saying ‚the money is sin‘ but without money 
we are not let in the temple of the god. They take money even for 
the confession, but not the human in cassock give the forgiveness 
but the sky. 
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The high clerk has surrounded by palaces of gold and pre-
cious stones, and its herd is left in the forrest amang wolves- sec-
tas, foreign teachings, black mags from near and far. ‚Have mercy‘ 
they teach us, and at the same time they do not give money for 
the orphans, and social weak people. The people indigo are harm-
ful for all of them for one main reason. The representatives of the 
Sixth race are accused in atheism, because they know that god is 
not in the church, not even in the candles from which some peo-
ple are making miliards evro. God is in the temple of our hearts, 
and in the harmonical balance of the trinity - goodness and love 
in the thoughts, goodness and love in the feelings and goodness 
and love in actions. That is what used to teach us the last divined 
being came on the Earth - Peter Dunov. 

We do not have to mislead ourselves - it is thrown away mon-
ey and passion to stay the old order. In the moment  i see that 
is build a false egregor image of the ‚civilization that has come 
beyond its time‘. That this is not empire of the evil, but a swing 
for high moral and untouchable human civilization. And it will 
be destroyed in the moment we let the barbarian tribes of indigo 
people near. The truth is far more different. The world we live in 
is circled by malice, hate, hatred and incest in the name of the Ego 
and the Mamon of money. The social prosperity and social image 
are raised in cult, and only the sin open the doors for the material 
Heaven. 

The human is lowered to rabbit level - go to work but does not 
feel happy, to fit in the picture. How is that happening? First we 
switch a program for self destroyal, that is like a computer softuer 
for pictures. We choose the button ‚cut‘ and cut off the connc-
tion with the spiritual world. We cut all our sharp angles that are 
hidden our dreams, gifts, as along with them we are too big for 
the conventional ramk of the hypocracy and lie. Second we deny 
the vibrational resourse that the creator give us and we put in the 
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empty fields pixels, a new one on lower levels. This act automati-
cally decrease our spiritual electromagnetic vibration. We are no 
longer the being Cosmos, a continue of the Universum, but 2 di-
mentional portret picture, 100 to 50 pixels. In it the aura bearly 
shines, and at the end someone will put to nill the buttons ‚co-
lour‘, ‚contast‘ and ‚shining‘ and turn off the light in our lives. That 
is the perspective. This is the reason why it will have uprising of 
the indigo people, because the spiritual misery can not continue 
to endlessness. The universal power of the human is assembled in 
the corner and more soon it will be followed by a blast. This will 
be more spontaneous reaction than a planned sabotage against 
the system. May be it will become around 2012 or few years af-
ter that then will be released the plan for the world parliament in 
shadow for a total control. I suppose that in one moment they will 
want the chips from our documents to be put in our bodies. Many 
indigo will want their freedom and will fight against the destroyed 
harmony in the world. They will make an energetic crush in the 
system and without electricity the chips can not be traced. To 
many of the people my words may sound like exotic conspirancy 
theory but the faces of the change are already in Bulgaria. No one 
mentioned the fact that in 2010 in our country there were series 
of rebellions on a indigo children. They are products of the new 
energy, which brings the indigo spirits, incarnated on the Earth. 
The transmutacy that from the above is said to me that is happen-
ing like a panfull feeling for justice and perfectly clear moral. 

Children in Plovdin school ‚Pencho Slaveikov‘ raised agaist 
the director because he fired their favourite teacher. After the first 
lesson for the day the kids went in the yard and strted to thorugh 
away eggs and bombs to the building. They insisted the director 
of the school to give back their young teacher. There were sent 
five police ekypes. The story there tells that the director fired the 
teacher as she was a thread for her position. On every level of he 
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country there‘s such a witch  hunt against the most bright and 
liked young minds in Bulgaria. 

The revolution and the reforms is coded to the new genera-
tion shows the events in autumn same year. Students from all over 
the country made spontanous protests because of the cut christ-
mas break. Rebellions there were in Blagoevgrad, Pernik, Sofia, 
Sliven, Varna and other cities. The matrixed thinking blame the 
Democracy for the protests and throwing away bombs. The de-
mocracy as it has been written in the media has become to not 
expected freedom and the young take this as advantage. No one 
has see the fact that the possibility of free speach is since a de-
cade. The social order has changed in 1989 year but why now the 
children go mass on the streets. The answer is because the indigo 
conscoiusness has reached critical mass and soon will be followed 
spiritual blast and jump in the evolution. Because of that reason 
the change in the fine layers of our dimention is already became 
visible with simple eye on the phyzical reality. 
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A negative IN-digo

A month before the rebellions there was a bun of murders, done 
by young people. A boy from gara Lakatnik killed his grand-

mother. I was interested by the case. It seems that the boy was 
very intelligent, but for sometime he behave introvert, asocial and 
noncommunicative. Scanning with my abilities athe parainforma-
tional channels of his bodies, i felt that the 20 years old killer has 
transformed into a negative indigo because of the lack of love in 
the family. It is extremely important for the bioenergy of the sixth 
race and its absence is often fatal. At the beginnig of new 2011 
year a student with good grades, killed his own mother. Coinci-
dence or not but the 17 years old boy said that his mother does 
not love him and did not care about him. He decided to kill her 
and to stroke his little brother who become a witness of the crime. 

The murder in Kurdjali is because of the phenomenon nega-
tive indigo. The transmutation that is said to me from the high 
worlds that become is a painful feeling for justice and clear crystal 
moral. Because we can not teach them in school don‘t lie, don‘t 
steal, love your relatives, and at the same time to watch the politi-
cians on the tv and their relatives how they do the opposite. But 
the diffence in Sixth race is that it assimilate the sin and trans-
forms it. That it was created by the creator who wanted to be sure 
that there will be a transition from materiality to spirituality, and 
not something else. 

This situation is mass, but no one talks about it, even in world, 
what to say about Bulgaria. And it is dangerous because destroy 
these individuals , that has to do the transformation of the world 
from the materiality to spirituality, from 3rd to 4th and multidi-
mentional space. This is the Antichrist and the Second coming for 
which claim the prophets in the bible. They we come for survival, 
but at the end they will destroy everything old. If we take a look 
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at the word ‚In-digo‘ it hides in it the warning of transforming the 
negative energy in leading. Every indigo child is born with posi-
tive energy to the magnisphere of the Earth. But because of lack 
of approach to them from the society they close in themselves. 
And if one system that did not gives away energy outside to the 
law of the universal harmony has transformed into IN. The wheat 
seed is with IN energy. It gives it defence and strengh to keep in it 
the potential, hologramic proection of the whole. The IAN polar-
ity gives deployment, development, evolution. The stem which 
will grom on the surface from one seed is the IAN energy. The 
same law for balance of the energy is moving the human. We are 
50% positive IAN energy, and 50% negative IN energy. This is 
like eyi and tura of the coin - there is no bad site, both of them has 
formed the value. But if the negative polarity swallow the posi-
tive it opened a black hole in the micro cosmos of the human and 
he started to go back to its embrional development. Then in its 
life comes the chaos, devastation and disharmony. The human 
started to go down because IN is pushing him subconsciuosly to 
hide in its seed. But this going back to the embrional period and 
the spiritual envelope goes through the deat inevitably. In that 
trap go the indigo children. They self isolated and keyed thems-
leves, because they can‘t develop their divine IAN potential as the 
world around supresses them. As a result they turned their po-
larity when they are young. The destroyed bioenergetical balance 
opened different deseases such agressions and rabies. The most 
often problems in healty aspect that i observe is autizum, deficit 
of attention, hiperactivity, polar disstres, fobias, alergies. I want to 
mention that the children indigo can absorbe many things by the 
surrounded world , and many of the symptoms of some deseases 
can be caused from that. They came to Earth with high levels of 
love, and angel moral. When they feel the hostile environment, 
their instinct works and they close in themselves, how the see is 
closed under the ground in the winter waiting for better times. 
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In the family that there is an indigo child i observe the fol-
lowing phenomenon. A mother suffers from a panic is stabile 5 
years, but at the end of 2009 she receive a crisis. A month later the 
child develop also some fobia - a fear of windows without cur-
tains. The indigo individual in the society can defeat, but at home 
in most of the ways is unprotected. It captures on an energetical 
level the harmful models of its parents, thinking that everything 
that is aroud it is a pure lazur. That‘s why the parents be careful, as 
the child is taking its emotions, deseases and fears. 

The risks in front of the sixth race are really many, and without 
state politic we could not put up with the problem. Our country 
is face in front of a big danger - our young people from apositive 
indigo transformes into negative. They are confused and scared 
and don‘t know what are they on this Earth. They feel they are 
different but are not supported by its parents and teachers. And if 
they are not starting to control this high wisdom and feeling they 
became demonic beings. According to me the accident in disko 
‚Amnesia‘ in the student‘s town in which group of students killed 
another student is caused by the phenomenon neative indigo. It 
should have indigo clubs for to prevent bad indigo-violet perspec-
tives. 

Otherwise the old order and negative society energy has 
pushed the sky prophets and they often end their lives as outsid-
ers, alkoholics and narcos. They are never ready for this world. 
They came from the far galaxies of the divine love, but the earth 
with the whole antagonizm meet them as a stepmother and trans-
form it in something ugly. They stay forever one grown seeds. 
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Monk from Plovdiv

At the end of 2009 year on my door knocked enormous 28years 
old man from Plovdiv, that was crying like a baby. His psyhical 

condition was extremely weak - he was going to be transformed 
to negative indigo. He tells me that he can not sleep for about 3 
years. He suffers from the fobia of the television charakter Monk 
to wash his hands in every 5 minutes. He went to several psyhia-
tres and psyhoanalatics but his condition was getting worse. After 
he sit in front of me he asked me whether the equipment that he 
needed to put his hand on,  is washed with spirt, and i confirmed. 

I started the aparat ‚Aura camera‘ to diagnose him. The results 
on the monitor tells me that his weird emotional condition comes 
from the fact that he is from sixth race. And it is hiding many risks 
as i already mentioned. The aura of his body was shining with 
mild violet light but his seventh chakras were very distabilized. To 
feel in perfect form  a human, its energetic centres has to be near 
the the ideal circle form  like the lights of the traffic lights. And 
Monk‘s look like very disharmonical. In its worse condition was 
his Anahata - the heart chakra, that looks like a solar eclipse. What 
i mean? His fourth energetic centre looks like enormous green-
grey spot, behind it it is hidden white light. This is a clear divine 
love, that can not be shown. The young man has so much hidden 
love, that looks like a 6th energy blok of AEC Kozlodui. And his 
reactor work on full power but there were no power lines to give 
this love to the world. It should be done an urgent harmonization 
of his chakras. I dropped from my universal channel harmony and 
light to Monk‘s body. After that i took the extra energy and pull 
it to cosmos. During this energoinformational exchange the cur-
tains in the office has started to move. After 25 minutes the indigo 
person has calmed down. He said: 
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- A stone has dropped from my body. My consciuosness and 
mind are clear now. 

And before he leave he said: 
- I feel so light i will almost fly. 
I wanted after two-three days to call me for control the situ-

ation, as it was very difficult and if he has not did something 
he could be dead now. The second diagnoze with Aura camera 
showed his chakrs working like a swiss watch. 

- I fall asleep last night for a first time. It has not happend to 
me for 1086 days, cried the Plovdiv Monk. 

The healty sleep is a sure sign for good bioenergetical balance, 
but with that indigo it is forthcoming still more work. Bacause i 
had to teach him how to control his high energy and to give the 
extra love from himself to Bulgaria, the world and the cosmos. 

The main problem of the indigo people is that they have the 
highest cosmical levels of the consciuosness and the spirit, be-
cause instead of 7 chakras they have 13. While in other people 
the high energetic chakras are missing and could be only a poten-
tial, in the indigo they are absolutely working. But this is not very 
happy situation, as it is like having a modern space ship but you a 
put to go through a ground ways. 

But what shows my diagnoses with Aura camera all over the 
country? It seems that 70% from the bulgarians are focused more 
to the material world then to the spiritual. That‘s why they shine 
in the yellow-orange spectrum. The shining in red and orange are 
stuck in the mud of the earth passion and problems - how to feed 
their children, how to pay the water, electricity, morgage. And 
also form where to steal, what to invest, with which partner to be. 

There is also higher auras, that surrounds people with indigo 
potential, that can be clearlyy shown or to be hidden. These are 
individuals with green, indigo, lavender, dark and light blue, vio-
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let and even in white shine of the aura. The white aura people like 
Christ are also indigo. 

For that the termin ‚indigo‘ showd not be taken literally, as 
an individual with this particular colour, as many foreign western 
specialist define it. Indigo child is emanation of high spirituality 
and energy, brings clear soul, crystal wisdom and has energy with 
extremely hish wave of frequency. 

My experiments with Aura camera show something else very 
important. There are indigo people with very clear crystal violet 
aura. They are developed intellectually on a high level, and have 
untraditional creative approach. They can teach and change the 
minds of the others with their mental vibration, they are inde-
pendant and more sexual. There are also lavender crystals. This 
colour in their aura is for their artistical skills like the violets and 
the clearness of the whites. The pure and bright lavender colour 
shows that the ability for intuitive knowledge for the world is ex-
tremely high. These bulgarians feel sincere love to the humanity 
and have very powerful connection with its divine source, they 
are leaded by the beauty and art. Big percentage of the auras that 
i have diagnozed and analized are mixed, but lately the violet co-
lour is very often found in the auras of the youth. Their physical 
and spirtual part is a syntez between the High will of the sky and 
the earth, where they are living creatures. The bond logically can 
be found in the aura because it is a symbious from the colour of 
the universe - violet blue and from the colour of the Earth amber 
yellow. In the children indigo it is created and interesting paradox 
that was missing before 20 -30 years. In it it is crushed the spiriual 
and the earth softuer. But as we live in a material world the an-
tagonizm transformed the indigo in outsiders. 
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Crusified between the sky and the earth

In our daily routine we act accorind to our pragmatic energy cen-
tres. First, second and third chakras are responsible for the indi-

viual to survive. They move the ego, the sexuality, earning money, 
imposing the will with the power of the brain, the actions on the 
border of the moral and low and beyond. Indigo person is leading 
by its spiritual energetic centres - of the heart, the green chakra, of 
the intuition - blue violet, and the top chakra - white, with which 
it conncted to the cosmos. For these people the old are said - they 
fly in cosmos and the wind is blowing them on a white horse. The 
last words are very correct as the aura of these people despite vio-
let and lavender it is often white as well, filled with divine love. 
Their problem or diskmofort comes from the too high vibrations 
of existing in our 3D reality. From the bioenergetically point of 
view, there is not such a problem - they are perfect. Most of the 
genious like Mozart, Da Vinchi and Einstein become such thanks 
for their high energetic, which has gift them with high sensitivity 
to sense information (muzic, knowledge, mathematical formulas, 
visual images) from the higher worlds. For that reason many of 
the indigo children can talk to ghosts, have a prophets visions, 
they can move things with its thought, subconsciuosly they con-
trol the wheather. But when they need to do something on an 
earth level, to control financials, to lie even noble, to go to compe-
tition for work and to win - here the indigo fail. And the reason is 
hidden in the fact that they can not switch the transmition from 
higher to lower vibrations. That is what break their connection 
with the society, that is not yet grown for communication with 
such high type of souls. Because indigo instead of taking-giving, 
instead of hating-loving, instead to obey on the order they break 
it. Imagely said they not fit in the picture. 
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According to the  insight that has been given to my from my 
spiritual guides, the salvation for the indigo children is in one 
technic called PBP (switching of the bioenergetical energies). 
It will help them to adapt to the world, before it is ready for the 
change. Otherwise if now indigo beings say they are from Pleia-
des or Sirius society people can think they are crazy. And will put 
them a medical diagnoze. And if the society was more uncivilized 
they could be killed as witches, like such cases in Africa. The pills 
will do the sam but slowly. Our civilization as many other aliens is 
moved still by the fear. From the begining we have killed the dif-
ferent to survive. This is continue to happen under one or another 
form, despite the technical progress. Fear of change, of hunger, of 
poverty, from the social disapproval, the bad stuck every fibre of 
our bodies, and the indigo children should go beyond that. For 
that reason they hardly will go to direct confrontation with the 
fifth race, because they are here not to increase the fear but to de-
lete it. 

PBP is an elevator - the spiritual go under, the materialy ori-
ented go upper. Beside the thechnic i teach the indigo children 
the following mental stage. 

In this life the body is given to be used and not to walk on 
the clouds. When they are in spiritual environment let them to 
communicate on a higher level. On the street when they have to 
earn money, to survive let them to switch to lower energy vibra-
tion. Otherwise they will become outsiders and the fifth race will 
destroy them. 

On the other side to the very low levels of vibration of the 
mind of the people from fifth race i need to say them to swith on 
the higher vibrational levels of the indigo. The economical crisis 
that the world have is good period for the lovers of money to feel 
their personal transformation. Because inspite of that physical re-
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ality there are powerful mechanizmus that can help them to sur-
vive. If they open their mind for it. 
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Indigo waves

The terminus indigo is not correct as not all of the individuals 
with indigo auras are children any more. So let be understand 

as synonymous of indigo person or indigo being. That is my defi-
nition of indigo people: 

- These are people which aura is shining in the indigo spectrum 
– white, lavender, violet. The chromatic wave structure of 
their bodies corresponds to the extreme mental and spiritual 
vibrations they have. It can be proved only with apparat as 
the „Aura camera“ or from a person with aurical vision with 
big resolution. 

- Indigo individuals use 13 chakras bioenergetical system. By 
priority their vital matrix is loaded from their high energetical 
centers from 4th chakra and above. To realize their mission on 
earth they need to teach on the system PBP (written above). 

- They bring with themselves the potential of old earth and star 
spirits with mission. Many came from the constellations and 
reincarnate. It is always has divine individuals but they were 
small part of the population. Before half a century happened 
something and the indigo starting to come on waves in geo-
metrical progression. Today most of them are in India, China 
and of course Bulgaria. 

- There are behavioral models for indigo. They come from 
the high developed right side of the brain and their power-
ful connection with the universal will, that connected them 
with their cosmic spirit. The creative approach in deciding the 
life casus is character for these people, as also the high moral 
making no compromises. For that reason if you communicate 
with such a child you feel like you talk to adult. 
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- For them are character many peculiarities in the behavior 
which the official medicine called autism, hyper activity, epi-
lepsy. In 80% of the cases they include the following paranor-
mal abilities: reading thoughts telepathy, moving things with 
the thought telekinesis, feel future events clairvoyant, com-
municate with spirits and energy beings from other dimen-
sions – contacting. 

Chronological borders of the waves, with which the indigo 
children come to the Earth are very conditional. There is no sharp 
border which stops birth of individuals with particular signs. They 
transform smoothly. The information I have gathered through 
empirical and contacting way I have established four waves. They 
show the different processes that happened in the invisible world. 

In 1970 year inn Bulgaria came the First indigo wave from 
high sensitive spiritual beings. Most of them are with dark blue 
auras. According to my researches in all the towns these people 
are more aggressive and offensive. They know their power. They 
have painful feeling for justice. But this is not an incident, as their 
mission is to make a path to the indigo with more fine structures 
and energetic that come after them. 

Not coincidently the world organization “Green peace” is 
established in 1971 year. Than in spiritual plan has been created 
conditions for giving a birth to ideas, individuals and organiza-
tions which are responsible for the global transformation of the 
earth thinking. 

This is the time when grow the ideas of the teaching of the 
New epoch. They became popular in the 70s as a reaction that 
someone define as crush of the Christianity and Humanism. The 
world needed from a new spiritual and ethical vision about the 
future. The roots of the spiritual movement come from many 
sources: astrology, contacting, Hinduism, gnostical traditions, 
spiritualism, Daoism, theosophy and others. The purpose after 
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all is evolution of the vibrations around us to higher the spirit, 
thoughts and our energy vibration – the aura. The way goes 
through the thing that God exists in all of us and around us and all 
religions are just different keys to that reality. The knowledge may 
present as a mountain to which peak are leading many spiritual 
paths. Some are easy, others – difficult but all are leading to the 
peak. In 70s the indigo dropped to the earth energy with which 
enlightened the hidden ways in the fake hologram matrix of the 
materialism. This lead to development of the medium practices, 
healing with bio energy, the use of herbs and homeopathy instead 
of pills, crystal therapy, astrology, meditation. With them we de-
velop our ability for healing ourselves and the ones around us, the 
ability to use the psychical energy to reach a level of understand-
ing the Universe and the Creation. The mission is when critically 
many people reached that stage of spiritual development to make 
a world transformation. It will impact physics, psychics and cul-
ture – all. 

The Second wave has came in 1980 year. Its representatives 
are harmonic beings. They are far more sensitive, harmonic and 
loving creatures. Their aura shines in violet. Some called them 
the enlightened. These are the forthcoming of the crystal chil-
dren. According to one astrological theory the core of the second 
wave in under the impact of Uranus. These individuals seems very 
deeply in themselves, very easy to be  hurt. At some moment they 
are distracted by rhe information that come to them but this is 
only seemingly. Their right part of the brain very quickly com-
press and take off from the whole stream one thought which is 
most precious for a certain casus they have. The rest needed they 
find alone through connecting with universal informational field. 
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How I helped Berbatov? 

In 2010 I realize that the star of Bulgarian football team Dimitar 
Berbatov is indigo from the second wave and that is why his 

career stuck. When all the medias of the Albion has criticized 
him and the local fans has sweared at him because he decline to 
play for the national team any more I was pleased from the biggest 
newspaper in Bulgaria – Standart to make him a meditative train 
program which they published. Then Mitko Berbatov release 
himself and started to make goals as on an electron game. Not to 
talk about 3 phenomenal goals against Liverpool, the one of them 
with a scissor (special football termin). Then he hit the record 5 
goal in one play and write his name in the history of the English 
football. Followed some hetrics and in the beginning of 2011 he 
was on top of the rating of the goal masters. 

But it was not always be like that. After he came to England on 
the media make impression how he is not like other footballers. 
“Sincere vision, looking down, rarely looking at the eyes. Easy 
hurt soul where every bad word resonates like crying Stradivari-
ous. These were part of the describes of him. In Bulgaria he has 
no affinitet to prostitutes, or drinking at the discos like other col-
leges. The reproaches to him was he has no sport evil, he is very 
sensitive, when he is not in condition he does not make goals, 
never receive red cartons, do not run enough, all this chase him 
from Germany where he play a little. After he came to Great Brit-
ain all are wondering why Berbatov is not a as crazy as his college 
Wayne Rooney. And the answer is simple – because the indigo 
individuals are differently structured. In them the conventional 
earth logics does not work. 

The indigo beings control high energetic, divine power and 
love with which they easy connects to the spiritual worlds, move 
things with their eyes and can stop the electricity only with its 
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thought. But there problem is when they have to be aggressive on 
earth. The advices I give to Berbatov then within the media for 
the new football season 2010/2011 were connected to the tech-
nic PBP which help to individuals with such colour of the aura 
that they realized their potential on Earth. 

1. To realize he is different. (indigo)

2. Outside the football his actions to be leaded by the high en-
ergetic centers of love, forgiveness and mercy, which Berba-
tov do its charity actions. 

3. Before important task (play) to drop the “curtain”of his 
energetic shield and to switch the thinking to earth energy 
stages to aggression and money (the red, orange and yellow 
chakras). 

Then he will soon make more goal that he ever imagine, I 
said. And that happened. 

Berbatov is extremely introvert, gifted with many talents, like 
all the representatives of the second indigo wave. Apart from its 
football qualities he has literature gifts, can paint, has a high mor-
al. Several times I have seen him on live and the information that 
comes through my universal channel is that he is from the second 
wave. I still have not diagnosed with my apparat Aura camera but 
I am convinced on 99% that his bio field will shine in indigo violet 
spectrum. Many people are wondering how Dimitar Berbatov has 
such good vision to the play, how always succeed to move the ball 
through impossible angles and situations. And the reason is hid-
den in his right side of the brain which give birth to very creative 
results. Through pineal gland (the third eye) the indigo receive a 
satellite picture of every problem. That is why the decisions of the 
sport casus that Berbatov is faced are the best. He receive infor-
mation from other dimensions, from the world of death, from the 
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divine informational field in Cosmos. And there the time, space 
and physical law do not work. 
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The warriors of Pluto

There is one sub group of the second indigo wave. It has been 
dropped to Earth as the harmonizators that came after the 

people of the primary instinct were not well protected by the first 
wave – the revolutionists. They also did not resist and started to 
depersonalized by the ruling power collective consciousness of 
the lower vibrations – money, distorted moral and rough materi-
alism. These processes were extremely dangerous for the indigo , 
with which the Creator make last try for peacefully save the plan-
et. Because the old conscious have destroyed it with every passed 
day. GMO foods destroy plants and animals. The toxic garbage 
from the industry and the petrol poisoned the water, the sea crea-
tures and the human. 

A little less before the middle of the 80s the high teachers 
made urgent decision and send to Earth and indigo warriors from 
Pluto. 

That’s why many children born between 1983 and 1995 are 
extremistic oriented. They are under the sign of the ninth planet. 
The number 9 in numerology symbolized last stage of spiritual 
development and  impertinence of its following. That was the 
mission. 

From astrological point of view in its movement in the astro 
circle Pluto fly 160 days retrograde and 205 days direct. When 
this slow planet is direct it brings to the people thoughts for cre-
ation, eternity and immortal of the soul. But when it starts to be 
retrograde it causes transformations, vibrational transmutations, 
quakes and death. In other words the energy of this planet put 
the planetarian order under test. Pluto which the high priests of 
Atlantis moved at the end of the solar system, now creates the 
conditions of Earth to be reborn the old souls – a warriors from 
the dimensions. Unfortunately many of them fall in the fight with 
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the old order, with the stuck social models and religious dogmas. 
These individual could not develop and at the moment they live 
on the streets, under bridges, in children’s houses, in prisons cov-
ered with iron and false diagnoses and numerous of pills. For 
many people the information I have by the spiritual teachers 
sounds too irrationally, I will mention the syndrome of hyperac-
tivity with deficit  of attention (SHDV). The cult for this modern 
disease come from USA where millions of American children suf-
fer, according to the doctors, from this disease. In it for to be easy 
are united two diagnoses – Syndrome of hyperactivity and Syn-
drome of deficit of attention. Lately the two diagnoses are united 
in one because the “the hyperactivity in early childhood become 
a deficit of attention in the youth”. These are the symptoms: 

- Syndrome of deficit of attention – the child often is not paying 
attention in the details and makes mistakes because of this in 
school or other work, very hardly is for it to pay attention dur-
ing the classes or when playing games, often seems like does 
not hear when it is talked to it, not follow the instructions and 
can not end its school classes, often is hard for it to organize 
tasks and activities, often forget and looses things. 

- Syndrome of hyperactivity – child often shake hands and feet 
or move on the chair, often stand up from its place in class, 
where it is supposed to sit, often run or climb in situations 
where it is not appropriate, often hurry to answer before the 
question is raised, it is difficult for it to wait its turn, often 
speaks a lot. 

Syndrome of hyperactivity with deficit of attention is turned 
into universal disease because in it also go problems with hearing 
and seeing, anemy, allergies, food problems, thyroid problems, 
autism, anxious or tics. In youth they transformed into depres-
sions, manias, alcohol, narcotics. 
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What shows all that – impotence of the official medicine to 
put up with all these diseases, and that’s why they put all under 
the abbreviation SHDV. There’s no cure for that, and it is not 
found what causes it or the way to heal. 

One of the last researches beyond the Ocean shows that this 
diagnose is put wrong to thousands of children. More active kids 
are confined as hyperactive and suffering from a deficit of atten-
tion only because the teacher said so. This is a whole craziness. 
That why they’ve been given psychostimulants like metilfenidat, 
that destroy the psychic of the indigo children. That’s how the 
keepers of the fifth race in the USA for a year give 2-3 milliards 
of dollars to deactivate and destroy the sixth race with chemi-
cal weapons – pills. And the root of their weird soul-emotional 
condition is hidden in the quality of their new divine matrix. It 
threatens these circles of the society that has no interes from the 
plutonian change. Who are they – bankers, corporate predators, 
unmoral politicians. Most of them think and act syndically, but 
in fact they are obsessed by the reptiles that control the human 
consciousness. 
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Be careful Reptiles! 

Lizardmade are described in the Bible under the name Satan 
and the devil. From thousands of years there are dates that 

we are dividing the Earth with lizardformed. In the folklore of 
all the nations there are dragons and enormous snakes that kid-
naped the most beautiful girls and boys to make sex with them. 
This is not only a myth. The reptiles are digged in the Hell of our 
reality in underground towns. When necessary they go in other 
dimensions when they can exists. On later stage they found way 
to implement their DNA with the human and started to make sex 
with earth humans that are kidnapped by UFO. They create secret 
society from powerful beings with human image that in the mo-
ment order the destiny of the whole human kind. Apart from the 
new technologies the biggest advantage they have is the key to the 
noosphere – the collective consciousness, the net of the Earth. 
With its help they zombiing the thought  and will of every human. 
In the 1913 year in the USA the reptiles takes control over the 
money and that dictates the order on the Earth economically and 
psychically. According to the revelations that I have from my spir-
itual teachers, the reptiles are the authors of many diseases, also 
the syndrome of hyperactivity. The first reason is that lizard like 
creatures are feed with negative psychical energy of the people, 
and the “delicious”is the fear. The other reason is that the diseases 
made people bad, and the humanity can not deeply see the needs 
of the new generation. Otherwise thy wil think about whether so 
many children suffer and are born different, this is not part of the 
God’s will and evolution. 

It is not a secret that the AID is a laboratory virus. If we turn 
back it begins from the coming, since the first wave indigo came.  
If the coincidence is happen to stuck the consciousness with new 
fear bomb throwing to people.. 
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In China, Africa and USA many children from the second 
wave happen to be resistant to this disease. In the USA the people 
who suffer from AIDs are decreasing with 40% thanks of the indi-
go children. And if this is not a clear sign that on every bad action 
on Earth there is accurate good antiaction from the universe. Be-
cause no one can walk against the high universal will. “If needed 
the Earth will be destroyed and a new one will be created but the 
will of the Creator will be”, said a revelation that I captured. 

Because of their spiritual power the children indigo are re-
sistant to the deadly diseases with which the evil powers want to 
stop their coming. As much as the spiritual fire is , that the energy 
of the blood I biggest and diseases, formed in the lower astral can 
not live in it. 

In 1994 year is born the next phenomenon child. Its parents 
are HIV positive. The child is born with the virus. The next anal-
yses after 6 months show infection in the blood. But when the 
child reached 7 years the doctors found nothing in its blood. The 
scientists wanted to analyze the phenomenon independently one 
from another. They poised cells taken from the child that is HIV 
positive. It seems that they did not change. DNA analyze show 
that this code is not from a human. The cells contain more genetic 
information that is not shown in other people. This case is not 
isolated, hundreds of kids and young people all over the world 
have these qualities. 

The representatives of the new sixth race differ with their ge-
netic code. They have 44 from all 64 sleeping cells in reserve. If 
they awaken the human is given with new qualities. 

Mainly the second indigo wave receive the blows from the 
fifth race, to the materialism and Mamon of money, with the ac-
tive role of the reptiles. Indigo wanted its right to live how the can-
ons of the universe want. Despite of the human loses they partly 
ended their mission – to clear the way for the teachers and angel 
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creatures from the light which are landing to Earth after them. 
Even with many sacrifices first and second wave make the people 
to look upon the world on other way. 

Some of them despite the situation has climbed up in the hi-
erarchy are already making the plan to break the old lizard order. 
At the same time more often military and police enter in fight with 
groups of young people in the suburbs of France, USA, Greece 
and Bulgaria. The change is inevitable. 
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A third wave come from the stars 

The third wave started to come in the 1990 year up to the be-
ginning of the new millennium. My last analyzes shows that 

these are mainly individual which auras shine in lavender. Born 
in 1998-1999 cares crystal consciousness. They are intuitive, talk 
between each other by telepathic way but the most interesting is 
that with them it is not need a regression therapy any more, to 
remember that they live on the other planets as well. These are the 
represents of the sixth race which make the rebellion for change. 
The third incarnated wave will make a way to cosmic transition 
because it is extremely powerful in energetic. Its representatives 
already raise voice in the schools, mass they do not want to learn 
the earth sciences. “Give us a map to your universe” are saying 
they. 

After my participation in a tv show I October 2010 with me 
there are connected parents that have pleased me for help and ad-
vices. They told me they could not find common language with 
their children. It brings to their attention that the kids are using 
sentences that has heard from my mouth on the tv show. 

Their children are going in one class in a school in Silistra and 
are saying that they have meet each other in another Universe, 
most likely parallel to ours. Our real parents are cosmic creatures. 
You are nothing to us, are saying the children to their parents. 

The same case and again in Silistra I have before years. They 
called me urgently to break a black magic spells in one family. 
Many troubles have been came across in 12-13 months and at the 
end a deadly accident has happen. Along with that strange things 
happen at night. Shaking doors, and glasses without any reason. 
The diseases, financial troubles and the death come from a family 
curse. But all this paranormal situations I did not see to be made 
by a negative energy. The people a willing for help at one day late 
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I came. I rang the bell and a 5 year old girl opened the door. “My 
parents will go back from work in a moment.” she said and catch 
my hand entering into the living room for not to hear the grand-
mother which was  also at home. Then she looked me in the eyes 
and said “Can I dance with you? This is my favorite song.” I of 
course admit. Between us came the following conversation as I 
remember. 

- I know why you are here
- Why , I asked as I did not the case in details. 
- Oh you will find out I know. But remember, do not talk to 

my parents what is happening, instructed the indigo child and 
show me two fingers. 

- After two months I should tell them? 
- No, the other – two years. We are many and then we will 

show up. 
Then we sit on the coach. I wanted to provoke her and check. 

I explained to her that I am from Sirius because from there are 
my sky teachers. In moment of deep meditation a receive mental 
informational channel for this part of the galaxy and sometimes I 
travel to there. The kid said “No, you are from there”and showed 
me a planet near. Then she said to me that she is from Orion. 

It left two year from then in 2011. Incidently or not after my 
tv interview parents from same Danube town informed me that 
the things that the gir told me already happen. Children without 
to be scared already talked for their star origins. 

I adviced the parents to learn the code with which they an 
communicate with indigo children as equal. But they need to 
know something – the tales are not fantastic. 

The fourth indigo wave  came in the period of 2007 and will 
continue to come with even bigger intensity after 2012. The chil-
dren that are born cares angel souls. Scanned with Aura camera, 
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their bodies are covered with divine white light. Entering for the 
first time in the astral body of such kids I did not found any infor-
mation for incarnations. This is a clear new matrix from the God, 
the children from the Era of the spirit for which is talked in many 
prophecies. 
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Subconscious mental switching off

My work with representatives of different generations clearly 
showed that there are invisible transformations in human 

and  in the fine worlds around us. No one can not explain why in-
digo children suffer from the modern disease deficit of attention 
or hyperactivity. The answer of that enigma is hidden in one phe-
nomenon that I found. I called it “subconscious mental switching 
off ” (NMI). In fact it is how it is showed from earth point of view. 
But it is prefocusing, switching on the conscious from the earth 
planet channel to the universal, which can be understand as other 
dimension. The reason I can not say. May be this happen because 
of the many troubles that we hit and choose to reach there. They 
bring the indigo in other dimensions because they do not find un-
derstanding there. Logically.  Or it is been coded like this the rep-
resentatives of sixth race to go parallel to ours and other worlds. 
And may be the truth is somewhere in the middle. 

After NMI started the indigo people can not focus their at-
tention. Parents and teachers are in panic, that they speak and on 
the other side there is no one. Actually the representatives of the 
sixth race are going to another place – where they belong. When 
such child switch the signal you tape it, it tells you the whole his-
tory of the Universe without looking at telescope Habal. 

My researches of the different indigo waves give the follow-
ing  results that I hope to be taken under attention from the so 
called official medicine and pediatry. 

- The brain of the first indigo wave switches between hour 
and a half. 

- The brain of the second indigo wave has period of NMI on 
every 30 minutes. 
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- The third wave switches from the earth to the universal 
channel on every 15 minutes. They take many impacts that they 
can not talk and think logically. 

- The fourth wave switch on every 5 minutes. This big reverse  
hinders them to talk. They started to talk lately.  Because their 
physical age of 5-6 years is equal to 24-36 earth months. This is 
the real  time that they have been on Earth. 

- The fifth wave that come after 2010 are switched on directly 
in the Universe. In many cases the parents on the pure “five” could 
not talk at all. 

These are the star people. That is how I called them because 
they came from above and feel very big impact from the Cosmos. 
Children that are diagnosed from doctors as autists, are simply 
representatives of the high sensitive zodiacs – pisces, cancer, scor-
pion. Hyperactive children are usually aries or Taurus coming 
from Mars. Some of them remember their incarnations in the So-
lar system others came from Orion, Sirius, Pleides, Andromeda, 
Arktur, Universes, Galaxies. They use different names of planet 
systems that astromons did not hear yet, and when I show them 
the star atlas that I keep I my office, they intuitive are oriented as 
they whole life are working for NASA. Souls are really travel big 
distances to reach the Earth and to help Bulgaria and the world to 
the forthcoming changes. 

While they just dream, their consciousness work, energetic 
bodies also work and keep themselves, their home and country – 
this is our common home. 
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Chapter 8

The big secret of the high chakras

Many people think that human body is built by seven chakras. 
But there are more 5, that are our connection to the dimen-

sions, Cosmos, the Galaxy and the Universe. Now I will reveal the 
high chakras for the first time. 

The eighth chakra is 30cm upon our head. The ninth is 1,5 
metres above. The tenth is placed in the atmosphere. The eleventh 
is reaching the constellations. The twelve energetic center I found 
in the Universe and the thirteenth chakra is the personal nebula 
in the space. This is our personal Universe where we create after a 
long period of evolution of our aura and soul. 

Very person I ca find here is he in the Galaxy and above and 
to heal him. With the time I developed method for healing which 
is many times better than the healing on earth level. 

On a cosmic level it is revealed the spiritual abilities of the hu-
man. That is the work with the spirit and the soul, which subordi-
nate the body. The connection is always from above to lower, and 
not the opposite. Apart from the energy corrections that I make 
to the body I raise up on level Galaxy and search who are you as a 
star spirit. Our spirit is projected on the Earth as soul. Half of it is 
in the blood, other part is hidden in the nerve system. That’s why 
all diseases come from nerves. 

From five years there is possibility for star healing but the 
evil powers keeping the old order do not give access to it. But the 
keepers of the universal harmony give the right of the earth peo-
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ple the possibility to change the body matrix to their star one, and 
to have much more senses. 

Interesting energy allows when I open the hand the air start-
ed to shake. With it I can pull out every organ from the human 
body and to replace it with its cosmic equivalent. To one girl Ma-
ria I took the heart and replace it with cosmic. On earth level she 
was very hurt and has stopped to feel love to the people around. 
Two year after she came alone in Sofia and wanted to bring her 
back her earth heart. I can not love human like before, physically. 
Now I feel love only to nature, Earth and Universe but it is too 
high for me, said Maria. 

But apart for soul problems the method is effective in physi-
ological deviations. If the human has  a healthy problem with par-
ticular organ after it is replaced from above on physical  level it is 
became healing. This is an invisible transplantation. 

The high energetic allow us to do many things that we now 
can see for the first time. That is for example many people when 
they read books they do not  suspect that they start dangerous 
travel outside the body far away in the worlds. When crossing 
over the cosmic bariers there is danger to capture alien virus. It 
goes to our high chakras and through the seventh enter in our 
body. Very often in my office come people with larvas. They are 
visiualised like bulges parasiting on the head of the aura around 
the seventh chakra. 

Still the human can not travel very far away outside its body 
with thought-form, because of the bond that is always connects it 
to the physical projection – body. 

8th and 9th chakras are our ticket for the solar system. With it 
it is very easy to travel and find out where it is the star spirit which 
has made and subordinate the soul. On Pluto for example are 
trained very powerful warriors, part of them are sent to the Earth. 
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Big percentage of the sensitive people are connected to Ple-
iades. From Sirius are transcendental spirits, that see parallel 
worlds, talk about energy fights, spirits and aliens. But they are a 
few. I belong to them. From Orion came many powerful media-
tors, hermits that put in society are called agressors. They can be 
seen that they look the world under eyebrows with the white in 
the eye. This is because most of them are coming from Orion Beta 
or the brightest star Rigel. It radiates 66 000 times brighter than 
our sun. for that reason the light here is weak to them. They made 
themselves to look subconsciously and we think that they look 
bad at us. This is what we thought as we do not meat the solar 
creatures. They are much more with bad sight than the orions. 
They are rarely coming to Earth and more often to bring death 
and huricanes. 

From Andromeda are the people of live – funny people. 
They come on Earth for regeneration after a long work for the 
escadriles. People in which are incarnated star souls have galactic 
maps in the head that they will activate when needed. With one 
look on the sky in clear night they can find out what happens on 
Venus for example, where during dream the people are teached to 
love. Without suspecting planets give to humanity many different 
knowledge. Accros Neptune it is teached the highest love- com-
passion. On Jupiter it is teached how to be a spiritual leader. On 
Mercury we teach how to read from the Universe through talk 
and lighting informational algorhytums. On Saturn there are the 
spiritual rules. On it, it is base our being and we should not go 
upon it. On Uranus I have seen to make chemical weapons for de-
stroying the reptiles. On that planet there are the super technolo-
gies. If something come to our Galaxy it is from the laboratories 
of this blue-green planet. Their super weapons work great during 
the Great fight with the reptiles in 2004 earth time. 
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Not wanted on the Polar star

I am not claiming that I have all cosmic codes for every portal 
of the constellations of the Multiuniversе. For example it is 

forbidden for me to go on the Polar star. I tries once but I have 
been stopped and escorted back by cosmic guides – two circles 
of mind. It was not explained why, it is forbidden and that is all. 

One star also like the human have layers of fine bodies. She 
has physical and eteric body but there is also higher spheres. They 
are important for us as we can connect with them and take pow-
ers. In  the moment it is important for the humanity as upon it the 
people has oriented for the north direction. The spiritual light of 
the Polar star give goodness and regenerates the cells. That how it 
would be more that thousands of years before other star systems 
take the leading role. 

There is a Creator from above, that whatever gifts he gave to 
us, we are like small children to it. First you learn the lesson and 
then you can practice it. For that reason there are protected barri-
ers for traveling, knowledge that is shown to everyone according 
to its mission. 

And even though before 4 years I tried for second time to 
make astral flight to the Polar star , from where are high souls, 
bringing harmony and love. Through the 13  chakra system  I 
wide my aura and through plazma implosion I dropped my most 
fine sphere with huge speed. Almost I have reached the goal when 
one very powerful projector has hit me and blow me to star dust. 
After that case that is already second breaking the universal laws 
for controlling access to the interdimensional spaces, I want for-
bidden to travel a whole year. I was needed 2 months until I re-
store my powers again. Than they put me a biochip to my DNA 
for to block me. 
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Activation of the 12 spiral DNA
The creatures that live on Sirius has serious contribution for 

the life on Earth, because they created our DNA. After them in 
our genetic spiral has “touched” other civilizations in one or an-
other direction. Last were the reptiles that has stopped seriously 
our genetic development.  They at the moment keep keyed the 
12 spiral DNA matrix which hides paranormal abilities of the hu-
man, among which are the clear vision, healing, teleportation and 
dematerialization. There is one mental setting that help the acti-
vation of the human project. It is the following: 

I give order to my cosmic spirit to decode my 12 spiral DNA 
matrix. 

This order is said twice with : I order to my star spirit to de-
code my 12 spiral DNA light. 

This is told in mind or with voice three times with whole 
heart and soul. The place of the awakening is also important. I will 
tell you that one of the active laboratories on Earth is the temple 
with 150 suns of Orpheus – Paleokastro. It is near Topolovgrad. 
The secret was shown to me from one writer and analysator of the 
thraks Dora Boevska. The talented and enlighted woman in past 
life was my thrakian mother. She knew so much for bring and the 
culture of our ancestors but also their psychology. 

- Apollo, if would not have been keeping you , now you won”t 
be among lives, said to me Boevska once. 

In dusk of the sun I step on Paleokastro where the ancient 
has dig the rocks into solar laboratory. The space has opened and 
from above ea ray has dropped. in 30 minutes very heavy vibra-
tions regenerates my whole bioenergy system. Then I actually re-
ceived the knowledge for corrections of 8-13 chakra system of the 
human, that I showed you. After it all ends I was a new person. 
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But let go back to the activation. After you do the DNA awak-
ening it starts with the time movement of all energetic bodies, ac-
tivation of the 12 spiral world, opening of the 12 dimensions for 
us. The logic that one thought has a reason and give consequences 
of the next will switch off, the parallel, site and subconscious vec-
tors will focus in the right half of the brain in the seventh chakra. 
Here we can talk about indigovisation that will come as this right 
site of the brain in indigo is most developed. If the process is suc-
cessful and the Creator, of course decide to allow to realize the big 
truth that the humanity still does not suspect. We live here and 
in other dimensions as well. Every one of us has bodies placed 
in the space. The science for long time is wondering why we use 
only 3-5 % of the capacity of our brain. My answer is – because 
our existence here is one dream. The full being is not on Earth. 
The biggest part of our beings in different procenteges is placed in 
other spaces of the galactic interdimensional space. 

In activation of the 12 spiral DNA structure to the individual 
is given multidimensional seeing. The eye like anatomical organ 
begin to take the light from the subjectsnot only from this reality. 
But I warn you, not to be scared. Because from there often enter 
the supressors of the humanity – the reptiles. 

For them not once it is open a word until now, because they 
are really big danger. In my first travels outside the body I meet 
lizard creatures , but I did not know its real being. And they were 
among human biggest enemies. When I cross the halls for tele-
portation on Mars, I sometimes observe energetic crush between 
the universal escadriles. 

In the moment the lizard creatures possses small space from 
the great Orion. The galactic council tried to make agreement 
with them to stay there and to do no more troubles. Because apart 
from the Earth their nature for vital impulse and experiments 
with DNA material terrorized  not one or two planets with rea-
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sonable life. The lizards are very frightened creatures. They look 
like the dragons described in the mythology. They are 2 meters. 
Two teeth come from their mouth. Their flake is so thick that can 
not be pricked. The big tail that they carry they use for attack. 
With her help like a machine they raise to meters tall. Dispite of 
the aminal look they have they have developed conscious and can 
break the will and the thoughts of people. How happened that? 
They have weird psyhical power, with which they lower the brain 
waves of their sacrifice and it fall in situation of trans, half dream. 
They take DNS material from the neck or they kidnapped the 
creature. 

In the energy fights on Sirius B, that I participate, I have seen 
20 meters reptiles. I will only mention that it is a trinity star, but 
the science still do not find the Sirius C. 

We push them from the star and pull to the cosmic gate of 
Orion. A big devastation happen. Never even on movies a human 
can not imagine this. From the cosmic laboratories of Uranus 
they bring us blasts. The powerful explosion and the non seen ga-
lactic fight damage the whole constellation. In the moment it has 
been restored and the codes for access are changed. 

The weak site of the lizards is their back bone on the thigh. 
The second are the grills and stinks a lot. When you hit them they 
fall but do not die. You have to close them in a sphere and to drop 
a special vibration, that degrades them on a micro elements. One 
part then takes and spread in the space. After an hour regenera-
tion of the monster without the missing part of the puzel its struc-
ture is not stabile and fall into parts. 

People that do not have scent of smell during sleep or while 
they read a book where their energetic bodies are travelling with-
out control in the dimensions often meet the smell of these crea-
tures. 
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A student sees them

Recently one indigo child that in the moment is studying in 
New Bulgarian university tells me that is the past has lived a 

nightmare meeting with a reptile. Because of the high spiritual 
vibration the representatives of the sixth race can see in certain 
situations the interdimensional creatures. 

“It was not a dream or a vision. It was so real that to touch a 
glass. May be I was 5-6 years when a reptile came in my room. The 
whole door started to tremble. Some shaking of the space hap-
pened. I then did not know what is the creature and how hap-
pened to be in my room. There was something in me that attract 
them I thought then. Now I realize that they are around us and I 
only can not see them. 

The dragon started to pull me catching my leg. I feel fear 
because for me this is real. The fear come into fury, anger. I felt 
the whole light of the world behind me, a sphere and pyramidale 
structure come in my mind. The creature felt some danger that I 
can make it on thousands of pieces. Open a gap in the space and 
came across it. I will never forgot the tail that is pulling in from 
of my eyes – oily, on a green-brown flakes. It disappeared after it 
shook with the tale. “

The case of the girl was the last tale that only confirmed the 
existing of the horrible creatures on Earth. They are seen by the 
indigo children as they have my seeing. I was gifted with it by the 
spiritual teachers, the indigo are born like that. The eye in their 
case not only see the projected light, but the fine vibrations that 
surround us. They go in the brain and is going directly to the third 
eye – the epiphise. That is why the seeing is not only optical image 
in the seeing brain centres, but a new process for light feeling that 
includes vision, smell, taste, pain, touch. 
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The new seeing decoded our compressed 3D reality into a 
multiuniversal matrix. This is the so called dimensional seeing. 
The eye started to capture the projected from the subjects light, 
not only by straight line but the curve shining as well. They come 
form the dimensions and carry information about the processes, 
that happened in the parallel worlds. 
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A hole in the dimensions

Now there is a break between 7th and 8th dimension from where 
aliens, multidimensional creatures in that numer the reptiles 

can easily come to Earth. They have made something like a net 
that is like a corridor to our reality. It has one function more – 
with its help the lizards carry closed the development of the hu-
man. 

For that reason in one of my last missions in defence the ter-
ritory of Bulgaria I and my group made a break. I want tell their 
names as it is too dangerous. I went to the highest points in Shar 
mountain, Olimpus and Rila. Only few know that in the ancient 
these were  one big mountain.  On a tektonical level they are still 
connected but we take them as three different massives. 

I dropped from the peaks three powerful rays and create and 
triangle. Then I started to turn with a defined rhytum and angle, 
while I make a hole in the net which the reptiles are made upon 
Earth. That is how we break the net over Bulgaria. According to 
whole planet, looked from the cosmos, the break was partly. In 
the next days with my group connected energetic of the country 
with Sirius and Orion. The good energy informational channel 
between Earth and these constellations is obligate, if we want to 
have cosmic guaranty that nothing can stop our evolution. With 
the opening  we create conditions for those who want to unblock 
their DNA from two spiral to again in 12 spiral to make this 
maximum fast. The electromagnetic transformation of the DNA 
should help our bodies to absorbe successfully the synchronized 
ray that will hit the planet in 2012. 
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Fights during sleep

Not controlled 13 chakra system along with the shining of the 
12 spiral DNA in different individuals can cause sometimes 

events that can not be expressed. To any of us is happened for 
example to be tires, not sleep although it has sleep a lot. And we 
are wondering why and even do not suspect that at nights we go 
to school to other planets from the solar system, and others take 
part in fights. 

The people practicing meditation sometimes they go into big 
troubles in going in trans between the sleep and the awakening. 
I also during meditation switch off the earth consciousness and 
direct it to the vacuum, to the nothing. When the fifth scents are 
blocked the brain sometimes goes into gama level. 

In that condition unprepared human is very vulnerable. It is 
like entering in computer game without shields, blood, animals 
and weapons – whole craziness. And here the damages are real. 

In October 2010 I accidently saw our futurology writer Lu-
bomir Staridolski. He was gone to a meeting with the society of 
the Sirius – secret society of metaphysists, for which is talked for 
years, but no one has got nothing to it. He received an informa-
tion for a cure from the angel beings that lived on  Sirius D, that 
can heal everything. They produce a little doze from the food and 
it seems that regenerates eyes, hearts, organs for transplantation 
– kidneys, liver, autoimmune diseases. Hit by insult and heart at-
tack people has been healed thanks for the formula, and people 
with bone pains were starting walking. 

We sit to drink 50 grams of whiskey and he told me that he 
has pain in his neck. Staridolski has found a cure for the whole 
humanity but he could not help himself. He tried all alternative 
methods of the conventional science – herb therapy, reiki but 
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nothing helps. The pain as he described started over night – in 
20 o”clock and in 23 it calms down, how it is showed. Full mys-
tery! We order a whiskey and we talked about the Russian mags. 
According to me they are zombiing the Bulgarian people so they 
bond to the Russian egregor – one invisible informational bank 
of KGB. To that the minds that are searching reached very fast 
results in opening the consciousness, raise the vibration and the 
personal transformations. On their seminars they receive fast re-
sults, people explain that they see colours, lazurs and past lifes. 
The seeing is deceptive because what the Bulgarians receive is 
part of a program for psyhotrone zombiing. That is an impact 
over the consciousness as Kashpirovski, a collective hypnose in 
half sleep condition. Many people has left this world after such 
seminars of Russian mags, mainly in the 90s they were so many. 
Every body apart from a finger stamp has also an energetic one. 
The form, magnetism and the frequency of vibrating of our aura is 
unique. This is the astral code of the human. With which work the 
causal machine, responsible for our 3D dimension, called destiny. 
This super computer is controlling the life of everyone after it put 
the points of the bioenergetics impulses to the unique IP address 
– the aura. The Russian machines are smaller and can be put in a 
suitcase. The apparat is put in the hall during the lectures and the 
séances to steal the codes from the poor people. After this every 
human can be killed through impulse independently of what dis-
tance is the apparat. Moe often the energetic dates are steal to take 
the vitality. The case is known as energy vampire but with Rus-
sians is technologized in big scale. They use the potential for the 
invisible wars that are happening on Earth and in the dimensions. 
During energetic crush the personal energetic of the enlightened 
people like me can be raised to 100 meters high. We talk about 
ultra mega powerful crushes. If I now meet some creature coming 
from Russia to impact us dangerously and have to raise on that 
height to neutralize it. The military transformation happen with 
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putting all the spheres, that one developed controlling its power 
warrior has. 

Staridolski agreed with me. He aslo has heard for many cases 
that particular people has suffer from apparats and attacks, but 
still believe in the good beginning in the human. While he drink 
from his glass I saw thin stream whiskey dropping from the left 
site of his neck. I defocus my seeing to switch on transcendentally 
and then I saw- an arrow hit right on the place that the writer has 
complaints by his neck. 

- Are you use new method for meditation recently? , I won-
dered

- Yes, I wrote very ancient text of shumerian that is talked 
about special technik. It activates the multidimensional being in a 
human. I tried according to the ancient instructions, but I do not 
know whether I have successed. Why are you asking? 

- Wel you managed. Even you participate in fight without 
knowing. I said. 

I stand up and pulled the arrows with very fast movement. 
After a seconds he realized that the pain is gone. 

The battle field is everywhere around us, and the star wars 
are not only a movie. They are something  else, because they are 
energetic and spiritual warriors. I are awaken for example very ex-
hausted, I think that we are ill. I analyze many people that have 
strange conditions. They often think someone has put them on 
spell, or they have magic or meet energy vampire that suck their 
powers. And this is sometimes truth but in most of the cases it is 
wrong. We just live in Multiworld, the borders of which are get-
ting thinner. From the dimensions come energies, low spirits, 
lizards reptiles, aliens. People feel disbalance, and are wondering 
from where it is, while they think as a sacrifice will be this way. 
From this position the Bulgarian people should learn to help lone 
to themselves. To work with the light. The exercises for stabiliza-
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tion are many. One simple – visualize for example a colorful ray 
that hit from the Earth through the body to the cosmos. Then we 
bring it back to the body , and ground to the core of the planet. 
Everyone can be teached if it wants it from all the heart. This is 
shown to us by the indigo children which arsenal do not include 
only thermonuclear reaction – affect on an emotional level. Their 
structure allows to work with weapons of the Light side. In the ar-
senal are included colourful rays, spheres, technics with Merkaba 
and many more. The energetic difence is very  important thing. 
All those arrows, spheres, swords, and rays must be used – the 
Light side is created for that. Most of the people can see them 
but they are wondering why they are give and what to do with 
them. For that reason before yearsmy teachers from above give 
me the next mission. But not to be a violet general of the indigo 
army as some journalists called me in the biggest newspaper. This 
sounds very impressive but it is wrong. Indigo children are not 
searching for ierarhy, subordination and orders! They do not fit in 
the old world order of authoritets, and their parents and teachers 
give up because they don’t have an approach. “Find them, help 
them to realize themselves, show them how to use their endless 
resource and the indigo alone will find the path”, told me from 
above. But the universal teachers said something extremely im-
portant: “Thanks to the enlightend today in Bulgaria and in the 
whole world is opened to the fine energies. You broke the net of 
the reptiles. Then the law what up, the same is down is activated. 
But you must know that for the other dimensions or in the Uni-
verse there are wars and cataklysmus, and with you will happen 
also tragedies. That is why is important toteach as many indigo 
people  as you can to the future bioenergetics interdimensional 
crush. This is inevitable future of the planet Earth.” 
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The horse rider of Vanga

At the end I will show one technik, that is included in the ar-
senal of the energetic difence and wars. At the beginning of 

her clairvoyant carreer of the biggest prist of Bulgaria baba Vanga 
receive the following vision. In 1941 year came a horse rider with 
golden armor and told her that she will start to see the axis of the 
time clearly. “You will be predicting for dead and alive. Don’t be 
scared, I will be next to you and will help you. “ were the words of 
the visionary. It predicted to Vanga the second world war. 

It came time, it will have war, country against country will 
stand, it will go through with iron, world will succeed, will loose 
the war. 

“Soon th world will be very confused and many countries will 
be lost… After a year there will be war. Gather some money and 
make sacrificial rite in the church “The fifteenth saints”for to be 
save the town Strumica from devastation.”

“This country that will go against the big Russia will lost the 
war.”

And on the next day the germans went against Jugoslavia and 
Greece. And the participation of Bulgaria in the second world war 
begin. 

It is still full mystery who was the horse rider. According to 
Vanga he is an archangel, came to tell her about her gift to be a 
prophet. I found something else. As it was said to me “then the 
three dimensional human consciousness was not grown for the 
full multi dimensional truth.”So it came the time this to be told. 
The light horse rider was the king Samuil. He, as many of the Bul-
garian kings represents huge archetype energy, dropped on our 
territory by the Forces. It has been told to me that their envoys 
are protecting our country, as long as they are pulled out from the 
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dimensions. This is evocation – calling a spirit of a death person. 
Those cosmic powers are above the level religion, and the knowl-
edge that is given to us through people-visioners like Vanga and 
me, is impacting the whole humanity. 

Vanga could control the power of psyhometry. This is a 
method for analizing the past of a subjest or a human. It includes 
capturing an information, that is in the auras of stones, trees, or 
whole fields. There are several people that can use the psyhom-
etry, but they are a big helpers in revealing an events from the near 
and the far past. Taking an information from the past is very little 
part from the sea of possibilities that we swim without even know. 
Because apart from information there are also ways to pull from 
the past huge quantities of energy. 

Every human being lived on Earth keeps its powers keyed 
somewhere in the space time condenzator. With certain codes it 
cn be used now. What I did? I took the aurical image of the war-
riors of all Bulgarian fights- at Aheloi to king Simeon The Great, 
at Klokotnica to Ivan Asen The Second and then I put to the bor-
der to keep it. From Turnovo I awake many shooters. With the 
members of my group we went to village Kliuch. I evocate the 
blind samuil’s warriors from the dimensions. After I called a cos-
mic guard raise them to Mars for regeneration and after about a 
month they came again. 

Once I have the knowledge I did not stop here. Several 
months we enter in Rome. On the Colizeum we open a hole in the 
space with energy rays. After that we dropped spheres to stabilize 
the path between the dimensions and pull out from their energy 
projection of 90 thousand roman army. Big part of it we local-
ize around Plovdiv. In Plovdiv it can be seen the whole energetic 
of the country, and there it is very powerful but sensitive point. 
In this town of Bulgaria it is placed the ierihon tube with which 
we can destroy every enemy. It is everywhere in the Sky on the 
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ground and in the dimensions. To see them is my gift. My chan-
nel is switched on 24 hours to the multi Universe. I know in this 
moment when writing this (22:00, 6.January 2011) that there is 
no fight and no energy attack against Bulgaria. That doesn’t mean 
there’s no risk. At the moment for example the escadres of Orion 
are waiting from the dimensions to show the giant Nibiru – a 
planet inhabited with the most dangerous creatures – the beings 
that are before the reptiles. According to the prophecies they will 
show In 2012, 2014 or in 2036 but there’s a big possibility to sur-
prise us every moment. 

The ancient people warn us for the danger in their myths and 
legends. It is there called the planet X. This cosmic pirate sur-
round the Solar system on particular period of time, and enters 
in it to destroy the planets that are on its road. Information coded 
in the myths shows that lastly the planet X has crossed our galaxy 
crossroad before around 3 600 years. Than it has destroyed a little 
planet, that there’re evidences that has existed between Mars and 
Jupiter. Analyzing the events from the ancient history shows hor-
rible discoveries. In the ancient Babylonian and shumerian texts is 
described a flood that came on the drought. There are written the 
gods born from the Sun, and the describe is fitting with the row 
of the planets in the Solar system. The expert in ancient languages 
and cultures Zakaria Sitchin thinks that the role of the great god 
of the shumerian Marduk is acted from this planet Nibiru. On it 
live the super developed civilization – the anunaki. It gave to the 
shumerians calendars, astronomical and mathematical knowl-
edges. After the last Coming of the anunaki through the portals of 
our Universe they cause a flood. For the motives we can not tell. 
Many creatures and civilizations want to be the source of birth of 
the Earth people. Through a system of cycles – knowledge, test 
and a flood, they modelize our evolution according to their seeing 
of the existence. 
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The bloody message of Ariman 

In September in 2010 year at the end of working day in my of-
fice came a weird woman. She was met by my associate and left 

her to wait, but didn’t tell that there’s one more person for the 
day outside the graphic. I just have finished with the last aurical 
correction for the day and relaxed on the terrace. For a whole day 
harmonizing of energy holes from magics and diseases auras I felt 
exhausted. And while I have looked to the sunrise an invisible 
hand has catch me to the throat and started to strangle me. It was 
so scary and not expected that I almost would fall from the fourth 
floor of the mall in the Student’s town. I tightened myself in the 
third chakra generating a power and with huge impulse I succeed 
to picked up. I enter in the cabinet running, because I understood 
that something is wrong. And inside there was a woman that was 
sitting and looked at me with mild  look. 

“Mr Kolev – started she- I am searching for you from some-
time I hear a voice. At the beginning it talked me softy and I 
thought that it is an angel. It warn me once when they wanted 
to fire me because of a mistake of another. Thanks to him I de-
veloped a sense to the colour and the composition. Although I 
have never learn art I painted great pictures. Everything was very 
good until the beginning of August. Then his voice become met-
al and aggressive. I threatened me that will take my children if I 
don’t do several things. One of them was to come to you – “Go to 
reiki master Deian Kolev I want to tell him something and I will 
leave you…he promised”. She told me also that the voice made 
her do horrible things – “make a bomb and put it in the Central 
station. I will tell you how to make it and what materials to use.” 
Or “Switch off the ring and don’t let anybody for a week – this is 
a test.” The housewife of course didn’t do nothing of these things, 
but because of the harassment she was one step to the clinic. In 
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her desperation she decided to look if I’m a real existing person. 
With surprise she found my coordinates in internet. 

I put her on the Aura Camera and it was visible that her sev-
enth chakra the bound with the spiritual world was moved in 
right. Around her there can be seen a break, from which is shown 
the shadow of a horn on top of her head, obviously the horns and 
the tail of the demon. Her aura was devilish purple colour. 

While I described the meaning of the graphics on the moni-
tor, the woman looked weirdly and her voice mutated for seconds 
and the room has shaken of a male bass tember. The papers of the 
printer flew, and there were no wind as the door and the windows 
were closed, and the climatic was switched off. 

“the nothing is born from the nothing in the nothing. You are 
one of the most deserved for my triple magic”. , said the creature, 
obsessed the woman. It was speaking from her mouth. Obviously 
the poor woman can not reach such bass depths of the voice. 

“Who are you?” I asked. Followed an anwer – “associate of 
Ariman”. You have seen his throne in the mineral kingdom. I have 
released souls from there and you will be punished. In the year 
of the dragon the green creatures will attack. We have captured 3 
milliards of people. Soon you will be among them.”

The threat affects me , I pulled out the most intensive ray and 
I cut his legs with …love. The woman didn’t suffer because she 
was mae by the divine love, and the light hurt only the low crea-
tures. The demon started to pray for a mercy and disappeared. 
But after all he complete his mission to give me the message from 
the powers of the dark. In it there’s something optimistic. The 
population of the Earth is 6,7 milliards of people. The people that 
belong to the Light side are more than the ones obsessed from 
the Dark with about 700 millions. On them it is kept the balance 
of our dimension. If the number nears 144 which we should not 
take literally, as it can mean 144 millions will open a corridor and 
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on our planet will enter horrible creatures from the dimensions. 
The color of our aura is for now the only thing that shows if we are 
good, high spirited and if we walk to the right way. Our biggest 
mistake will be to wait for help from outside. You start to love 
the people, this love has united – this is the most secure protect. 
When everyone find itself and the mission on the Earth, the light 
will come. 
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CHPTER 9

Evolution of the Aura

According to the ancient teachers, the individual charakteristics 
of the human aura – its form, size, density, color – depends of 

the level of our spiritual development of the individual. If a per-
son is developed spiritually and has big energy potential, its aura 
radiates on a big distance from its physical projection. The wear 
person inside has a weak radiant. 

The form of the aura is harmonic, when the person is psy-
chologically sustainable, and also full with power and energy. As 
big as its inner unstability is, as bigger level the form of the aura 
is asymetrical. 

The density of the aura tells for the power of the personality. 
When a human has a clear mission and is with harmonic behav-
ior, the radiance is bigger and more  tightly. To a human with de-
pression or being in emotional shock the density is lower. 

One of the biggest prophets of our time – the American Ed-
gar Keysey tells the following: 

“From the moment when my memory starts back in the time, 
I always have seen colors, connected with people. I don’t remem-
ber a case when I meet with human beings and my retina is not 
registering in the air the blue, green or red, streamed all over their 
heads and shoulders…

It has passed long time before I realize that the other people 
don’t see those colors. It passed again some time before I hear the 
word aura and to teach how to use this phenomenon. Which for 
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me was something usual. I never think for the people in other way, 
only about their connection with the aura. I observe the changes 
in my friends and relatives it passing of the time – in diseases, de-
pression, love, satisfaction – everything impacts the aura, and for 
me it is an indicator of the soul. It shows me in what directions are 
blowing the winds of the destiny.” 

Depending of the color and the intensity of the radiant en-
ergy give information about the personality, the way of life, about 
the thoughts in its brain, about the feelings that is his sou, about 
the harakter, for which image a human can fit in the world. With 
surprising sharpness the color of the aura reflects our mind, phys-
ical and spiritual health. 

The father of the Antroposophy Rudolf Shtainer (1861-
1925) has noticed the existing of three types of aura depending 
of the hromatical intensity. The science of Shtainer is precious 
for the humanity, because it is a try to be analysed and described 
the spiritual phenomenons with the same punctuality and clear-
ness, with which the nature science described the physical world. 
Shtainer use science methodology along with a clairvoyance and 
other methods, stepped on the extra sensual experience. With 
this complex theoretical and empiric approach is made maximum 
objective independently if it is observed events from the spiritual 
or material levels of our being. 

Although that today the revolutional encounter – Aura cam-
era shows the whole aurical palette it Is interesting the conclu-
sions of Rudolf Shtainer. He generally group the aura in three 
main types, in which context is raised the spirit and the sin. 

First aurical type – includes the colours, are little or less not 
transparent. Although when we compare with the colours, that 
sees our physical eye, they happen to be mobile and transpar-
ent. Filling with clouds like masses the space in the highsensitive 
world, they thicken it and make it nontransparent. In the first part 
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of the aura can be observed all colours of the instinct life, from the 
red to blue. These colours are chakrater to something unclear, sees 
Shtainer. The more red colours shows that there is feelings, carnal 
passions and greed for gestation. The green colours are filled in 
these low individuals that are indifferent, greedy giving to every 
delight, meanwhile they are scared from every effort to achieve 
it. Where the passions on every prize tried to hit some goal, for 
which realizing they don’t have enough qualities and abilities, in 
their aura has showed up brown-green and yellow-green colours. 
Some modern people of life undoubtly have this type of aura. 
The personal feeling of the own I , to which the roots are in the 
lower attractiveness is the lowest level of the ego, it is shown with 
unclear yellow and green colours. It is clear that the instinctive 
animal life can take also one happy harakter. There’s one pure sac-
rifice that we observe even in the animal kingdom. In the natural 
mother love, the animal instincts reach its real perfection. Those 
deprived from go animal instincts are shown in the first aura as 
light red or pink colours. The cowardice fear and the horror in 
front of physical threat is impacted in the aura like brown-blue or 
grey colours. 

Second aurical type – Encompasses the colours , that has 
build by light. 

They shine in the space that are in. Thanks to them, it trans-
fers into light space. This second aurical type, as the first one is 
haraterized with different colours. Too developed self-sufficiency, 
the pride and the ambition can be shown as brown and yellow for-
mations. The curiosity is coloured under yellow-red spots. Light 
yellow colour is bright thinking, good intellect, the green colour 
is sense for life and world. The bright children has green colours, 
in this part of the aura. The good memory is represented in the 
second aura through the yellow-green colours. The pink colour 
shows that the person is benevolent and loving, the blue colour 
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speaks for the goodliness and piety. As much is the godliness it is 
near to the piety exaltation, it is more blue that transforms into 
purple. The idealism and the serious attitude to life look colourful 
in indigo. 

Third aurical type – the colours have shining, glooming ha-
rakter. According to Rudolf Shteiner they not only shine in the 
sace that they take but they spread a rays. In these colours there is 
something mobile, the others are calm and not shining. Harakter 
to the chromatical vibration from he third type is that they are 
formed unstoppably from themselves. Through the first two type 
the space is filled as like one thin liquid that calmly stays in it. In 
the third type the space is filed with unstoppably life with eternal 
mobility. 

The attitude between people are exiting and often it creates 
this powerful energy bond  that can have different impact to life 
of every individual. We can make the conclusion that we live in a 
world of energies and we the people are energetic beings. And ac-
cording to the energetic plan we take part in the whole – the good 
and the bad. 

Everyone in the energetic centers have its own colour, but 
one is mostly spread in the aura. This colour defines the harisma 
of the human. According to my longtime observation may talk 
for new aurical frenology, that shows the evolution of the aura. Its 
colour very sharply reflects to the harakter and gifts of the person. 
May be iiit is not far away the time where the companies will hire 
people only with a test of their auras. The aurical compatibily can 
be used in making a marriage. Because if two people are not con-
nected energetically it will soon come the divorce. Here are the 
harakteristiks of the main tyes of auras. If someone see itself in the 
types below there is only one way which is 100% sure, to make a 
test with the detector of the spirituality – Aura Camera. 

…


